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Glendining’s - Important Information for Buyers 

If you are new to Glendining’s please read the following pages 

and our Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale, printed elsewhere 

in this catalogue or displayed in the saleroom. Our Client Services 

Manager will be happy to give assistance on any aspects about 

which you may be unclear. Tel: (0171) 629 6602, ext 331. 

Specialists in charge of a sale can be consulted at any time, either 

in person or by telephone, to give advice on specific lots. See the 

title page for details of whom to contact. 

Estimates 

The estimated selling price of each lot is printed beside the 

lot description and does not include the Buyer's Premium 

(or VAT, when this is payable on the hammer price, as 

indicated by the symbol * or “, see VAT). The estimates are 

prepared well in advance of the sale, are not definitive, and 

are subject to revision. 

Use of a Currency Converter 

An electronic currency converter may be used in certain 

sales. Whilst such equipment is provided as a general guide 

as to the equivalent amounts in certain currencies of a 

given bid in sterling, it should be noted that all bids must be 

placed in sterling and all purchases will be made on the 

basis of the sterling bid accepted by the Auctioneer. 

Glendining’s do not accept any responsibility for any errors 

which may occur in the use of the currency converter. 

Use of Video Image Equipment 

Video Image Equipment may be used in certain sales. 

Whilst such equipment is provided as an indication of the 

lot being offered for sale by the Auctioneer at that time, it 

should be noted that all bids tendered will relate to the 

actual lot number announced by the Auctioneer. Details of 

that particular lot will be found in the sale catalogue, as 

varied by any announcement made in the saleroom or by 

the Auctioneer from the rostrum. All purchases will be of 

the lot announced by the Auctioneer. Glendining’s do not 

accept any responsibility for any errors which may occur in 

the use of Video Image Equipment. 

Buyer’s Premium 

Value 

A Buyer's Premium is payable at 15% on the first £30,000 of 

the hammer price of each lot purchased, plus 10% 

thereafter of the hammer price for that lot. (VAT at the 

appropriate rate is charged on the premium). 

Added Tax (* and **) 

The symbol * after a lot number indicates that VAT is 

payable by the purchaser, at the standard rate, on the 

hammer price. The double symbol ™ after a lot number 

indicates that the lot has been imported from outside 

the European Union under HMCE Temporary Importation 

Regulations, and that VAT at the effective rate of 2.5% will 

be payable by the buyer on the hammer price and on the 

premium. For lots which appear without either of the 

above symbols no VAT will be payable on the hammer price 

and the premium will be shown inclusive of VAT. The VAT 

inclusive with the premium is not normally recoverable by 

the buyer. Note: There is no VAT payable on the hammer 

price, or on the premium, for books bought at auction. 

Damaged and Restored Lots 

Intending purchasers are in all cases responsible for 

determining the physical condition of lots and in this regard 

are referred to clause 16 of the Standard Terms and 

Conditions of Sale. It is not intended that any statement as 

to the condition of a lot should be definitive and 

Glendining’s do not guarantee that there are no defects, 

imperfections or restorations present which have not been 

referred to specifically. 

Condition Reports 

To assist intending buyers who are unable to view the sale, 

Glendining’s are happy to post or fax a condition report 

prepared by a specialist. These reports are for guidance 

only, without legal obligation or prejudice to our Standard 

Conditions of Sale. 

Electrical Goods 

It is essential that lots which were originally operated by 

mains electricity be checked by the buyer prior to use. 

They may not comply with the current statutory 

requirements and as such are offered for sale solely for 

display or historical purposes and are not suitable for 

connection to the mains electricity supply. 

Trade Embargoes and the Export of Ivory 

Trade embargoes are currently imposed by the United 

Nations against Iraq, Serbia and Montenegro. For assistance 

and further details please contact the Company Secretary's 

Office prior to bidding. Please note that any item of ivory 

exported from the United Kingdom requires a licence or 

permit, and that certain items cannot be exported. Please 

contact our Shipping Department before the sale if you 

require assistance. 

WAYS OF BIDDING 

In Person 

To bid at a sale all potential buyers must be registered on 

the day of the sale. Please bring means of identification and 

proof of residence with you, as you will need these to 

register and collect your bidding number before the 

auction begins. 

The bidding number system is sometimes referred to as 

“paddle bidding”. You will be issued with a large card with 

a printed number on it, which is matched to your 

registration details. Should you be a successful buyer you 

will need to ensure that your number can be clearly seen by 

the Auctioneer, and that it is your number which is called 

out as the buyer. 

If there is any doubt as to the hammer price or the buyer, 

you must draw this to the attention of the Auctioneer or a 

member of staff immediately. 

All lots will be invoiced to the name and address given on 

your registration form, which is non-transferable. At the 

end of the sale, or when you have finished bidding, please 

return your bidding number to the Registration Clerk or 

General Office. 

By Telephone or Fax 

A bid by these methods is accepted at the sender's risk. 

Telephone bids must be confirmed in writing. 
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For stamp sales: Tel: (0171) 468 8345. Fax: (0171) 409 3466 

For all other sales at New Bond Street: 

Tel: (0171) 629 6602. Fax: (0171) 491 1609 

By Post 

Bid forms can be found in the back of all catalogues and 

should be sent to us as soon as possible. In the event of two 

buyers submitting identical bids for a lot the first bid received 

takes precedence. Please check your bid form carefully 

before returning it to us, fully completed. All bids must be left 

at least one hour before the start of a sale. Please note the 

conditions as stated on the bid form before signing it. 

Telephone Results Services 

To find out if you have been a successful buyer you can call 

our Sales Results Service, available 8.30 am - 5 pm, Monday 

to Friday. Tel: (0171) 468 8311. 

Open Live Link * 

This service enables you to listen into the auction in 

progress, but cannot be used to leave bids or make 

enquiries as it is a one-way service only. 

Sale Results Fax Back Service * 

To automatically receive the results of an auction by fax 

simply telephone, using the handset on your machine, 

ensuring that it is set to the Poll Receive mode. Results 

cannot be obtained in this manner until the auction has 
finished, but they are then available for the next 48 hours. 
* When these services are available for a sale the appropriate 
contact numbers appear on the title page of the catalogue. 
Calls are charged at 45p per minute cheap rate and 5 Op 
per minute at all other times. This service is provided by 
TTAP Ltd, Borley, Sudbury, Suffolk CO10 7AQ. 

Tel: (01787) 880521. 

METHODS OF PAYMENT 

Purchases can only be released when full settlement 
(inclusive of all charges) of the invoice is received in 
cleared funds. 

Paying by Cash 

Cash payments can be made at the General Office, either 
during or after a sale. 

Paying by Cheque 

Cheques should be made payable to “Phillips Son and Neale 
Limited” for the total amount due and if payment is made by 
post please enclose the tear-off slip from your invoice. All 
cheques will be cleared through our Bankers prior to the 
release of any purchases and please note that this takes at 
least 4 working days. 

Cheques drawn by third parties, whether in the 
Auctioneer’s favour or requiring endorsement, cannot be 
accepted. 

If you have any queries please contact the cashier's office. 
Paying by Switch and Credit Cards 

Payments can be made by Switch, or Mastercard and Visa 
cards. (Credit card payments carry a surcharge). 

Paying by Bank Transfer 

Our London bank details are given below. All transfers must 
state the relevant sale number, lot number and the client’s bid 
number. If transferring from a foreign currency, the amount 
We receive must, after the deduction of any bank charges 
payable on receipt of the transfer and when converted into 
pounds sterling, be the total due in pounds sterling. 
Bankers details: 

National Westminster Bank PLC, 
21 Hanover Square, 

London W1A 4ZE 

ee Seiy: 

Sort Code: 60-50-07 Account Number: 83603948 

Account Name: Phillips Son & Neale Limited 

For further information on payment please contact the 

General Office on (0171) 468 8311. 

COLLECTION, STORAGE AND SHIPPING 

All purchases (excluding coins, books, stamps and 

Jewellery) are handled after the sale by Cadogan Tate, a 

London storage company, for safekeeping and convenience 

of collection. They can also help with your shipping needs. 

Cadogan Tate 

Hythe Road, North Kensington, 

London NW10 6RS 

Tel: (0181) 969 6969 

Cadogan Tate 

Lower Ground Floor, Phillips, 

101 New Bond Street, London W1Y OAS 

Tel: (0171) 493 4398 Fax: (0171) 495 8650 

When full payment is received you will be issued with a 

Delivery Order. This is your proof of payment and needs to be 

presented when collecting your purchases. Lots not cleared 

during the sale will remain on our premises or be transferred 

to Cadogan Tate until payment has been received and 

collection arranged. 

Furniture 

Furniture not collected by 5 pm on the day of the sale will 
be removed to Cadogan Tate’s North Kensington storage 
facility. Lots will be available for collection from 2 pm on the 
day following the sale, then Monday to Friday, 9 am -5 pm. 
There will be no charge to purchasers who collect their 
items within 14 days of the sale. After this period the 
following charges will be made, per lot, thereafter: Transfer 
and Administration: £32, plus £3.00 per lot per day storage 
charge. If you have purchased additional items in the same 
sale, such as rugs or works of art, they will also be removed 
to the warehouse for collection on the day of the sale and 
become subject as above to the following charges per lot: 
Transfer and Administration £16.00 plus £1.60 per lot per 
day storage charge. 

Pictures and All Other Items 
(excluding coins, books, stamps and jewellery) 

Items not collected by 5 pm on the day of the sale will be 
relocated to the Cadogan Tate storage area situated within 
Phillips and can be collected from this area Monday to 
Friday, 8.30 am - 5 pm. Storage is free if purchasers collect 
their items within 28 days of the sale. After this period the 
following charges will be made, per lot, per day: 
Pictures and medium sized lots: Administration charge of 
£15, plus £1.50 per day. 

Small sized lots: Administration charge of £10, plus £1 per 
day. 

Storage charges are subject to VAT at the standard rate and 
an insurance charge of 0.75% of the value (Cadogan Tate’s 
insurance charges are limited to 100% of charges). All 
charges due to Cadogan Tate must be paid at the time of 
collection from either locations. Payment can be made by 
Cash, Credit Card or Banker's Draft. If any defects are noted 
at the time of collection you must inform Cadogan Tate 
immediately. Any goods removed from and/or stored by 
Cadogan Tate are subject to their Standard Conditions of 
Business. 

Coins, Books, Stamps and Jewellery 

Please contact the department concerned for individual 
storage charges and collection arrangements. 

Fax: (0181) 960 4567 
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Original drawings supplied to The International Currency Bureau by the Banco Central de 

Guatemala as suggestions for Guatemalan coin designs. (Not offered for sale’in this 

auction) 

Original drawing of a Quetzal Bird painted exclusively for the International Currency Bureau 

by artist Emma Faull and used on the reverse of the 1995 pattern Guatemala 10 Quetzales 

(part of Lot 52) 



Vie, 
Please note that V.A.T. is payable by the purchaser, at the standard rate of 17.5% on the hammer price of all lots. However buyers may be able to claim this V.A.T. 
back upon appropriate proof of export. Lots exported outside the E.U. by Glendining’s will not be subjected to V.A.T. 

OPTIONS ; 
In this sale the buyer of the first lot with additional “similar” lots following, will, at the discretion of the auctioneer, have the option to buy further lots at the same 
hammer price. 

ESTIMATES 
Because of the unique nature of this sale it is difficult to place accurate estimates upon the lots. Many of these coins have already sold, individually, for extremely 
high prices but because of the requirement to sell such a large quantity of material in one sale we have deliberately omitted estimates. 

THERE WILL BE NO RESERVES ON LOTS IN THIS AUCTION, but as a guideline we expect base metal pattern coins to fetch between £3 and £10 each 
and silver pattern coins could fetch between £5 and £15 each. When these coins have been sold in the past, by auction or private treaties, or listed in catalogues, 
prices have been £40 to £80 each for base metal patterns and £50 to £125 each for silver coins. 

BACKGROUND OF THE AUCTION 

The chief contents of this auction are coins produced by a United Kingdom company, the International 
Currency Bureau Ltd, based in London. This company has ceased to trade. The coins are experimental pieces 
and were manufactured for various reasons after consultation with Central Banks and other currency issuing 
authorities in eight countries. International Currency Bureau sought primarily to pursue contracts to mint and 
market legal tender commemorative coins and the objective was achieved on several occasions. But often, in 
pursuit of this goal, the company manufactured or commissioned the manufacture, of many interesting 
prototype or pattern coins. Very few of these items have been offered for sale in the past, but as the company is 
now closing, the requirement to sell this large quantity of experimental pieces by auction gives the unique 
Opportunity to acquire a part of the archives of International Currency Bureau Ltd. 

The coins on offer in this catalogue represent the remaining total of all prototype or experimental items made 
over a period of several years for Guatemala, Honduras, Armenia, Maldives, Romania, Peru, Tanzania and 
Cuba. Except for the sale some time ago of a small number of pieces, this accumulation of some 60,000 coins is 
a complete listing of all pattern coins produced. No other coins can be manufactured, and in accordance with 
the express wishes of several countries, the dies have been rendered unusable. Many of the dies are offered for 
sale as items of interest with original plasters, some artwork, and the coins themselves. 

It should be noted that many coins were produced with the authority of International Currency Bureau Ltd at 
the Romanian State Mint in Bucharest, and these pieces are offered for sale alongside those items manufactured 
in the United Kingdom. 

The patterns were struck in platinum, gold and in regular and piedfort thickness silver (.999 and 925), 
Experimental pieces were also manufactured in brass, gold-plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel and 
tri-metal (a series of 3 rings of brass alternately gold and silver coated and struck as one coin) 

International Currency held a substantial stock of different types of base metal coinage blanks and these were used extensively. Experimentation was made with different colour process types but the general purpose of the production of the quantities of prototype coin was to test the suitability of the many different metals and the viability of the dies over a significant production run. The company experienced problems with an original finely milled edge for the coins, and it can be seen that an edge type with more broadly spaced milling was 
eventually used. 



J. Hewitt Judd in his exacting book on United States Pattern, Experimental and Trial Pieces, states that ‘patterns 

are pieces which represent a new design, motto or denomination proposed for adoption as a regular issue, struck in the 

specified metal, and which were not adopted, at least in the same year. Those struck from these dies in other metals are 

pattern trial pieces. Experimental pieces include those struck with any convenient dies to try out a new metal, such as 
aluminium, a new alloy, such as goloid, or a new denomination.” 

In its glossary of coin terms, the UK Coin Yearbook defines a pattern as “a piece resembling a coin or medal, 
prepared by the mint to the specification or on the authorisation of the coin-issuing authority, but also applied to pieces 
produced by mints when tendering for coinage or medal contracts. Patterns may differ from the final coins as issued in 
the type of alloy used (off metal) but often they differ in details of the design’. 

It is interesting to look at the background of the coins currently on offer in the light of the above definitions. In 
the case of Guatemala the coin issuing authority (the Banco De Guatemala) specifically authorised International 

Currency Bureau Ltd to manufacture dies for 1 Quetzal, 10 Quetzales and 50 Quetzales coins, and even sent its 

own designs to the company! The Cuban authorities signed a contract with ICB Ltd and asked the company to 
manufacture dies for the production of 1 Peso, 10 Pesos and 50 Pesos coins featuring “Pirates of the Caribbean” 
and “Butterflies of the Caribbean” and also discussed the possibility of a “Battles of the Caribbean” series. 
Samples were made, but only the “Pirate” coins were adopted as currency. 

The Maldives sanctioned the design and production of a pattern coin which would (as International Currency 

Bureau had suggested when tendering for a coinage contract) help promote the country’s tourist industry, but 

the coin never had legal tender status bestowed upon it. Peru, Tanzania, and Armenia wrote to International 

Currency Bureau and specifically asked the company to produce a pattern coin for their country. Honduras 
made a verbal request. And the Romanian State Mint produced some designs for 1996 and 1998 Olympic 
coins, exclusively for International Currency Bureau Ltd which bore more than an uncanny resemblance to their 
earlier legal tender 100 Lei Olympic coins (ref: Krause Mishler 127-131). 

None of these coins was adopted as currency and this remains a unique opportunity to acquire some very 

important numismatic material. 

Copy of original International Currency Bureau Ltd design for 10 Lempiras Honduras coin 



THE 1995 SERIES OF 3 PATTERN COINS PRODUCED FOR GUATEMALA FEATURING TOURIST 

SITES AND THE WILDLIFE OF THE REPUBLIC OF GUATEMALA 

The fascinating country of Guatemala is the northernmost of the 5 Central American republics. With a wealth 
of colourful wildlife and a history at the heart of the ancient Mayan civilisation, Guatemala has an area of 

42,042 square miles (108,890 sq. km.) and a population of 10.7 million. The capital is Guatemala City, the 

currency, the Quetzal, is also the name of the national bird. International Currency Bureau noted the interest in 

Guatemala’s long and highly collectable series of coins, and approached the Banco Central De Guatemala in 
1995. 

The background to the production of this small series of interesting pattern coins began with a meeting at the 

offices of the Banco De Guatemala — the coin and currency issuing authority for the Republic of Guatemala — 

on February 6th 1995, in Guatemala City. There it was proposed that International Currency Bureau Ltd 
should produce some commemorative coins for Guatemala. The Bank representatives showed interest in the 
company’s experimentation with coloured coins, but it was decided that coloured OR non-coloured coins 

should be minted as samples or patterns. 

On March 8th 1995 the Banco De Guatemala issued International Currency Bureau Ltd with a certificate 
authorising the company to manufacture dies with the national shield of Guatemala and the denominations 1 
Quetzal, 10 Quetzales and 50 Quetzales. The coinage themes which had been discussed were tourist sites in 
Guatemala and Guatemalan birds. The Bank sent, together with their authority to produce the dies, their 
suggestions for coin designs, in the form of hand drawn illustrations, for the coinage series. Dies were quickly 
produced for the obverse of the 10 Quetzales coins, a design which would be similar to that used for the two 
other denominations, and this was shown to the Banco De Guatemala at a further meeting at the bank premises 
in the third week of March 1995. 

Some time later, International Currency Bureau decided to combine the two themes of tourist sites and birds in 
just three coins with the denominations authorised by the Bank. International Currency Bureau spoke with the 
wildlife artist Emma Faull and she painted a picture of the Resplendent Quetzal for use on the 10 Quetzales 
coin. The image of the bird featured on the coin is combined with a distant view of the ancient Guatemalan 
temple, the Temple I Tikal. For the 1 Quetzales coin a representation of the Lago De Atitlan (Lake of Atitlan) in 
Guatemala, as submitted by the Bank’s artist, was combined with a picture of a humming bird in flight. The 50 
Quetzales coin has a Guacamaya bird (also drawn by the Bank artist) and a distant view of the old capital city of 
Antigua, Guatemala. 

Eventually, the Banco De Guatemala showed no desire to pursue the project as ICB had anticipated. 
International Currency Bureau had made a variety of samples in different metals and with different edge types, 
although no colour coin for Guatemala was ever produced. 

1. THE 1995 PATTERN 1 QUETZAL 

This coin bears on the obverse a version of the official shield of the Republic of Guatemala which has been used 
on Guatemalan coinage since around 1870. The legend reads “Republica De Guatemala 1 Quetzal.” The 
reverse features a distant view of the Lago De Atitlan which was copied from the drawing sent to International 
Currency Bureau by the Banco de Guatemala. In the foreground is a “Juan Fernandez Firecrown” 
hummingbird, the design of which is based on the illustration by the artist Emma Faull (p 40) in her book 
“Endangered Birds.” 



The Lago De Atitlan is a huge lake of some 25 kilometres width, a perfect mirror of blue surrounded by Fuji- 
like volcanoes. It is a caldera or collapsed volcanic cone more than 320 metres deep, where the land drops off 
sharply near to the shore. The lake remains still early in the day, but by noon the Xocomil, a south-easterly 
wind, may have risen to ruffle the lake’s surface. Three huge volcanoes, Volcan Toliman, Volcan Atitlan, and 

Volcan San Pedro rise over 3000 metres and surround the great Lago. 

According to Faull’s book “Endangered Birds” the Juan Fernandez Firecrown used to be a common 

hummingbird, but now only 400-800 remain. The male is brown-red with an iridescent ruby crown, the female 
turquoise green above and more green-spangled below. 

There is one reverse design and one obverse design for the 1995 Guatemala 1 Quetzal, and these pattern coins 

were struck in eight different metal types. There are two edge varieties; a plain and a milled edge. 

All coins have been struck with a proof finish and have a diameter of around 38mm. The tri-metallic coins are 
two rings of brass around an inner circle of brass. The rings have been, alternately, plated with silver and gold 
and the three pieces are struck as one coin. The silver coins have been produced in .925 sterling silver. All coins 
are sold with a certificate of authenticity. 

The following is a complete listing of weights and mintages: 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 

1 GOLD approx 40egr (.916) 1 pc (1 design, 4 types) 

7) SILVER (PIEDFORT) approx 48er 16 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

3 SILVER (ORDINARY) approx 24er 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

4 BRASS approx 23er 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

5 GOLD PLATED ALLOY approx 20egr 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

6 TRI-METALLIC (also 78 matt finish) approx 23gr 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

7. ALUMINIUM approx 6gr 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

8 COPPER approx 23¢r 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

9 CUPRO-NICKEL approx 20gr 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

[ 

| Guatemala 1995 1 Quetzal pattern coin struck in 22ct (.916) gold. Weight 40.3 grams. Milled edge. Brilliant proof. FDC. 

This piece is unique. (1) 

* Despite the original intention to produce as many as five examples of this 1 Quetzal in .916 gold with a milled edge, only one coin was 

ever struck. Because the dies have been rendered unusable it will remain the only specimen in existance. 



2 Guatemala 1995 1 Quetzal pattern coin struck in 22ct (.916) gold. Weight 40.8 grams. Plain edge. Brilliant proof. FDC. 

This piece is unique. (1) 

*.* As with the gold milled edge proof, there was an intention to produce five specimens. The intention was never realised, and this coin 

remains unique. 

L_ 

3 Guatemala 1995 1 Quetzal pattern coin struck in 22ct (.916) gold. Weight 40.1 grams. Milled edge, Matt proof with 
inverted reverse die axis. FDC. This piece is unique. (1) 

4 Guatemala 1995 1 Quetzal pattern coin struck in 22ct (.916) gold. Weight 40.2 grams. Plain edge. matt proof with inverted 
reverse die axis. FDC. This piece is unique. (1) 

5 Guatemala 1995 1 Quetzal pattern coins in tri-metal with sand-blasted (matt) surfaces. Plain edge. Choice mint state. (78) 

6 Individual examples of Guatemala 1 Quetzal patterns in each of the eight metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, 
gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and two edge types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant 
proofs. Choice mint state. (16) 

7 A similar lot. (16) 

8 A similar lot. (16) 

9 Three examples of Guatemala 1 Quetzal patterns in each of the seven metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold-plated 

alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus 1 example in piedfort 4mm thickness silver, in both milled edge and 
plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (44) 

10 A similar lot. (44) 

11 A similar lot. (44) 

12 A similar lot. (44) 

13. A similar lot. (44) 

14 A similar lot. (44) 

15 A similar lot. (44) 

16 A similar lot. (44) 

17 A similar lot. (44) 

18 A similar lot. (44) 

19 A similar lot. (44) 

20 A similar lot. (44) 

21 A similar lot. (44) 

22 Five examples of the 1995 Guatemala 1 Quetzal pattern coins in each of seven metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold- 
plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) in both milled edge and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice 
mint state. (70) 

23 A similar lot. (70) 
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A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

— A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

1995 Guatemala pattern 1 Quetzal coins in silver (24gr.). Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

1995 Guatemala pattern 1 Quetzal coins in brass. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

1995 Guatemala pattern 1 Quetzal coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

5 1995 Guatemala pattern 1 Quetzal coins in tri-metal. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

1995 Guatemala pattern 1 Quetzal coins in aluminium. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

1995 Guatemala pattern 1 Quetzal coins in copper. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

1995 Guatemala pattern 1 Quetzal coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge brilliant meals Choice mint state. (54) 

1995 Guatemala pattern 1 Quetzal coins in silver (24gr.). Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

1995 Guatemala pattern 1 Quetzal coins in brass. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

~ 1995 Guatemala pattern 1 Quetzal coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

—- 1995 Guatemala pattern 1 Quetzal coins in tri-metal. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

be 1995 Guatemala pattern 1 Quetzal coins in aluminium. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

me 1995 Guatemala pattern 1 Quetzal coins in copper. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

1995 Guatemala pattern 1 Quetzal coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

The original plasters (2) produced before the dies for this coin were manufactured (obverse and reverse). Slight marking, but 

generally good condition. Unique. (2) 

The original dies (2) for the 1 Quetzal pattern coin. Damaged to prevent further use, otherwise good condition. Unique. (2) 

2. THE 1995 PATTERN 10 QUETZALES 

Like the 1 Quetzal, this coin has an obverse which bears the national shield. The inscription is “Republic De 
Guatemala 10 Quetzales.” The reverse design is of the Templo Tikal and a Quetzal bird in flight. 

Tikal is arguably the most famous location in Guatemala. Towering pyramids, once at the heart of the old 

Mayan Empire, rise above the jungle’s green canopy to heights of more than 44 metres, catching the sun. 

Howler monkeys swing noisily through the branches of ancient trees as brightly coloured parrots dart, 

squawking, from perch to perch. The Temple featured on this coin was built in the 8th century AD, but 

remained abandoned and hidden by the overabundant vegetation for nearly one thousands years! 



The Quetzal is the national bird of Guatemala, and pictures of this unusual trogon are to be found on countless 

coins and banknotes. The Quetzal has a helmet like crest and elongated wing and tail coverts that on the male 

form flexible streamers up to two-thirds of a metre long. Sacred to the Mayas and Aztecs this, one of the world’s 

most distinctive birds, is now vulnerable to deforestation and trapping for the cagebird trade. 

There is one reverse design and one obverse design for the 1995 Guatemala pattern 10 Quetzales and these 

coins were struck in eight different metal types. There are two edge varieties: a plain and a milled edge. 

All coins have been struck with a proof finish and have a diameter of around 38mm. The tri-metallic coins are 
two rings of brass around an inner circle of brass. The rings have been, alternately, plated with silver and gold 
and the three pieces are struck as one coin. The silver coins have been produced in .925 sterling silver. All coins 

are sold with a certificate of authenticity. 

The following is a complete listing of weights and mintages: 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 

GOLD approx 40egr (.916) 1 pe (1 design, 6 types) 

SILVER (PIEDFORT) approx 48er 16 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

SILVER (ORDINARY) approx 24¢r 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 
BRASS approx 23¢r 150 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 

GOLD PLATED ALLOY approx 20gr 150 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 

TRI-METALLIC approx 23¢gr 150 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 
ALUMINIUM approx 6gr 150 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 

GOPRRIER approx 23er 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 
CUPRO-NICKEL approx 20gr 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

zal 

Guatemala 1995 10 Quetzales pattern coin struck in 22ct (.916) gold. Weight 40.3 grams. Milled edge. Brilliant proof. 
FDC. This piece is unique. (1) 

Despite the original intention to produce as many as five examples of this 10 Quetzales in .916 gold with a milled edge, only one coin was 
ever struck. Because the dies have now been rendered unusable it will remain the only specimen in existance. 

im OS ONDWN KRW NH (ere) 

9 Guatemala 1995 10 Quetzales pattern coin struck in 22ct (.916) gold. Weight 40.8 grams. Plain edge. Brilliant proof. FDC. 
This piece is unique. (1) 

As with the gold milled edge proof, there was an intention to produce five specimens. The intention was never realised, and this coin 
remains unique. 

50 Guatemala 1995 10 Quetzales pattern coin struck in 22ct (.916) gold. Weight 40.1 grams. Milled edge, matt proof with 
inverted reverse die axis. FDC. This piece is unique. (1) 

ae ey 
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51 Guatemala 1995 10 Quetzales pattern coin struck in 22ct (.916) gold. Weight 40.2 grams. Plain edge, matt proof with 
inverted reverse die axis. FDC. This piece is unique. (1) 

52 

52 Guatemala 1995 10 Quetzales pattern coin struck in 22ct (.916) gold. Weight 40.2 grams. This coin is a mule, ice. it is an 

incorrect die pairing produced in error by a Mint employer and combines the obverse of the 10 Quetzales coin (shield of 

Guatemala and denomination) with the reverse of the 1 Quetzal (humming bird and Lago de Atitlan). Milled edge, brilliant 

proof. Unique. (1) 

— 

55 Guatemala 1995 10 Quetzales pattern coin struck in 22ct (.916) gold. Weight 40.3 grams. This coin is a mule but has the 

obverse of the 1 Quetzal coin incorrectly paired with the reverse of the 10 Quetzales. Milled edge, brilliant proof. Unique. (1) 

*.* As hybrids, this and the above lot could be categorised as pattern 1 Quetzal or 10 Quetzales mules, but they are offered here together for 

simplicity of listing. 

54 Individual examples of Guatemala 10 Quetzales patterns in each of the eight metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, 

gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and two edge types milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant 

proofs. Choice mint state. (16) 

55 A similar lot. (16) 

56 A similar lot. (16) 

57. Three examples of Guatemala 10 Quetzales patterns in each of the seven metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold-plated 

alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, curpo-nickel), plus one example in piedfort 4mm thickness silver, in both milled edge 

and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (44) 

58 A similar lot. (44) 

59 A similar lot. (44) 

60 A similar lot. (44) 



61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

69 

70 

71 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

Five examples of the 1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in each of seven metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, 
gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) in both milled edge and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. 
Choice mint state. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in silver piedfort (48 grams). Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in silver (24gr.). Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (44) 

1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in brass. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (43) 

1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in tri-metal. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (53) 

1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in copper. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (44) 

1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (43) 

1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in silver (24gr.). Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 
1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in brass. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

13 



9] 1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

92 1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in tri-metal. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

93 1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in aluminium. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

94 1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in copper. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

95 1995 Guatemala 10 Quetzales pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

96 The original plasters (2) produced before the dies for this coin were manufactured (obverse and reverse). Slight marking, but 

generally good condition. Unique. Also, 2 original Quetzal designs by artist Emma Faull. (4) 

97. The original dies (2) for the 10 Quetzales pattern coin. Damaged to prevent further use, otherwise good condition. Unique. (2) 

3. THE 1995 PATTERN 50 QUETZALES 

This coin has an obverse design with the Guatemalan national shield and the legend “Republica De Guatemala 

50 Quetzales”. The reverse design is an exact copy of the Guacamaya bird design supplied to International 
Currency Bureau Ltd by the Banco De Guatemala artist, coupled with a view of the Church of La Merced, 

Antigua, Guatemala. 

Antigua Guatemala is one of the oldest and most beautiful cities in the Americas. Founded in 1542 the city has 

weathered 16 damaging earthquakes, floods and fires. The handsome sturdy colonial buildings that survive have 
proved their worth over and over again, and Antigua today may be said to be the result of the Darwinian theory 

of architecture: survival of the fittest buildings. Antigua’s central point is the Parque Central. On the east side is 

the cathedral, on the north side the Town Hall, to the south is the old headquarters of the Spanish colonial 

government, the Palacio de los Capitanes, and on the west side are banks and shops. 

The Guacamaya is a beautiful parrot. It is not a rare bird but it is striking and colourful in appearance and is 
found throughout Guatemala and surrounding areas. The representatives of the Banco De Guatemala insisted 

that the Guacamaya is a creature worthy of a place on the nation’s coinage! 

There is one reverse design and one obverse design for the 1995 Guatemala 50 Quetzales pattern coin, and the 

coin was struck in eight different metal types. There are two edge varieties: a plain and a milled edge. 

All coins have been struck with a proof finish and have a diameter of around 38mm. The tri-metallic coins are 

two rings of brass around an inner circle of brass. The rings have been, alternately, plated with silver and gold 

and the three pieces are struck as one coin. The silver coins have been produced in .925 sterling silver. All coins 

are sold with a certificate of authenticity. 

The following is a complete listing of weights and mintages: 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 
] PLATINUM approx 44¢gr 1 pc (milled edge) 

2 SILVER (PIEDFORT) approx 48er 16 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 

3 SILVER (ORDINARY) approx 24¢gr 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

4 BRASS approx 23¢r 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

5 CORO EA EID ALL ON approx 20gr 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

6 TRI-METALLIC approx 23e¢r 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

7 ALUMINIUM approx 6gr 150 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 

8 COPPER approx 23¢r 150 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 

9 CUPRO-NICKEL approx 20gr 150 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 



There were also a number of uniface trial strikings for a larger size coin. The first 50 Quetzales was envisaged as 

a 45mm diameter piece and some 23 patterns were struck from 45mm diameter dies prepared by International 

Currency 

98 Guatemala 1995 50 Quetzales pattern coin struck in platinum. Weight 44 grams. Milled edge. Brilliant proof. FDC. This 
piece is unique. (1) 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 
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114 

115 

Individual examples of Guatemala 50 Quetzales patterns in each of the eight types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold- 

plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, curpo-nickel), and 2 edge types milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. 
Choice mint state. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Three examples of Guatemala 50 Quetzales patterns in each of the seven metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold-plated 
alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus one in piedfort 4mm thickness silver, in both milled edge and plain 
edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

Five examples of the 1995 Guatemala 50 Quetzales pattern coins in each of seven metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, 
gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) in both milled edge and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. 
Choice mint state. (70) 



116. A similar lot. (70) 

117. A similar lot. (70) 

118 A similar lot. (70) 

119 A similar lot. (70) 

120 A similar lot. (70) 

121 A similar lot. (70) 

122 A similar lot. (70) 

123 A similar lot. (70) 

124 A similar lot. (70) 

125 1995 Guatemala pattern 50 Quezales coins in silver (24gr.). Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

126 1995 Guatemala pattern 50 Quezales coins in brass. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

127 1995 Guatemala pattern 50 Quezales coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

128 1995 Guatemala pattern 50 Quezales coins in tri-metal. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

129 1995 Guatemala pattern 50 Quezales coins in aluminium. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

130 1995 Guatemala pattern 50 Quezales coins in copper. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

131 1995 Guatemala pattern 50 Quezales coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

132 1995 Guatemala pattern 50 Quezales coins in silver (24¢r.). Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

133 1995 Guatemala pattern 50 Quezales coins in brass. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

134 1995 Guatemala pattern 50 Quezales coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

135 1995 Guatemala pattern 50 Quezales coins in tri-metal. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

136 1995 Guatemala pattern 50 Quezales coins in aluminium. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

137. 1995 Guatemala pattern 50 Quezales coins in copper. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

138 1995 Guatemala pattern 50 Quezales coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

139 1995 Guatemala 45mm diameter uniface trial strikings. Reverse design (Guacamaya bird) only. Five pieces in cupro-nickel 

(only 7 pieces struck), four in bronze (6 struck), Five gold-plated (7 Struck) one in silver (3 struck). (15) 

140 The original obverse and reverse (2) plasters produced before the dies for this coin were manufactured. Slight marking, but 

generally good condition. Unique. (2) 

141. The original dies (2) for the 50 Quetzales pattern coin. Damaged to prevent further use, otherwise good condition. Unique. (2) 



THE PATTERN 10 LEMPIRAS COIN STRUCK AS A PROPOSED PATTERN FOR HONDURAS, 1995 

The Republic of Honduras, situated in Central America alongside El Salvador, between Nicaragua and 

Guatemala has an area of 43,277 square miles (112,090 sq. km) and a population of 5.3 million. The capital is 

Tegucigalpa. The currency is the Lempira. Honduras was claimed for Spain by Columbus in 1502, during his 
last visit to the Americas. The first settlement was made by Cristobal de Olid under orders from Hernando 
Cortes, then in Mexico. After declaring independence from Spain in 1821, Honduras fell under the Mexican 

Empire and then joined the Central American Republic (1823-1829). Upon dissolution of that federation, 
Honduras became an independent republic. 

Honduras coins are widely collected, but International Currency Bureau noted that few commemorative coins 
had been issued by the country this century. On 17th March 1995 a meeting was held at the Banco Central de 

Honduras, in Tegucigalpa, where International Currency Bureau Ltd proposed the production in England of a 
series of legal tender commemorative coins for Honduras. A group of designs featuring the fauna of Central 
America was put before the Bank representative, but the idea was not well received. ICB Ltd suggested that it 
would manufacture one pattern coin to show the quality of workmanship and design, and later, in London, it 
was decided that a traditional subject would be appropriate for a pattern. ICB produced dies for a 10 Lempira 
coin featuring the Honduran national hero, Lempira, who had given his name to the country’s currency. 
Lempiras portrait is to be found on Honduran banknotes and the sculpted image of this historical personality 
was deemed appropriate for a coinage design. A facsimile message was sent by International Currency Bureau to 
the Banco Central De Honduras on 27 July 1995 to explain the progress of the coin production. A further fax 
was sent in November 1995. 

ICB only ever manufactured one pair of dies, but examples of this pattern coin were struck in various metals 
and with more than one edge type. The Bank never expressed further interest in International Currency 
Bureau's proposals, no legal tender series of coins was ever reconsidered and no contact was made after 
November 1995. But there remains an intriguing pattern coin, which bears an obverse design based on the 
national shield of Honduras with the legend “Republica De Honduras 1995” and a reverse portrait of Lempira. 

The following is a complete listing of weights and mintages: 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 
1 PLATINUM 44or pe 
2 GOLD approx 40gr (.916) 4 pcs (1 design, 4 types) 
3 SILVER (PIEDFORT) approx 48¢r 16 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 
4 SILVER (ORDINARY) approx 24¢r 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 
5 BRASS approx 23¢r 150 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 
6 GOLD PLATED ALLOY approx 20gr 150 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 
— TREMETALLIC approx 23¢r 150 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 
8 ALUMINIUM approx 6gr 150 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 
> COPPER approx 23¢r 150 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 
10 CUPRO-NICKEL approx 20gr 150 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 



142 Honduras 1995 10 Lempiras pattern coin struck in platinum. Weight 44 grams. Milled edge. Brilliant proof. FDC. Unique. 

(1) 

143. Honduras 1995 10 Lempiras pattern coin struck in 22ct (.916) gold. Weight 40.4 grams. Milled edge. Brilliant proof. FDC. 

This piece is unique. (1) 

«* Despite the original intention to produce as many as five examples of this 10 Lempiras gold coin with a milled edge, only one coin was 
ever struck. Because the dies have now been rendered unusable it will remain the only specimen in existance. 

144 Honduras 1995 10 Lempiras pattern coin struck in 22ct (.916) gold. Weight 40.1 grams. Plain edge. Brilliant proof. FDC. 

This piece is unique. (1) 

«* As with the gold milled edge proof, there was an intention to produce five specimens. The intention was never realised, and this coin 

remains unique. 

145 Honduras 1995 10 Lempiras pattern coin struck in 22ct (.916) gold. Weight 40.3 grams. Milled edge, matt proof with 

inverted reverse die axis. FDC. This piece is unique. (1) 

146. Honduras 1995 10 Lempiras pattern coin struck in 22ct (.916) gold. Weight 40.0 grams. Plain edge, matt proof with 

inverted reverse die axis. FDC. This piece is unique. (1) 

147 Individual examples of Honduras 10 Lempiras pattern coins in each of the eight metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, 

brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and 2 edge types milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant 

proofs. Choice mint state. (16) 

148 A similar lot. (16) 

149 A similar lot. (16) 

150 Three examples of Honduras 10 Lempiras pattern coins in each of the seven metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold- 

plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus one example in piedfort 4mm thickness silver, in both milled 

edge and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (44) 

15] A similar lot. (44) 

Sy A similar lot. (44) 

Sis) A similar lot. (44) 



154 

ISB) 

156 

57 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

72 

73 

174 

WS 

176 

7 

178 

79 

180 

181 

182 

183 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

A similar lot. (44) 

(44) A similar lot. 

A similar lot. (44) 

Five examples of the 1995 Honduras 10 Lempiras pattern coins in each seven metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold- 

plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) in both milled edge and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice 
mint state. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

A similar lot. (70) 

1995 Honduras pattern 

1995 Honduras pattern 

1995 Honduras pattern 

1995 Honduras pattern 

1995 Honduras pattern 

1995 Honduras pattern 

1995 Honduras pattern 

1995 Honduras pattern 

1995 Honduras pattern 

1995 Honduras pattern 

1995 Honduras pattern 

10 Lempiras coins in silver (24gr.). Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

10 Lempiras coins in brass. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

10 Lempiras coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

10 Lempiras coins in tri-metal. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

10 Lempiras coins in aluminium. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

10 Lempiras coins in copper. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

10 Lempiras coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

10 Lempiras coins in silver (24gr.). Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

10 Lempiras coins in brass. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

10 Lempiras coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

10 Lempiras coins in tri-metal. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 



184 

185 

186 

187 

188 

1995 Honduras pattern 10 Lempiras coins in aluminium. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

1995 Honduras pattern 10 Lempiras coins in copper. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

1995 Honduras pattern 10 Lempiras coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (54) 

The original obverse plaster (head of Lempira) produced before the dies for the coin were manufactured. Slight marking, 
generally good condition. (1) 

The original dies (2) for the 10 Lempiras coin. Damaged to prevent further use, but generally good condition. Unique. (2) 



THE SERIES OF PATTERN 20 NUEVOS SOLES COINS PRODUCED BY INTERNATIONAL 

CURRENCY BUREAU LTD FOR PERU, 1995 

The Republic of Peru, located on the Pacific coast of South America, has an area of 496, 225 square miles 

(1,285,220 sq. km) and a population of 21.4 million. The capital is Lima. The currency is the New (Nuevo) 

Sol. Once part of the great Inca Empire that stretched from northern Ecuador to central Chile, the conquest of 

Peru by Francisco Pizatto began in 1531. Thereafter, Lima became the most aristocratic colonial capital and the 

stronghold of Spain’s American possessions. Eventually, Jose de San Martin of Argentina proclaimed Peru's 

independence from Spain on July 28, 1821 and Simon Bolivar secured it in December 1824 when he defeated 
the last Spanish army in South America. After several futile attempts to re-establish its South American empire, 

Spain recognised Peru’s independence in 1879. 

In correspondence with the Banco Central De Reserva Del Peru, in late September 1995, International 

Currency Bureau offered to produce for Peru a series of pattern or sample coins commemorating a “particular 
event or anniversary.” The International Currency Bureau letter stressed that the designs would be tailored 
specifically for Peru but there would be no obligation placed upon the Banco Central to authorise the use of the 

designs as currency or to bear any of the initial design and manufacturing costs. The coins would be patterns 
produced at International Currency Bureau’s expense. Later, in November 1995, Peru accepted the offer and 

replied “we would appreciate (receiving) a pattern coin that could show us the quality of your workmanship and 

minting.” It was decided that a popular and suitable subject for the Peru pattern coin would be the centenary of 
the Olympic Games, which would coincide with the staging of the XXVI Olympiad in Atlanta, Georgia, in 

1996. An obverse design was prepared which featured the National Shield of Peru and the date 1996. The 

denomination “20 Neuvos Soles” was added, together with the inscription “Banco Central De Reserva Del 

Peru.” International Currency Bureau Ltd chose a series of designs for the reverse of the coin which highlighted 

the performance of famous athletes at six landmark Olympics held in 1896, 1908, 1932, 1936, 1968 and 1988 
in various Cities. 

The production of dies was a relatively slow process, but in a letter to the Banco Central, in Lima, in late March 
1996, the Bank was informed of the delay. Eventually, in September 1996, a small quantity of sample coins was 
struck in various metals and several .925 silver patterns were despatched to Lima, Peru. In a letter dated 1st 
October, 1996, in response, the Bank expressed its appreciation for the manufacture and supply of the coins, 
but stressed that the use of Peru’s National Shield should not have been made without explicit authority, and in 
the event asked that the original moulds/dies etc. for producing the obverse design should be destroyed. These 
were all sent, intact, to the Banco Central De Reserva Del Peru. After that time ICB produced a new obverse die 
using an adaptation of an old Peruvian numismatic design. The words “Prueba” and “Essai” were added to the 
obverse design. This intermediate obverse design was quickly changed for a new, more finely executed version. 
Many trial strikings were made in England, in several different metals, but these have lain, generally intact, in 
International Currency Bureau's vault. Interest in the Centenary of the Olympic Games, as a coinage subject, 
soon waned, and International Currency Bureau never produced a legal tender commemorative coin series for 
Peru. Apart from the dies sent to the Banco De Reserva Del Peru in 1996, all dies used in the manufacture of 
this series of pattern coins have been rendered unusable and are offered for sale in this auction. 

There are six different reverse designs and three different obverse designs for the 1896-1996 Olympics Games 
Centenary series for Peru, and these pattern coins were struck in eight different metal types. There are two edge 
varieties: a plain and a milled edge. 

All coins have been struck with a proof finish and have a diameter of around 38mm. The tri-metallic coins are 
two rings of brass around an inner circle of brass. The rings have been, alternately, plated with silver and gold 
and the three pieces are struck as one coin. The silver coins have been produced in .925 sterling silver. All coins 
are sold with a certificate of authenticity. 
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The following is a complete listing of weights and mintages: 

OBVERSE TYPE i 

CON DAW BR WD NH 

SILVER (PIEDFORT) 

SILVER (ORDINARY) 

BRASS 
GOLD PLATED ALLOY 

TRI-METALLIC 

ALUMINIUM 

COPPER 

CUPRO-NICKEL 

OBVERSE TYPE 2 

CONIA WW ON 

SILVER (PIEDFORT) 

SILVER (ORDINARY) 

BRASS 

GOLD PLATED ALLOY 

TRI-METALLIC 

ALUMINIUM 

COPPER 

CUPRO-NICKEL 

OBVERSE TYRE 3 

CONDW KRWN 

1, 

SILVER (PIEDFORT) 

SILVER (ORDINARY) 

BRASS 

COLD PLEATED ALLOY 

TRIFMETALLIC 

ALUMINIUM 

COPPER: 

CUPRO-NICKEL 

WEIGHT 

approx 48¢r 

approx 24gr 

approx 23¢r 

approx 20gr 

approx 23¢gr 

approx 6gr 

approx 23¢r 

approx 20gr 

WEIGHT 

approx 48er 

approx 24er 
approx 23¢r 

approx 20gr 

approx 23¢r 

approx 6gr 

approx 23¢r 

approx 20gr 

WEIGHT 

approx 48e¢r 
approx 24¢gr 
approx 23¢r 

approx 20gr 

approx 23¢r 

approx 6gr 

approx 23¢r 

approx 20gr 

THE 1896 OLYMPIC GAMES — ATHENS 

MINTAGE 

25 pes (6 designs, 2 edges) 

25 pes (6 designs, 2 edges) 

25 pes (6 designs, 2 edges) 

25 pes (6 designs, 2 edges) 

25 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

25 pes (6 designs, 2 edges) 

25 pes (6 designs, 2 edges) 

25 pes (6 designs, 2 edges) 

MINTAGE 

100 pcs (2 designs, 2 edges) 
100 pcs (2 designs, 2 edges) 
100 pcs (2 designs, 2 edges) 

100 pcs (2 designs, 2 edges) 

100 pcs (2 designs, 2 edges) 
100 pes (2 designs, 2 edges) 
100 pcs (2 designs, 2 edges) 

100 pcs (2 designs, 2 edges) 

MINTAGE 

18 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges 

100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges 
100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges 
100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges 

25 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges 
100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges 

100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges 

) 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

) 
100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

The first coin in the series of six celebrates the renaissance of the Olympic Games in Athens. On 6 April 1896 

King George I of Greece opened the first Olympics of modern times where an audience of over 60,000 had 

gathered in the city’s newly refurbished stadium to witness this historic event. Greece had originally run into 

financial difficulties as it prepared for the Games and Budapest had repeatedly offered itself as an alternative 

venue since Hungary was preparing for its Millennium celebrations. In the end though, thanks to the efforts of 

Crown Prince Constantine of Greece, who set up and presided over an organising committee, donations began 

to pour in and the Games proceeded as planned. Robert Garrett of the USA was undoubtedly the star of the 

show, collecting several prizes. He won a gold medal in the Discus event and a gold for the Shot as well as 

collecting silver medals in the High Jump and Long Jump events. The talented Garrett is portrayed, on the 

reverse of the pattern coin, throwing the discus. 
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Individual examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, 

silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain 
edge, Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Two examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, silver 
ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and milled and plain edge types. Brilliant 
proofs. Choice mint state. (32) 

Three examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, silver 
ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. 
Choice mint state. (48) 

Four examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types, and all coins represented 
as milled edge and plain edge types excep the copper patterns which are milled edge only. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 
(60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

An important accumulation of all the remaining milled edge pattern 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics coins. There 
are 8 different metal types. 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 7 pieces 
Regular (24 gram) silver: 1 piece 
Brass: 6 pieces 

Gold plated alloy: 8 pieces 
Tri-metallic: 5 pieces 
Aluminium: 8 pieces 
Copper: 4 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 8 pieces 
All coins are brilliant proofs. (47) 

An important accumulation of all the remaining plain edge pattern 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics coins. There are 
8 different metal types. 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 8 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 3 pieces 

Brass: 8 pieces 
Gold plated alloy: 8 pieces 
Tri-metallic: 1 piece 
Aluminium: 8 pieces 
Cupro-nickel: 8 pieces 

All coins are brilliant proofs. (44) 
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Five examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, silver 
ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and there are 2 edge types (milled edge and 

plain edge) for every metal type except the silver piedfort which is plain edge only. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (75) 

A similar lot. (75) 

A similar lot. (75) 

A similar lot. (75) 

A similar lot. (75) 

A similar lot. (75) 

A similar lot. (75) 

A similar lot. (75) 

A similar lot. (75) 

A similar lot. (75) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in silver (24 gr). Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (45) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (45) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice 

mint state. (45) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (45) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(45) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in tri-metal. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(45) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (45) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in piedfort (48 gram, .925) silver. Plain edge, brilliant 

proofs. Choice mint state. (43) 
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1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in silver (24 gr). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (20) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (20) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (43) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(18) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(45) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in tri-metallic. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(43) 
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Individual examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, 
silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain 
edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. One coin of every type available. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Three examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, 
brass, gold-plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus one example in piedfort 4mm thickness silver, in both milled 
and plain edge types, plus one example in tri-metallic in both milled and plain edge type. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 
(40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 
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A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

Three examples of the Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, 

brass, gold-plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus 1 example in tri-metal, in both milled edge and plain edge 

types. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in silver (24 gr.). Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice 

mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in silver (24gr.). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Athens 1896 Olympics pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (28) 



2. THE 1908 OLYMPIC GAMES — LONDON 

The fourth Olympiad took place in London in 1908. These Games were originally to be held in Rome, but the 

Italians withdrew their capital’s candidacy after the 1906 eruption of Mount Vesuvius — the money that would 
have been spent on the Olympics was now badly needed elsewhere. In the event, Britain at short notice, 
declared itself willing to organise and hold the 1908 Games in London. The Olympic Games were held at the 
White City stadium constructed for the Franco-British exhibition that took place earlier in the year, in the 
Shepherd's Bush district of London. Controversy arose between the American delegation and the British. The 

US team management accused the host nation’s judges of bias. As a result, the [OC announced its intention to 
use judges from various nations on future occasions. 

Great Britain won all the 5 gold medals in Boxing and 4 out of the 5 Boxing silver medals. This coin, the second 
in the Peru series, celebrates the winning of a gold medal by the heavyweight boxer Albert Oldham. 

259 Individual examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, 
silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain 
edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (16) 

260 _A similar lot. (16) 

261 A similar lot. (16) 

262 Four examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, silver 
ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy , tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and milled and plain edge types. Brilliant 
proofs. Choice mint state. (64) 

263 A similar lot. (64) 

264 A similar lot. (64) 

265 An important accumulation of all the remaining milled edge pattern 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics coins. There 
are 8 different metal types. 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 8 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 4 pieces 

Brass: 9 pieces 

Gold-plated alloy: 9 pieces 
Tri-metallic: 9 pieces 

Aluminium ) pieces 
Copper: 9 pieces 
Cupro-nickel: 9 pieces 

All coins are brilliant proofs. (66) 

ie 
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An important accumulation of all the remaining plain edge pattern 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics coins. There are 
8 different metal types. 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 9 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 5 pieces 

Brass: 9 pieces 

Gold-plated alloy: 6 pieces 
Tri-metallic: 5 pieces 

Aluminium 8 pieces 

Copper: 4 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 6 pieces 

All coins are brilliant proofs. (52) 

TYPE 3 

267 

Individual examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, 
silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain 

edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. One coin of every type available. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Three examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, 

brass, gold-plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus 1 example in piedfort 4mm thickness silver, in both milled 

and plain edge types, and | example in tri-metallic in both milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 
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A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

Three examples of the Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, 
brass, gold-plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus 1 example in tri-metal, in both milled edge and plain edge 
types. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics pattern coins in silver (24gr.). Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 
(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice 
mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 
(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics pattern coins in silver (24¢r). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice 
mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium, Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 
(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles London 1908 Olympics pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

The original plaster from which the die for this coin was produced. Together with the defaced die from which the coins were 
produced. Slight wear, but generally good. (2) 

29 
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3. THE 1932 OLYMPIC GAMES — LOS ANGELES 

The third coin in the Peru pattern series features the 1932 Olympic Games held amid extravagant celebrations 

in Los Angeles. Around 3500 musicians created a festive atmosphere at the opening of the Tenth Olympiad, 
and despite the backdrop of the Depression, the American “dream factory” captivated spectators and 
participants alike. A crowd of more than 100,000 strong gathered in the Coliseum to watch the opening 
ceremony, but as a result of the worldwide depression only about 1400 athletes from 37 nations were able to 
travel to the USA. There were, however, innovations at these Games such as the use of a three level podium for 
the medal ceremonies and automatic timing for track events. 

The athlete depicted on this coin is the bespectacled Finn, Matti Jarvinen, the gold medal winner for the Javelin 
event, and one of the more memorable characters at the gathering. 

TYPE 1 

305 

305 Individual examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, 

silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain 

edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (16) 

306 A similar lot. (16) 

307 __ A similar lot. (16) 

308 Four examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, 

silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and milled and plain edge types. 

Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (64) 

309 A similar lor. (64) 

310 An important accumulation of all the remaining milled edge pattern 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics coins. 

There are 8 different metal types. 
Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 12 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 8 pieces 

Brass: 9 pieces 

Gold-plated alloy: 13 pieces 

Aluminium: 13 pieces 

Copper: 13 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 13 pieces 

All coins are brilliant proofs. (81) 
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An important accumulation of all the remaining plain edge pattern 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics coins. 
There are 8 different metal types. 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 13 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 8 pieces 

Brass: 13 pieces 

Gold-plated alloy: 13 pieces 

Tri-metallic 7 pieces 

Aluminium: 13 pieces 

Copper: 13 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 13 pieces 
All coins are brilliant proofs. (93) 

TYRES 

312 

Individual examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, 
silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain 
edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 1 coin of every type available. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Three examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, 
brass, gold-plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus 1 example in piedfort 4mm thickness silver, in both milled 
and plain edge types, pluw 1 example in tri-metallic in milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lor. (40) 
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A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

Three examples of the Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm 

thickness, brass, gold-plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus 1 example in tri-metal, in both milled edge and 
plain edge types. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics pattern coins in silver (24gr.). Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice 

mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. 

Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice 

mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice 

mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics pattern coins in silver (24¢r.). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice 

mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice 

mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Los Angeles 1932 Olympics pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice 

mint state. (28) 

The plaster from which the die for this coin was produced. Together with the original die. Some damage, generally good. Die, 

now defaced. (2) 



4. THE 1936 OLYMPIC GAMES — BERLIN 

The 1936 Summer Olympics is the next subject for the Peru coin series. These Games were important because 
they were the first Games to be held in Germany, and despite unsuccessful attempts by the Olympic Committee 
to move the Games away from Berlin, and assurances given by the German Reich that they would abide by the 
rules of the Olympic competition, the Games became a gigantic propaganda exercise for the hosts. Almost as a 
direct consequence, these would be the last Olympic Games until 1948. 

As suggested by Carl Diem, the head of the German organising committee, this was the first time that the 
Olympic flame was ignited by the sun in Olympia, Greece. It was then relayed to the impressive new 100,000- 
seat stadium in the German capital by no less than 3075 torchbearers, each running one kilometre of the 

journey. This, the fourth coin in the Peru series, depicts a torchbearer running with the Olympic flame. 

TYPE 1 

350 

350 Individual examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, silver 
ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), 2 edge types: every coin in milled edge and 
plain edge types. But the 48 gram (piedfort) silver coin is offered as plain edge only. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (15) 

351 A similar lot, but the 24 gram (regular thickness) silver coin is offered as a plain edge only. (14) 

352 Four examples of the Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern in each of the 8 metals. There are plain edge 
examples of ALL metal types, and brass, gold-plated, tri-metallic, aluminium and cupro-nickel milled aedge coins. Brilliant 
proofs. FDC. (52) 

353. A similar lot. (52) 

354 A similar lot. (52) 

355 An important accumulation of all the remaining milled edge pattern 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics coins. There are 
5 different metal types. 

Brass: 10 pieces 

Gold-plated alloy: 10 pieces 
Tri-metallic: 5 pieces 

Aluminium: 10 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 10 pieces. 
All coins are brilliant proofs. (45) 
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An important accumulation of all the remaining plain edge pattern 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics coins. There are 8 

different metal types. 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 10 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 6 pieces 

Brass: 10 pieces 

Gold-plated alloy: 9 pieces 

Tri-metallic: 10 pieces 

Aluminium: 9 pieces 

Copper: 2 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 10 pieces 

All coins are brilliant proofs. (66) 
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Individual examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, silver 

ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel). There are 2 edge types (milled and plain) for 

each metal, except piedfort silver, where there is only a plain edge version included in this lot. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (15) 

A similar lot. (15) 

A similar lot. (15) 

Three examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympic patterns in each of 8 metal types (silver 48 grams, silver 24 

grams, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel). There are plain edge and milled edge version of 

each of 7 of the 8 edge types, but there are only plain edge versions of the silver 48 gram coins. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (45) 

A similar lot. (45) 

A similar lot. (45) 

A similar lot. (45) 

A similar lot. (45) 

A similar lot. (45) 

A similar lot. (45) 

A similar lor. (45) 

A similar lot. (45) 

A similar lot. (45) 

A similar lot. (45) 
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A similar lot. (45) 

A similar lor. (45) 

A similar lot. (45) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in silver (24gr). Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (50) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (50) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice 
mint state. (50) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in tri-metal. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(50) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (50) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(50) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (50) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in silver piedfort (48gr). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice 
mint state. (50) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in silver. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (50) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (50) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in tri-metal. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 
(30) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (50) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 
(50) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (50) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (50) 
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3) 

393 

394 

2)5)5) 

396 

i) 

398 

599 

400 

401 

402 

403 

404 

405 

406 

407 

408 

389 

Individual examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, silver 

ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain edge. 
Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. One coin of every type available. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Three examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics patterns in each of the 7 metal types (silver ordinary, brass, 

gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus one example in piedfort (4mm thickness) silver in 2 

edge types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. One coin of every type available. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

Three examples of the Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, 

brass, gold-plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus one example in tri-metal, in both milled edge and plain edge 

types. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 
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414 

415 

416 

417 

418 

419 

420 

42] 

422 

423 

424 

425 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in silver (24 gr.). Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in silver (24 gr.). Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 
(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Berlin 1936 Olympics pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

5. THE 1968 OLYMPIC GAMES — MEXICO CITY 

In 1968 the Summer Olympics were staged at Mexico City. The city’s high altitude made life difficult for 
distance runners, but in the explosive events, the XIX Olympiad was a festival of record breaking, with 34 world 
and 38 Olympic records being set. The increasing influence of politics on society played its part in the run-up to 
the Games. Complaints by ordinary Mexicans that the exorbitant amounts of money being invested in facilities 
could not be justified when placed alongside Mexico’s own social problems culminated in violent riots, and 
army units were forced to quell protests led by Mexican students. 

Controversy continued after the start of the competitions. During the playing of the American national anthem, 
the US sprinters Tommie Smith and John Carlos raised their black-gloved fists, a symbol of the radical Black 
Power movement. The team’s management banned the two athletes from the national team and sent them 
home. The fifth coin in the Peru series features Tommie Smith's gold medal win in the 200 metres race. 
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426 

426 Individual examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver 
piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and 2 edge types: milled edge 
and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (16) 

427 _ A similar lot. (16) 

428 A similar lot. (16) 

429 Three examples of Peru Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, silver 

ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and milled and plain edge types. Brilliant 

proofs. Choice mint state. (48) 

430 A similar lot. (48) 

43] A similar lot. (48) 

432 An important accumulation of all the remaining milled edge pattern 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico 1968 Olympics coins. There 

are 8 different metal types. 
Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 8 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 4 pieces 

Brass: 9 pieces 

Gold-plated alloy: 9 pieces 

Tri-metallic: 9 pieces 

Aluminium: 9 pieces 

Copper: 9 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 9 pieces 

All coins are brilliant proofs. (66) 

433 An important accumulation of all the remaining plain edge pattern 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico 1968 Olympics coins. There are 

8 different metal types. 
Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 9 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 5 pieces 

Brass: 9 pieces 

Gold-plated alloy: 9 pieces 

Tri-metallic: 1 piece 

Aluminium: 8 pieces 

Copper: 9 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 9 pieces 

All coins are brilliant proofs. (59) 
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448 
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Individual examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver 
piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain edge. 
Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. One coin of every type available. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Three examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, 
brass, gold-plated alloy, aluminium, copper cupro-nickel), plus one example in piedfort 4mm thickness silver, in both milled 
and plain edge types, and one example in tri-metal in both milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

Three examples of the Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm 
thickness, brass, gold-plated alloy, aluminium, copper, curpo-nickel), plus 1 example in tri-metal, in both milled edge and 
plain edge types. (38) 
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454 
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464 

465 

466 

467 

468 

469 

470 

47) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics pattern coins in silver (24gr.). Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice 
mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge brilliant proofs. 

Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice 

mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(28) 

1996 Peru Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics pattern coins in silver (24 gr.). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice 

mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice 

mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Mexico City 1968 Olympics pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice 

mint state. (28) | 

The original (slightly damaged) plaster from which the die for this coin was made. Together with the original die (now 

defaced). Generally good. 



6. THE 1988 OLYMPIC GAMES — SEOUL 

The last coin in the Peru series marks the 1988 Olympic Games in Seoul. There had been large-scale boycotts of 
the Moscow and Los Angeles Games as the spectre of politics reared its head, but for the first time in 12 years, 

all leading sporting nations, bar Cuba and Ethiopia, took part in the Olympic Games. During the 16 days of the 
Games, athletes from 159 nations participated, and 27 new world records were set. Sadly, though, the results on 
the track were overshadowed by the most spectacular drugs case in Olympic history. Three days after Ben 
Johnson had won the men’s 100 Metres gold in a new world best time of 9.79 seconds, official drugs testers 
announced that the 26 year old Canadian had tested positive for performance-enhancing drugs. Johnson was 
stripped of his medal and world record and banned for ever representing Canada again. The ban was later 
reduced to two years. 

On a brighter note the East German swimmer Kristin Otto won six gold medals, coming close to equalling the 

phenomenal achievement of America’s Mark Spitz who won seven gold medals in 1972. On his third attempt 

the plucky Sergei Bubka maintained his composure to win the pole vault over his team-mates Rodion Gataullin 
and Grigori Yegorov. Bubka’s triumph is featured on this coin. 

TYPE 1 

472 

472 Individual examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, silver 
ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain edge. 
brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (16) 

473 _ A similar lot. 16) 

474 Four examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, silver 
ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), all represented as milled and plain edge types 
except the tri-metal coins which are plain edge only. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

475 A similar lot, but three examples. (45) 

476 A similar lot. (45) 

477 An important accumulation of all the remaining milled edge pattern 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics coins. There are 
8 different metal types. 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 11 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 7 pieces 

Brass: 3 pieces 

Gold-plated alloy: 12 pieces 

Aluminium: 11 pieces 
Copper: 3 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 11 pieces 
All coins are brilliant proofs. (58) 
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490) 

491 

492 

493 

An important accumulation of all the remaining plain edge pattern 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics coins. There are 8 

different metal types. 

All coins are brilliant proofs. (62) 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 

Brass: 

Gold-plated alloy: 
Tri-metallic: 

Aluminium: 

Copper: 

Cupro-nickel: 

479 

11 pieces 

10 pieces 

8 pieces 

12 pieces 

4 pieces 

2 pieces 

3 pieces 

12 pieces 

TYPE 3 

Individual examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics patterns in each of the 8 metal types (silver piedfort, silver 
ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain edge. 
Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. One coin of every type available. (16) 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

(16) 

(16) 

Three examples of Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, 

gold-plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus 1 example in piedfort 4mm thickness silver, in both milled and plain 

edge types, and 1 example of tri-metallic in both milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lor. 

A similar lot. 

(40) 

(40) 

(40) 

(40) 
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A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

Three examples of the Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, 
brass, gold-plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus 1 example in tri-metal, in both milled edge and plain edge 
types. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics pattern coins in silver (24 gr.). Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 
(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 
(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics pattern coins in silver (24 gr.). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics pattern coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics pattern coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 
(28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics pattern coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Peru 20 Nuevos Soles Seoul 1988 Olympics pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 
(28) 

The original plaster from which the die for this coin was made. Together with the original die (now defaced). (2) 



517, 

57; This unique item is a “mule” struck in 22ct (.916) GOLD (wt 40 grams). It was struck in error and the reverse of a 

Tanzania Judo coin was paired with the 1996 20 Nuevos Soles Peru obverse. An interesting and valuable coin. Milled edge, 

FDC. Unique. (1) 

518 Apart from the type of metal used, this is identical to the above lot. Struck as a test piece before the production of the gold 
coin, this is also a mule or mistaken pairing of a 20 Nuevos Soles obverse and a Tanzania Judo design. Gold-plated alloy. 

Milled edge. Unique. (1) 



PATTERN COINS PRODUCED BY THE ROMANIAN STATE MINT IN BUCHAREST AND 

PURCHASED IN TOTALITY BY INTERNATIONAL CURRENCY BUREAU LTD 

The Republic of Romania in Southeast Europe has an area of 91,699 square miles (237,500 sq. km) and a 

population of 23.2 million. The capital is Bucharest. The currency is the Lei. The area of Romania, generally 

referred to as Dacia by the ancient Romans was subjected to wave after wave of barbarian conquest until the late 

13th century. Long struggles with Hungary and Turkey ensued as the twin principalities in this region — 

Wallachia and Moldavia emerged, under Turkish domination. The principalities were united in 1859 and 

became Romania in 1861. In 1877 Romania proclaimed independence from Turkey, became an independent 

state under the Treaty of Berlin 1878, and a Kingdom in 1881 under Carol I. After the Second World War, 
Romania fell under Soviet domination along with the other eastern European nations. After the break up of the 

Soviet Union, on December 22, 1989 the Communist government was overthrown and a new constitution 

providing for a multi-party system took effect December 8, 1991. 

The numismatic history of Romania is rich and varied and Romanian coins are widely collected. International 
Currency Bureau Ltd accepted an invitation to visit the Regia Autonoma Monetaria Statului (The Romanian 
State Mint) in December 1995, and was received by the Director General in Bucharest. A further visit to the 

Romanian State Mint in early 1996 led to the signing of a contract between International Currency Bureau and 
the State Mint and the National Bank of Romania to produce a 100 Lei denominated legal tender coin for the 
1996 European Football Cup and a series of six 100 Lei coins featuring watersport events at the forthcoming 
Atlanta Georgia XXVI Olympic Games. The Football and Olympic coins were designed by the Romanian Mint 
engraver and artist Mr Vasile Gabor. International Currency Bureau had supplied ideas and expressed a 
preference for the five chosen Olympic sports of swimming, canoeing, windsurfing, catamaran sailing and 
rowing. The sixth design was a celebration of the centenary of the Olympics, 1896-1996. All these coins (ref. 
Krause Mishler Nos. 119, 127-131) were produced in Romania exclusively for International Currency Bureau 
Ltd. 

Later, International Currency Bureau Ltd explored the possibility of producing another series of Olympic coins 
to be struck at the Romanian State Mint. Five coinage designs featuring gymnastics, tennis, basketball, 
equestrian and rifle Olympic events were drawn up by Mr Gabor. Dies were produced and a small number of 
experimental patterns were minted, in a variety of metals, in regular and piedfort thickness. The designs were 
never authorised by the National Bank of Romania as legal tender currency items, and they remain as pattern 
coins. 

The reverses of these 100 Lei pattern or experimental pieces bear the same legend as the Olympic watersport 
coins “Atlanta USA. XXVI Olympiad 1996.” The obverse design, of the Romanian national shield, the word 
“Romania” and the date “1996” is virtually identical to that on the previous Olympic series, except that the 
denomination “100 Lei” has been omitted and is placed on the edge of the coin, to accede National Bank 
requirements. 

A. ROMANIA PATTERN 100 LEI. SUMMER OLYMPICS 1996 SERIES 

There are five different designs for the 1996 Summer Olympics series and these pattern coins were struck in five 
different metal types. Two versions of each metal type have been produced: piedfort, double thickness (approx. 
4mm) coins, and ordinary thickness (approx. 2mm). Hence, 10 metal types in all. 

All coins have been struck with a proof finish and have a diameter of around 37mm. Each piece has the words 
100 Lei” stamped ona plain edge. The bi-metallic coins are a ring of brass around an inner circle of nickel. The 

silver coins have been struck in .925 sterling silver. 
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The following is a complete listing of weights and mintages: 

All coins are sold with a certificate of authenticity. 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 

1 SILVER (PIEDFORT) 54 grams 125 pcs (each design) 

2 SILVER (ORDINARY) 27 grams 125 pcs (each design) 

3 BRASS (PIEDFORT) 40 grams 125 pcs (each design) 

4 BRASS (ORDINARY) 20 grams 125 pcs (each design) 

5 BI-METALLIC (PIEDFORT) 40 grams 125 pcs (each design) 

6 BI-METALLIC (ORDINARY) 20 grams 125 pcs (each design) 

Wi ALUMINIUM (PIEDFORT) 12 grams 125 pcs (each design) 

8 ALUMINIUM (ORDINARY) 6 grams 125 pcs (each design) 

9 COPPER (PIEDFORT) 42 grams : 125 pcs (each design) 

10 COPPER (ORDINARY) 21 grams 125 pcs (each design) 

1. 1996 PATTERN 100 LEI FEATURING FEMALE OLYMPIC GYMNAST 

Women’s Gymnastics was introduced as an Olympic competition as recently as 1928. First there is a team event, 

then an individual all-round competition, and finally individual apparatus finals on the asymmetrical (uneven) 
bars, balance beam, horse vault and in floor exercises. In addition there is a rhythmic gymnastics competition. 
Women’s gymnastics has increasingly caught the imagination of spectators, as tiny young superstars have taken 
to the apparatus. In 1972 Olga Korbut of the Soviet Union won the hearts of the audience as she performed 
superbly to win gold on both the beam and the floor. In 1976 Nadia Comaneci of Romania won 3 gold medals 
and became the first gymnast to score a perfect 10.0 in an Olympic competition. Romania has featured strongly 
in women’s gymnastics and names such as Nadia Comaneci, Daniela Silivas and Lavinia Milosovici (featured on 

this pattern coin) have become world famous names. 

519 

519 Individual examples of “Gymnast” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass 

piedfort, brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, 

copper ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (10) 

520 A similar lot. (10) 

521 A similar lot. (10) 

522 Three examples of “Gymnast” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass piedfort, 

brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, copper 

ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (30) 
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55/7 

538 

539 

540 
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542 

543 

544 

545 

546 

547 

548 
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550 

Sal 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lor. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

Sixty “Gymnast” pattern coins in piedfort silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

Sixty “Gymnast” pattern coins in silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

Sixty “Gymnast” pattern coins in piedfort brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

Sixty “Gymnast” pattern coins in brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

Sixty “Gymnast” pattern coins in piedfort bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

Sixty “Gymnast” pattern coins in bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

Sixty “Gymnast” pattern coins in piedfort aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

Sixty “Gymnast” pattern coins in aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

Sixty “Gymnast” pattern coins in piedfort copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

Sixty “Gymnast” pattern coins in copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 
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2. 1996 PATTERN 100 LEI FEATURING OLYMPIC MEN’S SINGLES TENNIS PLAYER 

Real or Royal tennis was the favourite sport of French and English kings in the 16th century. The modern game 

of tennis, which has different rules, was not introduced until the 1870’s when it was played on grass. Today it is 

also played on hardcourt surfaces. The sport was included in the first eight modern Olympic Games. It was 
dropped in 1928, and not brought back until 1988, although it was played as a demonstration sport in 1968 
and 1984. In 1984 the singles winners were Stefan Edberg of Sweden and Steffi Graf of Germany. There are 

four Olympic event: singles and doubles for men and women. There is an intense interest in tennis in Romania. 

Goran Prpic, in the company of Goran Ivanisevic, won an Olympic medal for Romania in the 1992 Barcelona 

Olympics. And Ilia Nastase, the professional tennis player, remains one of Romania's most famous sporting 
characters. 

S02 

552 Individual examples of “Tennis” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass piedfort, 

brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, copper 

ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (10) 

553 A similar lot. (10) 

554 A similar lot. (10) 

555. Three examples of “Tennis” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass piedfort, brass 

ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, copper 

ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (30) 

556 A similar lot. (30) 

557. A similar lot. (30) 

558 A similar lot. (30) 

Spy) A similar lot. (30) 

560 A similar lot. (30) 

561 A similar lot. (30) 

562 A similar lot. (30) 

563 A similar lot. (30) 

564 A similar lor. (30) 

565 A similar lot. (30) 
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The game of basketball was first played in the Olympics at the 1936 Berlin Games. On that occasion the 
competition was staged outdoors, but even since, it has been held on indoor courts. At the Berlin Games the 
gold medals were presented to the American team by the modern game's inventor, Dr James Naismith. In 1891 
he had nailed two peach baskets at opposite ends of a balcony at a college in Massachusettes, USA. He then gave 
two teams of students a soccer ball, which had to be “dropped” into the basket to score. The roots of the game 
may, however, date back as early as the 10th century BC to a game called Pok-ta-Pok, played in Mexico by the 
Olmecs. Since 1936 the USA have continued to dominate the men’s game. Women’s basketball was introduced 
in 1976 in Montreal, and since then the USA and the former Soviet Union have dominated the pursuit of the 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

Sixty “Tennis” pattern coins 

Sixty “Tennis” pattern coins 

Sixty “Tennis” pattern coins 

Sixty “Tennis” pattern coins 

Sixty “Tennis” pattern coins 

Sixty “Tennis” pattern coins 

Sixty “Tennis” pattern coins 

Sixty “Tennis” pattern coins 

Sixty “Tennis” pattern coins 

Sixty “Tennis” pattern coins 

Olympic titles. 

in piedfort silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

1996 PATTERN 100 LEI FEATURING 2 OLYMPIC BASKETBALL PLAYERS 
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585 

585 Individual examples of “Basketball” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass. 

piedfort, brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, 
copper ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (10) 

586 A similar lot. (10) 

587 _ A similar lot. (10) 

588 Three examples of “Basketball” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass piedfort, 
brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, copper. 
ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (30) 

589 A similar lot. (30) 

590 A similar lot. (30) 

591 A similar lot. (30) 

592 A similar lot. (30) 

593 __ A similar lot. (30) 

594 A similar lot. (30) 

595 A similar lot. (30) 

596 A similar lot. (30) 

597 _ A similar lot. (30) 

598 A similar lot. (30) 

599 A similar lot. (30) 

600 A similar lot. (30) 

601 A similar lot. (30) 

602 A similar lot. (30) 

603 A similar lot. (30) 

604 A similar lot. (30) 

605 A similar lot. (30) 

606 A similar lot. (30) 



INTERNATIONAL CURRENCY BUREAU ARCHIVE 

COLLECTION SALE 

In the CUBA section of this auction catalogue under the “Mariposas 
Del Caribe” heading there are a number of cataloguing errors due to the 
fact that it was assumed regular silver coins with a plain edge had been 
stuck when in fact this was not the case. There are six different butterfly 
designs and each of these are amended herewith. 

Anartia Amathea 

Lot 1266-1276 — 28 coins in lot (not 30) 

Lot 1277-1279 — 39 coins in lot (not 42) 

Phoebis Avellaneda 

Lot 1292-1302 — 28 coins in lot (not 30) 

Lot 1303-1305 — 39 coins in lot (not 42) 

Psedolycaena Marsyas 
Lot 1318-1320 — 13 coins in lot (not 14) 

Lot 1321-1329 — 39 coins in lot (not 42) 

Danaus Plexippus 

Lot 1342-1344 — 13 coins in lot (not 14) 

Lot 1345-1353 — 39 coins in lot (not 42) 

Hypolimnas Misippus 
Lot 1366-1368 — 13 coins in lot (not 14) 

Lot 1369-1377 — 39 coins in lot (not 42) 

Siproeta Stelenes 

Lot 1390-1392 — 13 coins in lot (not 14) 

Lot 1393-1401 — 39 coins in lot (not 42) 





607 

608 

609 

610 

611 

612 

613 

614 

615 

616 

617 

A similar lot. (30) 

Sixty “Basketball” 

Sixty “Basketball” 

Sixty “Basketball” 

Sixty “Basketball” 

Sixty “Basketball” 

Sixty “Basketball” 

Sixty “Basketball” 

Sixty “Basketball” 

Sixty “Basketball” 

Sixty “Basketball” 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

in piedfort silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

4. 1996 PATTERN 100 LEI FEATURING OLYMPIC SHOOTING 

Shooting has been an Olympic sport since 1896. Women first competed alongside men in 1968, and in 1984 
separate events for women were also introduced. In most events the competitors shoot at a fixed target from a 
set distance. In the rapid fire pistol event they have to shoot 30 shots first in eight seconds, then six, then four. 
In the trap and skeet events they fire a shotgun at moving, saucer-shaped clay targets whose flight is similar to a 
bird taking off, hence the term “clay pigeon shooting,” which is sometimes used to describe the sport. Corneliu 
Ion won a gold medal for Romania in the 1980 Moscow Olympics, in the Rapid Fire Pistol section, and a silver 
in 1984. Sorin Babii won a gold medal for Romania in the Free Pistol event in the 1988 Seoul Olympics, and a 
bronze medal in the Air Pistol Shooting in Barcelona, 1992. 

618 

619 

620 

| 621 

618 

Individual examples of “Shooting” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass 
piedfort, brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, 
copper ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (10) 

A similar lot. (10) 

A similar lot. (10) 

Three examples of “Shooting” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass piedfort, 
brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, copper 
ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (30) 
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624 

625 

626 

627 

628 

629 
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631 

632 

633 

634 

635 

636 

637 

638 

639 

640 

641 

642 

643 

644 

645 

646 

647 

648 

649 

650 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

Sixty “Shooting” pattern coins 

Sixty “Shooting” 

Sixty “Shooting” 

Sixty “Shooting” 

Sixty. “Shooting” 

Sixty “Shooting” 

Sixty “Shooting” 

Sixty “Shooting” 

Sixty “Shooting” 

Sixty “Shooting” 

pattern 

pattern 

pattern 

pattern 

pattern 

pattern 

pattern 

pattern 

pattern 

coins 

coins 

coins 

coins 

coins 

coins 

coins 

coins 

coins 

in piedfort silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 



5. 1996 PATTERN 100 LEI FEATURING THE OLYMPIC EQUESTRIAN EVENTS 

The first equestrian event in the ancient Olympics was a four-horse chariot race. In the modern Games a show 

jumping competition was first held in 1900, and included high jumps and long jumps. The dressage and three- 

day events were added in 1912. There are individual and team competitions in all three events, and in all three 

men and women compete together. In the team events, four riders take part, and the scores of the top three 

count towards the final score. 

In the show jumping the competitors tackle a course of 12 to 15 obstacles. They must try to avoid collecting 
penalty points or faults, given for various mistakes including knocking down fence poles. In the dressage the 
riders make their horses perform a variety of paces, halts, direction changes, movement and figures. The three 
day event is made up of three different competitions — dressage, endurance and show jumping. The Romanian 
Equestrian team won a bronze medal at the 1980 Moscow Olympics. 

651 

651 Individual examples of “Equestrian” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass 
piedfort, brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, 
copper ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (10) 

652 A similar lot. (10) 

653 A similar lot. (10) 

654 Three examples of “Equestrian” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass piedfort, 
brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, copper 
ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (30) 

655 __ A similar lot. (30) 

656 A similar lot. (30) 

657 A similar lot. (30) 

658 A similar lot. (30) 

659 A similar lot. (30) 

660 A similar lot. (30) 

661 A similar lot. (30) 

662 _ A similar lot. (30) 

663 A similar lot. (30) 

664 A similar lot. (30) 
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665 A similar lot. (30) 

666 A similar lot. (30) 

667 A similar lot. (30) 

668 A similar lot. (30) 

669 A similar lot. (30) 

670 A similar lot. (30) 

671 A similar lot. (30) 

672 A similar lot. (30) 

673 A similar lot. (30) 

674 Sixty “Equestrian” pattern coins in piedfort silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

675 Sixty “Equestrian” pattern coins in silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

676 Sixty “Equestrian” pattern coins in piedfort brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

677 Sixty “Equestrian” pattern coins in brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

678 Sixty “Equestrian” pattern coins in piedfort bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

679 Sixty “Equestrian” pattern coins in bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

680 Sixty “Equestrian” pattern coins in piedfort aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

681 Sixty “Equestrian” pattern coins in aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

682 Sixty “Equestrian” pattern coins in piedfort copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

683 Sixty “Equestrian” pattern coins in copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

ROMANIAN STATE MINT PATTERNS CONTINUED:- 

In late 1997, after further consultation with Mr Vasile Gabor at the Romanian State Mint, the International 

Currency Bureau asked for four designs featuring Winter Olympic events to be produced, with a view to the: 
minting of a series of legal tender Romania 100 Lei coins to celebrate the 1998 Nagano XVII Winter 

Olympics. The designs of a speed skater, a skier, two figure skaters and two hockey players were approved and 
dies were made. The legend “XIX Winter Olympics” “Nagano 1998” was placed on the reverse of each coin. It 
soon became apparent, however, that a major mistake in the reverse legend had been made and “XIX Winter’ 

Olympics” should have read “XVIII Winter Olympics.” 

The patterns were produced in various experimental metals and International Currency Bureau purchased every | 

piece struck by the Romanian State Mint. The obverse design remains the same as the regular legal tender 100! 

Lei commemorative coin designs, except for the absence of the denomination, which is stamped on the edge. 
The Mint destroyed all the dies for the production of these patterns in the presence of ICB. Only a very small 

number of the Olympic errors have been sold. 20 of these patterns fetched 6,930.00 Australian Dollars in the: 

Noble Numismatic Auction No. 57, in April 1998. The balance of all coins produced are herewith offered for’ 

sale. 



B. ROMANIA PATTERN 100 LEI. WINTER OLYMPICS 1998 SERIES 

There are FOUR different designs for the 1998 Winter Olympics series and these pattern coins were struck in 
five different metal types. Two versions of each metal type have been produced: piedfort, double thickness 

(approx. 4mm) coins, and ordinary thickness (approx. 2mm). Hence, 10 metal types in all. 

All coins have been struck with a proof finish and have a diameter of around 37mm. Each piece has the words 
“100 Lei” stamped on a plain edge. The bi-metallic coins are a ring of brass around an inner circle of nickel. The 

silver coins have been struck in .925 sterling silver. 

The following is a complete listing of weights and mintages: 

All coins are sold with a certificate of authenticity. 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 
l SILVER (PIEDFORT) 54 grams 125 pcs (each design) 
2 SILVER (ORDINARY) 27 grams 125 pcs (each design) 

3 BRASS (PIEDFORT) 40 grams 125 pcs (each design) 
4 BRASS (ORDINARY) 20 grams 125 pcs (each design) 
5 BI-METALLIC (PIEDFORT) 40 grams 125 pcs (each design) 
6 BI-METALLIC (ORDINARY) 20 grams 125 pcs (each design) 
yy ALUMINIUM (PIEDFORT) 12 grams 125 pcs (each design) 
8 ALUMINIUM (ORDINARY) 6 grams - 125 pcs (each design) 
) COPPER (PIEDFORT) 42 grams 125 pcs (each design) 
10 COPPER (ORDINARY) 21 grams 125 pcs (each design) 

1. 1998 PATTERN 100 LEI - FEATURING OLYMPIC SPEED SKATER 

This sport was introduced into the Olympics in 1924, with the first official event for women as recently as 
1960. In 1988 short speed skating was adopted as an Olympic demonstration sport and in 1992 it became a 
medal sport with two events each for men and women. In 1994 an extra two events were added. 

Mens speed skating has been dominated by the Norwegians and the women’s event by the Soviets. 

684 

684 Individual examples of “Speed Skater” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass 
piedfort, brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, 
copper ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (10) 

685 A similar lot. (10) 
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686 A similar lot. (10) 

687 Three examples of “Speed Skater” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass piedfort, 
brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, copper 
ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (30) 

688 A similar lot. (30) 

689 A similar lot. (30) 

690 A similar lot. (30) 

691 A similar lot. (30) 

692 A similar lot. (30) 

693 A similar lot. (30) 

694 A similar lot. (30) 

695 A similar lot. (30) 

696 A similar lot. (30) 

697 _ A similar lot. (30) 

698 A similar lot. (30) 

699 A similar lot. (30) 

700 ~—A similar lot. (30) 

701 A similar lot. (30) 

702 ~~ A similar lot. (30) 

703. A similar lot. (30) 

704 A similar lot. (30) 

705 A similar lot. (30) 

706 A similar lot. (30) 

707 Sixty “Speed Skater” pattern coins in piedfort silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

708 Sixty “Speed Skater” pattern coins in silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

709 Sixty “Speed Skater” pattern coins in piedfort brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

710 — Sixty “Speed Skater” pattern coins in brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

711 Sixty “Speed Skater” pattern coins in piedfort bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

712 Sixty “Speed Skater” pattern coins in bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

713 Sixty “Speed Skater” pattern coins in piedfort aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

714 Sixty “Speed Skater” pattern coins in aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

715 Sixty “Speed Skater” pattern coins in piedfort copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

716 Sixty “Speed Skater” pattern coins in copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 



2. 1998 PATTERN 100 LEI - FEATURING TWO OLYMPIC ICE HOCKEY PLAYERS 

The game was introduced in 1920 as part of the Summer Olympics. The tournament was won by Canada, the 
first of a run of six victories, only interrupted by Great Britain in 1936. However the record number of wins is 8 
by the Soviet Union/Russia between 1956 and 1992. The game has always been the centre of much bitter 

argument about amateur and professional status, and in 1972 Canada withdrew in protest at the alleged 
“professionalism” of Eastern European teams in particular. In 1994, however, professionals were allowed to 

compete. 
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720 
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W223 
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726 
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728 

DY) 

730 

731 

732 

Cali 

Individual examples of “Hockey” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass piedfort, 
brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, copper 
ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (10) 

A similar lot. (10) 

A similar lot. (10) 

Three examples of “Hockey” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass piedfort, 
brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, copper 
ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 
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733 A similar lot. (30) 

734 A similar lot. (30) 

735 A similar lot. (30) 

736 ~~ A similar lot. (30) 

737. A similar lot. (30) 

738 A similar lot. (30) 

739 A similar lot. (30) 

740 Sixty “Hockey” pattern coins in piedfort silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

741 Sixty “Hockey” pattern coins in silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

742 Sixty “Hockey” pattern coins in piedfort brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

743 Sixty “Hockey” pattern coins in brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

744 Sixty “Hockey” pattern coins in piedfort bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

745 Sixty “Hockey” pattern coins in bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

746 Sixty “Hockey” pattern coins in piedfort aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

747 Sixty “Hockey” pattern coins in aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

748 Sixty “Hockey” pattern coins in piedfort copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

749 Sixty “Hockey” pattern coins in copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

3. 1998 PATTERN 100 LEI — FEATURING OLYMPIC ALPINE SKIER 

Separate Alpine skiing events were first introduced into the Games in 1948. Austria has dominated the men’s 

and the women’s contest, winning around 70 Olympic medals and far surpassing the achievements of 

Switzerland and France. But Alberto Tomba of Italy became the first Alpine skier to win medals in three 

consecutive Olympic Games. 

750 

750 Individual examples of “Skier” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass piedfort, - 

brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, copper 

ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (10) 
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780 
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A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

(10) 

(10) 

Three examples of “Skier” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass piedfort, brass 

ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, copper 

ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (30) 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

A similar lot. 

Sixty “Skier” 

Sixty “Skier” 

Sixty “Skier” 

Sixty “Skier” 

Sixty “Skier” 

Sixty “Skier” 

Sixty “Skier” 

Sixty “Skier” 

Sixty “Skier” 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

(30) 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

pattern coins 

in piedfort silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

Sixty “Skier” pattern coins in copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 
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4. 1998 PATTERN 100 LEI - FEATURING TWO OLYMPIC FIGURE SKATERS 

Ice skating was to have been included in the original programme of events for the 1900 Olympic Games, but 

was not held. Thus, the first Olympic title at a Winter Games event was won by Ulrich Salchow (Sweden) in 
1908 at the Prince’s Rink, London. The most gold medals won by a figure skater is three by Gillis Grafstrom 

(Sweden) 1920-1928, Sonja Henie (Norway) 1928-1936, and Irina Rodnina 1972-1980 (Soviet Union). The 

USA, Soviet Union and Austria have dominated the figure skating medals list, closely followed by Canada, 

Great Britain and Sweden. 
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Individual examples of “Figure Skaters” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass 

piedfort, brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, 

copper ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (10) 

A similar lot. (10) 

A similar lot. (10) 

Three examples of “Figure Skaters” 100 Lei patterns in each of the 10 metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass 

piedfort, brass ordinary, bi-metallic piedfort, bi-metallic ordinary, aluminium piedfort, aluminium ordinary, copper piedfort, 

copper ordinary), brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 
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810 
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812 
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814 

815 

A similar lor. (30) 

A similar lor. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

Sixty “Figure Skaters” pattern coins 

Sixty “Figure Skaters” pattern coins 

Sixty “Figure Skaters” pattern coins 

Sixty “Figure Skaters” pattern coins 

Sixty “Figure Skaters” pattern coins 

Sixty “Figure Skaters” pattern coins 

Sixty “Figure Skaters” pattern coins 

Sixty “Figure Skaters” pattern coins 

Sixty “Figure Skaters” pattern coins 

Sixty “Figure Skaters” pattern coins 

in piedfort silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in silver. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in brass. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in bi-metallic. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in aluminium. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in piedfort copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 

in copper. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (60) 
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THE ARMENIA PATTERN 25 DRAMS COIN, PRODUCED BY INTERNATIONAL CURRENCY 
BUREAU LTD, 1996 

Armenia is a small mountainous Republic, with a population of 3,550,000 people and an area of 11,500 square 
miles (29,800 sq km). The capital is Yerevan. The currency is the Dram. It is an ancient country, parts of which 

are now in Turkey and Iran. The earliest history of Armenia records continuous struggles with expanding 
Babylonia and later Assyria. Conquered by Macedonia, it later defeated the Seleucids and Greater Armenia was 
founded. Christianity was established in 303AD which led to religious wars with the Persians and Romans who 
divided it into two zones of influence. 

Present day Armenia was set up as a Soviet Republic on April 2, 1921. It joined Georgian and Azerbajan May 
12, 1922, to form the Transcaucasian SFSR, which became part of the USSR on December 30, 1922. Armenia 
became a constituent republic of the USSR on December 5, 1936, but declared itself an independent state after 
the break up of the USSR, on December 26, 1991. 

In view of this small Republic's interesting history and short coinage series, the International Currency Bureau 

Ltd contacted Armenia and expressed interest in producing a commemorative coin, or a series of 

commemorative coins, for the country. ICB offered to make a pattern or sample coin. 

The Central Bank of Armenia, on the 18 October 1995, wrote to International Currency Bureau Ltd and 

showed keen interest in the company’s work with the printing of colour onto coins. But it was suggested that he 
production of a “coloured” coin could be discussed after International Currency Bureau Ltd had produced a 
non-colour sample or pattern for the Bank. Mr Reuben Simonian, Head of the Reserve Department of the 

Central Bank described recent Armenian silver and gold coin issues in his letter and offered the information that 

the new themes for Armenian commemorative coins would be “Armenian Statehood” “the 1700th anniversary 

of Christianity in Armenia” and “Tigran the Great”. After some consideration, International Currency Bureau 
Ltd decided to design an manufacture dies for an Armenian pattern coin dated 1996 to celebrate Christianity in 

Armenia. 

”» « 

Eventually a 25 Dram 38 mm diameter coin was produced which featured on the obverse the national emblem 

of a lion and eagle supporting the coat of arms, and depicted on the reverse the head of Christ alongside the 

denomination (25 Dram) and the date, 1996. The coins were produced in different metals and edge types, and 

a quantity of coins were sent by ICB Ltd to the Central Bank of Armenia, in Yerevan, on 29 July, 1996 for 

approval. For whatever reason no further response ever came from Armenia, and despite the presentation to a 

few official parties and the sale by private treatise, of a very small number of pieces, the complete mintage of 

this interesting pattern coin has remained intact. 

There is one reverse design and one obverse design for the 1996 25 Dram pattern for Armenia, and these coins 

were struck in eight different metal types. There are two edge varieties: a plain and a milled edge. 

All coins have been struck with a proof finish and have a diameter of around 38mm. The tri-metallic coins are 

two rings of brass around an inner circle of brass. The rings have been, alternately, plated with silver and gold - 

and the three pieces are struck as one coin. The silver coins have been produced in .925 sterling silver. All coins 

are sold with a certificate of authenticity. 



The following is a complete listing of weights and mintages: 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 

l SILVER (PIEDFORT) approx 48er 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

Y SILVER (ORDINARY) approx 24er 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

3 BRASS approx 23er 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

4 GOLD PLATED ALLOY approx 20gr 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

5 TRI-METALLIC approx 23er 100 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 

6 ALUMINIUM approx 6gr 100 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 

i COPPER approx 23¢r 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

8 CUPRO-NICKEL approx 20gr 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

816 

816 Individual examples of Armenia 25 Dram patterns in each of the eight metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold- 
plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and two edge types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. 
Choice mint state. (16) 

817 A similar lot. (16) 

818 A similar lot. (16) 

819 Three examples of Armenia 25 Dram patterns in each of the eight metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold- 
plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (48) 

820 A similar lot. (48) 

821 A similar lot. (48) 

822 A similar lot. (48) 

823 A similar lot. (48) 

824 A similar lot. (48) 

825 A similar lot. (48) 

826 _A similar lot. (48) 

827 A similar lot. (48) 

828 A similar lor. (48) 

829 A similar lot. (48) 



830 A similar lot. (48) 

831 A similar lot. (48) 

832 A similar lot. (48) 

833 A similar lot. (48) 

834 A similar lot. (48) 

835 A similar lot. (48) 

836 A similar lot. (48) 

837. Armenia pattern coins in piedfort silver (48gr.). Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

838 Armenia pattern coins in silver (24gr.). Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

839 Armenia pattern coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

840 Armenia pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

841 Armenia pattern coins in tri-metal. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

842 Armenia pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

843 Armenia pattern coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

844 Armenia pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

845 Armenia pattern coins in piedfort silver. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

846 Armenia pattern coins in silver (24 gr). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

847 Armenia pattern coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

848 Armenia pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

849 Armenia pattern coins in tri-metal. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

850 Armenia pattern coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

851 Armenia pattern coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

852 Armenia pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

853 The original plasters (2) produced before the dies for this coin were manufactured (obverse and reverse). Slight marking, but’ 

generally good condition. Unique. (2) 

854 The original dies (2) for the 25 Dram Armenia 1996 pattern coins. Damaged to prevent further use, otherwise good condition. 

Unique. (2) 



THE PATTERN 250 RUFIYAA COIN PRODUCED BY INTERNATIONAL CURRENCY BUREAU 

LTD FOR THE MALDIVES, 1996 

The Republic of Maldives is an archipelago of some 2,000 small coral islands, about 200 of which are inhabited, 

located in the Indian Ocean, south west of India. The population is 189,000. The total land area is some 115 

square miles (298 sq. km.). The capital is Male. The currency is the Rufiyaa. These idyllic islands had been 
harassed in the 16th and 17th centuries by Mopla pirates of the Malabar coast and Portuguese raiders. 

Consequently by the 19th century the Maldivians voluntarily placed themselves under the suzerainty of Ceylon. 
In 1887 the islands became an internally self-governing British protectorate and a nominal dependency of 

Ceylon. The country attained complete independence on July 26, 1965. Long a sultanate, the Maldives became 

an independent republic in 1968. Natural resources and tourism are being developed but it remains one of the 
world’s least wealthy nations. 

Noting that the Maldives Monetary Authority had authorised the production of several large commemorative 
coins in the period since independence, International Currency Bureau Ltd offered to produce a coin for the 
Maldives which would help promote tourism on the islands. On 12th October 1995 the Maldives Monetary 
Authority wrote to International Currency Bureau Ltd informing ICB that 1997 would be “Visit Maldives 
Year” and expressing great interest in he production by ICB of a (coloured) coin to mark this event. 

International Currency Bureau offered to produce designs and then (once the designs had been accepted) dies 
and sample colour coins for the Maldives, at no cost to the country. A design was duly despatched to the 
Maldives Monetary authority on 12 March 1996. The concept of this design was to produce a sculpted coin 
with the legend “Beautiful Maldives” and the denomination “250 Rufiyaa” on the reverse of the coin. The 
featured scene of a boat at sea, with a background view of palm trees on the small islands would convey the 
attraction of the Maldives as a holiday destination. The coin would be enhanced by the application of a small 
area of colour beneath the boat where alluring tropical fish would be seen swimming near coral in the blue 
waters of the Indian Ocean. The Maldives Monetary Authority expressed satisfaction with this coin design and 
authorised International Currency Bureau to manufacture dies and produce one sample/pattern coin design. 

Pattern coins were made in the summer of 1996 and several samples despatched to Male. The Monetary 
Authority sent a fax to International Currency Bureau at the end of October, confirming receipt of the patterns 
and asking for price quotes for between 25,000 and 100,000 silver coins and 50,000 and 100,000 cupro-nickel 
coins. ICB had experimented with a colour and non-colour version of the pattern coin and with colour printed 
onto both sculpted and flat surfaces. Examples of these varieties, (in milled and plain edge versions) were sent to 
Male in early November 1996. 

Discussions between ICB and the Maldives continued into 1997, and International Currency Bureau spoke 
with the British Royal Mint with a view to minting the coins at their facility should large scale production be 
required. Eventually, in early May 1997, the Maldives Monetary Authority sent a facsimile message to ICB 
containing the regret that “due to lack of interest and necessary support from the tourism sector we have 
decided not to go ahead with the “Visit Maldives 1997” coin programme.” International Currency Bureau 
never did produce a commemorative coin for the Maldives, and only the patterns remain. 

There are two reverse designs (i.e. colour and non-colour) and one obverse design for the 1996 Maldives 250 
Rufiyaa, and these pattern coins were struck in eight different metal types. There are two edge varieties: a plain 
and a milled edge. 
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All coins have been struck with a proof finish and have a diameter of around 38mm. The tri-metallic coins are 
two rings of brass around an inner circle of brass. The rings have been, alternately, plated with silver and gold 

and the three pieces are struck as one coin. The silver coins have been produced in .925 sterling silver. All coins 
are sold with a certificate of authenticity. 

The following is a complete listing of weights and mintages: 

1. PATTERN MALDIVES COINS WITH COLOUR REVERSE 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 

1 SILVER (PIEDFORT) approx 48¢r 15 pcs (1 design, 1 edge) 
2 SILVER (ORDINARY) approx 24gr 10 pcs (1 design, 1 edge) 
3 BRASS approx 23¢r 100 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 

4 GOLD PLEATED ALLOY approx 20gr 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

5 TRI-METALLIC approx 23¢r 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

6 ALUMINIUM approx 6gr 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

7 COPPER approx 23¢r 100 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 

8 CUPRO-NICKEL approx 20gr 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

2. PATTERN MALDIVES COINS WITH NON-COLOUR REVERSE 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 

1 SILVER (PIEDFORT) approx 48¢r 4 pcs (1 design, 1 edge) 

2 SILVER (ORDINARY) approx 24¢gr 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

3 BRASS approx 23e¢r 100 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 

4 GOLD PLATED ALLOY approx 20gr 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

5 TRI-METALLIC approx 23¢r 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

6 ALUMINIUM approx 6gr 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

Gi COPPER approx 23¢r 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

8 CUPRO-NICKEL approx 20gr 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

855 

855 Individual examples of the Maldives 250 Rufiyaa pattern coins with colour, in each of the eight metal types (silver piedfort, 

silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel). There are two edge types (milled and 

plain edge) for all metal varities except the silver piedfort (4mm thickness) and silver (2mm) non-piedfort coins, which are 

represented as milled edge coins only. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (14) 

856 A similar lot. (14) 

857 Individual examples of the Maldives 250 Rufiyaa pattern coins with colour, in each of seven metal types ( silver piedfort, brass, 

gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel). There are two edge types (milled and plain edge) for all metal _ 

varities except the silver piedfort (4mm thickness) coin, which is represented as a milled edge coin only. (13) 



858 

859 

860 

861 

862 

863 

864 

865 

866 

867 

868 

869 

870 

871 

872 

873 

874 

875 

876 

877 

878 

879 

880 

881 

882 

883 

884 

885 

886 

887 

A similar lot. (13) 

A similar lot. (13) 

A similar lot. (13) 

A similar lot. (13) 

A similar lot. (13) 

A similar lot. (13) 

A similar lot. (13) 

A similar lot. (13) 

A similar lot. (13) 

A similar lot. (13) 

A similar lot. (13) 

A similar lot. (13) 

Five examples of the 1996 Maldives 250 Rufiyaa pattern coin with colour, in each of six metal types (brass, gold-plated alloy, 
tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and two edge types milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint 
state. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

Maldives pattern coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (47) 

Maldives pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (47) 

Maldives pattern coins in tri-metal. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (47) 

Maldives pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (47) 

Maldives pattern coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (47) 

Maldives pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (47) 

Maldives pattern coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (47) 

Maldives pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (47) 

Maldives pattern coins in tri-metal. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (47) 

Maldives pattern coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (47) 

Maldives pattern coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (47) 
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888 

889 

890 

891 

892 

893 

894 

895 

896 

897 

898 

899 

900 

901 

902 

903 

904 

905 

906 

907 

908 

Maldives pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (47) 

The original plasters (2) produced before the dies for this coin were manufactured (obverse and reverse). Slight marking, but 

generally good condition. Unique. (2) 

The original dies (2) for the Maldives 250 Rufiyaa coin. Damaged to prevent further use, otherwise good condition. Unique. (2) 

Individual examples of Maldives 250 Rufiyaa patterns in each of the eight metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, 

gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel). There are two edge types (milled and plain edge) for all metal 
varities, but only one edge type (milled) for the piedfort silver coin. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (15) 

A similar lot. (15) 

A similar lot. (15) 

A similar lot. (15) 

Three examples of Maldives 250 Rufiyaa patterns in each of the seven metal types, silver ordinary (2mm thickness), brass, 
gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 



909 

910 

911 

912 

913 

914 

915 

916 

917 

918 

SS) 

920 

921 

922 

25 

924 

925 

926 

927 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

Maldives pattern coins in silver (24gr.). Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (36) 

Maldives pattern coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (36) 

Maldives pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (36) 

Maldives pattern coins in tri-metal. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (36) 

Maldives pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (36) 

Maldives pattern coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (36) 

Maldives pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (36) 

Maldives pattern coins in silver (24gr.). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (36) 

Maldives pattern coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (36) 

Maldives pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (36) 

Maldives pattern coins in tri-metal. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (36) 

Maldives pattern coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (36) 

Maldives pattern coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (36) 

Maldives pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (36) 
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THE SERIES OF OLYMPIC 2000 SHILLINGI/SHILINGI PATTERN COINS PRODUCED FOR 

TANZANIA, 1996 

The United Republic of Tanzania is a large country located on the coast of eastern Africa. It occupies an area of 

nearly 365, 000 square miles (945,000 sq. km) and consists of Tanganyika and the islands of Zanzibar and 

Pemba. The population is 28.7 million. The capital is Dar-es-Salaam. The currency 1s the Shilling (shilingi). 
Tanzania is a member of the Commonwealth of Nations. 

Tanganyika was originally German East Africa and the coins of this former state are avidly collected. The British 

protectorate of Zanzibar has also been a rich source of numismatic items and the coinage legacy left to the 

modern Republic of Tanzania cannot be underestimated. 

In the autumn of 1995 International Currency Bureau Ltd contacted the Bank of Tanzania in Dar-es-Salaam 

and expressed great interest in the production of a commemorative coin for Tanzania. On 2 November 1995 

the Currency Department of the Bank sent a letter to International Currency Bureau Ltd asking the company to 

manufacture such a piece. ICB Ltd had offered to manufacture, at no cost to Tanzania, a sample coin, with the 

long term objective of securing a contract to manufacture legal tender commemorative coins. 

In preparing designs for the pattern coin International Currency Bureau Ltd decided to use various sporting 
images. The obverse would feature the arms of Tanzania and the legend “35th Anniversary of Independence 
1961-1996” together with the denomination “2000 Shilingi.” The six reverse designs would combine a 
celebration of the 1896-1996 centenary of the Olympic Games with the representation of 6 important Olympic 

events — discus, boxing, judo, hurdles, running and decathlon. 

On 10 April 1996 International Currency Bureau Ltd sent several sample/pattern coins, as promised, to the 

Directorate of Banking in Dar Es Salaam, and ICB continued to experiment with the production of a relatively 

small number of sample coins in different metals and edge types. After some time had elapsed it was pointed out 

that an incorrect spelling of the denomination, “2000 SHILLINGI” (instead of “2000 SHILINGI”) had been 

used on all the trial pieces! Consequently, a new obverse die was produced to correct the mistake. 

The new design was similar to the first obverse design. The national shield, now smaller, was raised and the 

(corrected) denomination made larger and more prominent. 

The Tanzanian authorities never awarded International Currency Bureau Ltd the anticipated contract to 

produce the legal tender commemorative coins, and no interest was shown, by the Bank, in the Olympic 

patterns. 

It is interesting to note that many of the early pieces, struck with the mis-spelled denomination were listed in 

catalogues. The “World Coin Catalogue for Sport Events,” by J.J Polczyk lists the first two reverse designs on 

pages 652 to 655. The catalogue value of the coins in various metals is DM225.00 each and US$100.00 each. 

The later coins with the new, corrected, obverse design, have remained in the possession of International 

Currency Ltd, until now, and no piece has been offered for sale. One must assume that all the pieces offered for 

sale will find their way into the international catalogues. 

There are six different reverse designs and two different obverse designs for the 1896-1996 Olympics Games 

Centenary series for Tanzania, and these pattern coins were struck in nine different metal types. There are two 

edge varieties: a plain and a milled edge. 

All coins have been struck with a proof finish and have a diameter of around 38mm. The tri-metallic coins are 

two rings of brass around an inner circle of brass. The rings have been, alternately, plated with silver and gold 

and the three pieces are struck as one coin. The silver coins have been produced in .925 sterling silver. All coins — 

are sold with a certificate of authenticity. 



The following is a complete listing of weights and mintages: 

MBVERSE TYPE 1 

SANNA W RON 

GOLD (22.1mm, 18ct .750) 

SILVER (PIEDFORT) 

SILVER (ORDINARY) 

BRASS 

GOLD PLATED ALLOY 

TRI-METALLIC 

ALUMINIUM 

COPPER 

CUPRO-NICKEL 

OBVERSE TYPE 2 

CONNWMN BRON 

DESIGN 1 — OLYMPIC BOXING 

SILVER (PIEDEORT) 

SILVER (ORDINARY) 

BRASS 

GOED PEAT ED ALLOY 

TRI-METALLIC 

ALUMINIUM 

COPPER 

CUPRO-NICKEL 

WEIGHT 

approx 8¢r 

approx 48er 

approx 24er 

approx 23er 

approx 20gr 

approx 23e¢r 

approx G6gr 

approx 23er 

approx 20gr 

WEIGHT 

approx 48¢er 

approx 24¢r 

approx 23er 

approx 20gr 

approx 23er 

approx 6gr 

approx 23e¢r 

approx 20gr 

MINTAGE 

24 pcs (1 design, 1 edge) 

25 pes (6 designs, 2 edges) 

25 pes (6 designs, 2 edges) 

25 pes (6 designs, 2 edges) 

25 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

25 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

25 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

25 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 
25 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

MINTAGE 
18 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

25 pes (6 designs, 2 edges) 
100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 
100 pes (6 designs, 2 edges) 
100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

In the ancient Olympics of 688BC Greek fighters are known to have wrapped their fists in leather straps. The 
combatants fought until one of them dropped or conceded by raising a fist in the air. The name “boxing” was 
introduced in England in the 17th century, when men boxed each other with bare fists. Then in 1865 the 
Marquis of Queensberry drew up new rules that included wearing gloves, and these rules are more or less still in 
use today. 

Boxing came into the modern Olympics in 1904. It is a men-only competition. Gold medals have been won by 
many boxers who have gone on to become professional champions. World heavyweight champions who, earlier 
in their careers, won Olympic gold for the USA include such famous names as Floyd Patterson, Cassius Clay 
(Muhammad Ali), Joe Frazier, George Forman, Leon Spinks and Ray Mercer. 

928 

25) 

930 

Six examples struck in 18ct (.750) gold. (22.1 diameter, 8 gram) 
(6) 

Armbar on (@ 

A similar lot. (4) 

2000 Shillingi coin. FDC. All are brilliant milled edge proofs. 

+" The design was the only one produced, and the coins in this lot represent one quarter of the entire mintage. 

1 as 



TYPE 1 
(Error Spelling) 

931 

931 Individual examples of Tanzania 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) patterns, featuring boxers, in each of 8 metal 
types, (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and 2 edge types: 

milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (16) 

932 A similar lot. (16) 

933 A similar lot. (16) 

934 3 examples of Tanzania 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) patterns featuring boxers, in each of 8 metal types, 

(silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and milled and plain 

edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (48) 

935 _ A similar lot. (48) 

936 A similar lot. (48) 

—_— 

937 An interesting selection of all the remaining milled edge proof Tanzanian 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) 

coins featuring boxers. There are 7 different metal types. 
Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 6 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 5 pieces 

Brass: 7 pieces 

Gold plated alloy: 7 pieces 
Aluminium: 7 pieces 

Copper: 2 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 6 pieces 

All coins are brilliant proofs. (40) 

.* It is interesting to record that the total catalogue value of the pattern coins in this lot (ref. J.J. Polezyk Sport-Weltmunzen Katalog) 1s 

US$6,000.00. 

4 

938 An interesting selection of all the remaining plain edge proof 1996 Tanzanian Olympic centenary pattern 2000 Shillingi 

(error) coins featuring boxers. There are 8 different metal types. 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 9 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 8 pieces 

Brass: 10 pieces 

Gold plated alloy: 10 pieces 

Tri-metallic: 3 pieces 

Aluminium: 10 pieces 
Copper: 10 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 7 pieces. 

All coins are brilliant proofs. (67) 

*.* JJ. Polezyk catalogue value is US$10,200.00 



939 

940 

941 

942 

943 

944 

945 

946 

947 

948 

949 

950 

951 

952 

953 

954 

955 

956 

957 

958 

3) 

939 

Individual examples of Tanzania 2000 Shilingi boxers patterns in each of the 8 metal types, (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, 
brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant 

proofs. Choice mint state. 1 coin of every type available. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Three examples of Tanzania 2000 Shilingi boxers patterns in each of the 6 metal types, (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold- 
plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) plus 1 example in piedfort 4mm thickness silver, in both milled and plain edge 
types and 1 example in tri-metallic in both milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

Three examples of the Tanzania 2000 Shilingi boxers patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold- 
plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) plus 1 example in tri-metal, in both milled edge and plain edge types. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 
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960 

961 

962 

963 

964 

965 

966 

967 

968 

969 

970 

971 

972 

973 

974 

O75 

976 

OTT. 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lor. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

1996 Tanzania boxers pattern 2000 Shilingi coins 

1996 Tanzania boxers pattern 2000 Shilingi coins 

1996 Tanzania boxers pattern 2000 Shilingi coins 

1996 Tanzania boxers pattern 2000 Shilingi coins 

1996 Tanzania boxers pattern 2000 Shilingi coins 

1996 Tanzania boxers pattern 2000 Shilingi coins 

1996 Tanzania boxers pattern 2000 Shilingi coins 

1996 Tanzania boxers pattern 2000 Shilingi coins 

1996 Tanzania boxers pattern 2000 Shilingi coins 

1996 Tanzania boxers pattern 2000 Shilingi coins 

1996 Tanzania boxers pattern 2000 Shilingi coins 

1996 Tanzania boxers pattern 2000 Shilingi coins 

in silver (24 gr). Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

in gold plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

in silver (24gr). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

in gold plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

Original plaster for 1996 2000 Shilingi boxer reverse design. Some wear, but generally good condition. 

Original die for 1996 2000 Shilingi boxer reverse design. This die has been defaced sufficiently to render the item inapproriate 

for further use. 

DESIGN 2 — OLYMPIC DISCUS 

The discus formed a part of the ancient Olympics, and has been a modern event since the first Olympic Games 
in Athens, 1896. The ancient Greeks used a bronze plate for their discus. The discus circle is 2.5 metres wide 
and the discus itself 2.0 kilograms. Discus throws are potentially dangerous to other athletes, officials, and even — 
spectators, and preparation must be exact. Qualifying rounds are held for the discus contest; all athletes who 

throw a set distance go on to the final. If fewer than 12 athletes qualify, the number in the final is made up to 
12. The finalists have three throws, and the eight who throw farthest have another three throws. The longest 

single throw wins gold. Al Oerter (USA) won four consecutive discus gold medals between 1956 and 1968; 

each winning throw was a new Olympic record. 
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Individual examples of Tanzania 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) patterns, the discus, in each of 8 metal types, 

(silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and 2 edge types: milled 
edge and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Three examples of Tanzania 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) patterns featuring the discus, in each of 8 metal 
types, (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and milled and 
plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (48) 

A similar lot. (48) 

An interesting selection of all the remaining milled edge proof Tanzania 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) 
coins featuring the discus. There are 8 different metal types. 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 13 pieces 
Regular (24 gram) silver: 11 pieces 

Brass: 13 pieces 

Gold plated alloy: 13 pieces 
Tri-metal: 14 pieces 
Aluminium: 5 pieces 

Copper: 9 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 13 pieces 
All coins are brilliant proofs. (91) 

*.” These pieces are, along with the boxer design, recorded in the “Sport” coin catalogue. The total catalogue value of the pattern coins in this 
lot (ref. J.J. Polczyk Sport-Weltmunzen Katalog) is US$13,650.00. 

984 An interesting selection of all the remaining plain edge proof Tanzania 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) in 
featuring the discus. There are 8 different metal types. 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 14 pieces 
Regular (24 gram) silver: 11 pieces 

Brass: 13 pieces 

Gold plated alloy: 14 pieces 

Tri-metallic: 14 pieces 

Aluminium: 14 pieces 

Copper: 14 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 13 pieces 
All coins are brilliant proofs. (107) 

~*~ * «" The J.J. Polezyk catalogue value for this grouping is US$16,050.00, a figure which makes it the auction lot with the highest catalogue 
value. 
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Individual examples of Tanzania 2000 Shilingi discus patterns in each of the 8 metal types, (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, 
brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant 

proofs. Choice mint state. 1 coin of every type available. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Three examples of Tanzania 2000 Shilingi discus patterns in each of 6 metal types, (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold-plated 
alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) plus 1 example in piedfort 4mm thickness silver in both milled and plain types and 1 
example in tri-metallic in both milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

1000 A similar lot. (40) 

1001 A similar lot. (40) 

1002 A similar lot. (40) 

1003 Three examples of the Tanzania 2000 Shilingi discus patterns in each of the 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold- 

plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) plus 1 example in tri-metal, in both milled edge and plain edge types. (38) 

1004 A similar lot. (38) 

1005 A similar lot. (38) 



1006 A similar lot. (38) 

1007 A similar lor. (38) 

1008 A similar lot. (38) 

1009 A similar lot. (38) 

1010 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi discus coins in silver (24 gr). Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1011 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi discus coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1012 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi discus coins in gold plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1013 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi discus coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1014 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi discus coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1015 1996 ‘Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi discus coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1016 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi discus coins in silver (24 gr). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (9) 

1017 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi discus coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1018 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi discus coins in gold plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1019 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi discus coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1020 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi discus coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1021 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi discus coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1022 Original plaster for 1996 2000 Shilingi discus reverse design. Some wear, but generally good condition. 

1023 Original die for 1996 2000 Shilingi discus reverse design. This die has been defaced sufficiently to render the item 
inappropriate for further use. 

1024 A few mules or incorrect die pairings were actually made in error by a Mint employee. Instead of the modern Olympic 
discus thrower featured on the rest of the current Tanzania patterns, 10 coins were produced using a reverse die intended for 
use on the coins of a different country. The design highlights a naked discus competitor in ancient Greece. In the 
background is a sprinter and javelin thrower. There are 5 coins struck as 48 gram silver (.925) versions, and 5 coins as 24 
gram (.925) silver versions. They are sold as one unique lot. FDC. Brilliant proofs. (10) 

DESIGN 3 —- OLYMPIC WOMEN’S HURDLES 

The first Olympic hurdling event for women was introduced in 1932. It was the short-sprint hurdle race, run 
over 80 metres. Down the years there have been many famous winners, including Shirley Strickland of 
Australia, the only woman to have won hurdling gold in two successive Olympics (1952 and 1956). In 1972, at 
the Munich Olympic Games, the short hurdle race was lengthened to 100n metres and it has remained so ever 
since. As in all hurdle races there are 10 barriers, each 83.8 centimetres high. The hurdles are 8.5 metres apart 
and the hurdlers take three strides between them. After the last hurdle, there is a run-in to the line of 10.5 
‘metres. No woman has ever won both the 100 metres flat and the 100 metres hurdles at the Olympic Games. 

| ze 
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Individual examples of Tanzania 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) patterns, featuring a hurdler, in each of 8 

metal types, (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and 2 edge 

types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Three examples of Tanzania 1996 Olympia centenary 2000 Shilingi (error) patterns featuring a hurdler, in each of 8 metal 

types, (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and milled and 
plain edge types, except for the copper coins which are only represented as plain edge patterns (there are no milled edge copper 

pieces in this lot). Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (45) 

Four examples of Tanzania 1996 Olympics centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) patterns featuring a hurdler, in each if 8 metal 

types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and milled and 

plain edge types, except for the copper coins which are only represented as plain edge patterns and the tri-metallic coins which 

are also only represented as plain edge patterns. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (56) 

A similar lot. (56) 

1030 An interesting selection of all the remaining milled edge proof Tanzania 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) 

1031 An interesting selection of all the remaining plain edge proof 1996 Tanzania Olympic centenary pattern 2000 Shillingi 
(error) coins featuring a hurdler. There are 8 different metal types. 

Piedfort (48gram) silver: 11 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 10 pieces 

Brass: 11 pieces 

Gold plated alloy: 11 pieces 
Tri-metallic: 11 pieces 

Aluminium: 11 pieces 

Copper: 11 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 10 pieces 

All coins are brilliant proofs. (86) 

* The Polczyk catalogue value for other coins in this series points to the fact that when catalogued, the coins in this lot will probably be 
assigned a value of some US$13,000.00. 

= 

coins featuring a hurdler. There are 6 different metal types. 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 10 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 8 pieces 

Brass: 11 pieces 

Gold plated alloy: 12 pieces 

Aluminium: 11 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 10 pieces 

All coins are brilliant proofs. (62) 
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Individual examples of Tanzania 2000 Shillingi hurdler patterns in each of the 8 metal types, (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, 
brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and 2 edges types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant 
proofs. Choice mint state. 1 coin of every type available. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Three examples of Tanzania 2000 Shillingi hurdler patterns in each of 6 metal types, (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold-plated 

alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) plus 1 example in piedfort 4mm thickness silver, in both milled and plain edge types 

and 1 example in tri-metallic in both milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

Three examples of the Tanzania 2000 Shillingi hurdler patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold- 
plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) plus 1 example in tri-metal, in both milled edge and plain edge types. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 
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1053. A similar lot. (38) 

1054 A similar lot. (38) 

1055 A similar lot. (38) 

1056 A similar lot. (38) 

1057. 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shillingi hurdler coins in silver (24 gr). Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1058 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shillingi hurdler coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1059 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shillingi hurdler coins in gold plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1060 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shillingi hurdler coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1061 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shillingi hurdler coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1062 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi hurdler coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1063 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi hurdler coins in silver (24 gr). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1064 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi hurdler coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1065 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi hurdler coins in gold plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1066 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi hurdler coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1067 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi hurdler coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1068 1996 Tanzania pattern 2000 Shilingi hurdler coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1069 Original plaster for 1996 2000 Shilingi hurdler reverse design. Some wear, but generally good condition. 

1070 Original die for 1996 2000 Shilingi hurdler reverse design. This die has been defaced sufficiently to render the item 
inappropriate for further use. 

DESIGN 4 — OLYMPIC DECATHLON 

People often describe the winners of the men’s decathlon (meaning a 10-event contest) and the women’s 

heptathlon (a seven-event contest) as the greatest athletes in the world! These multiple events demand great 

strength and stamina as well as speed, from the competitors. The first multiple-event competition of this kind, 

the pentathlon, or five event contest, was held by the ancient Greeks in 708 BC, and comprised racing on foot, 

long jump, discus, javelin and wrestling. The present version of the decathlon was introduced to the modern _ 
Olympics in 1912. It was won in that year by Jim Thorpe of the USA, who came ahead of Hugo Weislander of 

Sweden. Thorpe was then disqualified for being a professional athlete, though he was reinstated in 1982, after 

his death, as joint gold medal winner! 
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Individual examples of Tanzania 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) patterns, featuring the decathlon, in each 8 
metal types, (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and 2 edge 
types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Five examples of the Tanzania 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) patterns featuring the decathlon, in each of 8 
metal types, (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel). All coins 
are represented as both milled edge and plain edge type, except the aluminium pattern which is only offered as a plain edge 
piece. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (75) 

A similar lot. (75) 

1076 An interesting selection of all remaining milled edge proof Tanzania 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) coins 
featuring the decathlon. There are 7 different metal types. 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 12 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 9 pieces 

Brass: 11 pieces 

Gold-plated alloy: 11 pieces 
Tri-metal: 5 pieces 

Copper: 11 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 10 pieces 
All coins are brilliant proofs. (69) 

1077 An interesting selection of all the remaining plain edge proof 1996 Tanzania Olympic centenary pattern 2000 Shillingi 

* 

(error) coins featuring the decathlon. There are 8 different metal types. 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 11 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 10 pieces 

Brass: 11 pieces 

Gold plated alloy: 11 pieces 

Tri-metal: 11 pieces 

Aluminium: 11 pieces 
Copper: 11 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 10 pieces 
All coins are brilliant proofs. (86) 

The current J.J. Polczyk catalogue values of US$150 per coin on previous designs in this series leads us to believe that a catalogue value of 
some US$13,000.00 would be placed on this lot. 
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Individual examples of Tanzania 2000 Shilingi decathlon patterns in each of the 8 metal types, (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, 

brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant 

proofs. Choice mint state. 1 coin of every type available. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Three examples of Tanzania 2000 Shillingi decathlon patterns in each of 6 metal types, (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold- 
plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) plus 1 example in piedfort 4mm thickness silver, in both milled and plain edge 
types and 1 example in tri-metallic in both milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

Three examples of the Tanzania 2000 Shilling: decathlon patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold- 

plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) plus 1 example in tri-metal, in both milled edge and plain edge types. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lor. (38) 
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A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi decathlon pattern coins in silver (24 gr). Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi decathlon pattern coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi decathlon pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi decathlon pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi decathlon pattern coins copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi decathlon pattern coins cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi decathlon pattern coins silver (24 gr). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi decathlon pattern coins brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi decathlon pattern coins gold-plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi decathlon pattern coins aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi decathlon pattern coins copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 ‘Tanzania 2000 Shilingi decathlon pattern coins cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

Original plaster for 1996 2000 Shilingi decathlon reverse design. Some wear, but generally good condition. 

Original die for 1996 2000 Shilingi decathlon reverse design. The die has been defaced sufficiently to render the item 
inappropriate for further use. 

DESIGN 5 — OLYMPIC JUDO 

Judo first became an Olympic sport in Tokyo, in 1964. Meaning “the gentle way” it developed from the martial 
art of jujitsu, which teaches self-defence and a whole manner of behaviour. The women’s Olympic judo 
competition was introduced as recently as 1992. 

There are five groups of throwing techniques: hand, hip, back, side and foot or leg throws. Each group contains 
three types of throw. A judoka, or judo contestant, wins a match by throwing the opponent on his or her back, 
or by holding the opponent there for thirty seconds. A win can also be achieved by forcing a submission or from 
a decision by the judges. 
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Individual examples of Tanzania 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) patterns, featuring judo, in each 8 metal 

types, (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and 2 edge types: 
milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Two examples of Tanzania 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) patterns featuring judo, in each of 8 metal types, 

(silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and milled and plain 

edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (32) 

A similar lot. (32) 

A similar lot. (32) 

A similar lot. (32) 

A similar lot. (32) 

1125 An interesting selection of all the remained milled edge proof Tanzania 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi fer) 

coins featuring judo. There are 8 different metal types. 
Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 9 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 7 pieces 

Brass: 10 pieces 

Gold plated alloy: 11 pieces 

Aluminium: 9 pieces 

‘Tri-metal: 10 pieces 

Copper: 10 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 9 pieces 

All coins are brilliant proofs. (75) 

* We would like to point out that these coins do not yet feature in the catalogue (J.J. Polezyk Sport-Weltmunzen Katalog) but in line with 

the value placed on other designs in this series, the catalogue value of this lot would be US$11,250.00. 
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featuring judo. There are 8 different metal types. 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 10 pieces 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 8 pieces 

Brass: 11 pieces 

Gold plated alloy: 11 pieces 

Aluminium: 10 pieces 

Tri-metal: 11 pieces 

Copper: 11 pieces 

Cupro-nickel: 10 pieces 

All coins are brilliant proofs. (82) 

*.* Needless to say the catalogue value for this lot based on similar values given to other designs would approach US$12,500.00! 
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Individual examples of Tanzania 2000 Shilingi judo patterns in each of the 8 metal types, (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass 
gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. 
Choice mint state. 1 coin of every type available. (16) ; 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

Three examples of Tanzania 2000 Shilingi judo patterns in each of 6 metal types, (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold-plated 
alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) plus 1 example in piedfort 4mm thickness silver, in both milled and plain edge types 
and 1 example in tri-metallic in both milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 
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Three examples of the Tanzania 200 Shilingi Judo patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold-plated 

alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus 1 example in tri-metal, in both milled edge and plain edge types. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi Judo pattern coins in silver (24 gr). Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi Judo pattern coins in brass. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi Judo pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi Judo pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi Judo pattern coins in copper. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi Judo pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi Judo pattern coins in silver (24 gr). Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi Judo pattern coins in brass. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi Judo pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi Judo pattern coins in aluminium. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi Judo pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi Judo pattern coins in copper. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

Original plaster for 1996 2000 Shilingi Judo reverse design. Some wear, but generally good condition. (1) 

Original die for 1996 2000 Shilingi Judo reverse design. The die has been defaced sufficiently to render the item inappropriate for 

further use. (1) 

DESIGN 6 — MEN’S SPRINT 

In the ancient Olympics the sprint was the most important event. In fact for the first 13 Olympic Games it was 

the only event! At the end of the 20th century the sprint races are still thought by many people to be the most 

exciting of all the Olympic events, and the winner of the 100 metres can rightly be called the “fastest man in the 
world”. 

There are three sprint races: the 100 metres, the 200 metres and the 400 metres. The running track is 400 

metres in circumference, so the largest sprint is exactly one lap of the track. The 200-metre race uses half the 

circuit, and the 100 metre is run along the home straight. The track itself is made of a super-fast, weather- 

resistant synthetic material that provides excellent grip. In the longer two races the starting lines are staggered so 

that the runner in the inside lane starts farthest back. The stagger is calculated so that all athletes can run exactly 

the same distance. Each competition starts with heats, or qualifying rounds, with eight runners reaching the 
= 

final. 



TYPE 1 

(Error Spelling) 

1166 An interesting selection of all the reamining milled edge proof Tanzania 1996 Olympic centenary 2000 Shillingi (error) coins 

1167 

1168 

1169 

1170 

featuring a sprinter. There are seven different metal types. 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 

Brass: 

Gold-plated alloy: 

Aluminium: 

‘Tri-metal: 

Copper: 

Cupro-nickel: 
All coins are brilliant proofs. (19) 

2 pieces 

4 pieces 

4 pieces 

2 pieces 

1 piece 

4 pieces 

2 pieces 

An interesting selection of all the remaining plain edge proof 1996 Tanzania Olympic centenary pattern 2000 Shillingi (error) 
coins featuring a sprinter. There are six different metal types. 

Piedfort (48 gram) silver: 

Regular (24 gram) silver: 

Brass: 

Gold-plated alloy: 

Copper: 

Cupro-nickel: 

All coins are brilliant proofs. (20) 
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Individual examples of Tanzania 2000 Shilingi sprinter patterns in each of the eight metal types (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, 
brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant 
proofs. Choice mint state. One coin of every type available. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 

A similar lot. (16) 
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7A 

1172 

7S 

1174 

WS 

1176 

1177 

1178 

WD 

1180 

1181 

1182 

1183 

1184 

1185 

1186 

1187 

1188 

1189 

1190 

1191 

Wag 

es) 

1194 

Nal)s) 

1196 

7 

1198 

IH9/9) 

Three examples of Tanzania 2000 Shilingi sprinter patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold-plated 
alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus 1 example in piedfort 4mm thickness silver, in both milled and plain edge types, 

and 1 example in tri-metallic, in both milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lor. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

A similar lot. (40) 

Three examples of the Tanzania 2000 Shilingi sprinter patterns in each of 6 metal types (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold- 

plated alloy, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), plus 1 example in tri-metal, in both milled edge and plain edge types. (38) 

A similar lor. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

A similar lot. (38) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi sprinter pattern coins in silver (24 gr). Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi sprinter pattern coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi sprinter pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi sprinter pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi sprinter pattern coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi sprinter pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi sprinter pattern coins in silver (24 gr). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 



1200 

1201 

1202 

1203 

1204 

1205 

1206 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi sprinter pattern coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi sprinter pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi sprinter pattern coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 ‘Tanzania 2000 Shilingi sprinter pattern coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

1996 Tanzania 2000 Shilingi sprinter pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (28) 

Original plaster for 1996 2000 Shilingi sprinter reverse design. Some wear, but generally good condition. (1) 

Original die for 1996 2000 Shilingi sprinter reverse design. This die has been defaced sufficiently to render the item inappropriate 

for further use. (1) 

Original International Currency Bureau Ltd artwork for José Marti coin 
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PATTERN COINS PRODUCED FOR CUBA IN 1995 

The Republic of Cuba is a long island situated at the northern edge of the Caribbean Sea about 90 miles (145 

km) south of Florida, USA. It has an area of 42,804 square miles (110,860 km) and a population of 10.9 

million. The capital is Havana. The currency is the Peso. Discovered by Columbus in 1492 and settled by 

Diego Velasquez in the early 1500s, Cuba remained a Spanish possession until 1898. With the aid of US troops, 
independence was proclaimed on May 20, 1902. Fulgencio Batista seized the government in 1952 and 

established a dictatorship. Opposition to Batista, led by Fidel Castro, drove him into exile on January 1, 1959. 

A communist-type 25-member collective leadership headed by Castro was inaugurated in March, 1962. 

The interest in Cuba’s numismatic history is intense and when International Currency Bureau was invited by 
the Cuba Mint in Havana to visit this country with a view to minting coins for Cuba, in December 1994, it 

readily accepted. What followed was the production by ICB of a series of legal tender coins for Cuba and many 
pattern and experimental pieces. Those pattern and experimental pieces are herewith offered for sale. 

1. THE CENTENARY OF THE DEATH OF JOSE MARTI AND COMMENCEMENT OF THE 

CUBAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE 1895-1995, PATTERN COIN PRODUCED FOR CUBA 1995 

Jose Julian Marti Perez is the national hero of Cuba, the apostle of Cuban independence and the most cherished 

of this remarkable island’s historical figures. His portrait appears on countless Cuban coins, medals and 
banknotes. Marti was born in Havana on January 28, 1853, to Spanish parents, and his childhood was spent 
partly in Havana and partly in Spain. In January 1869 the young Marti began his political and intellectual life 
by publishing his first works espousing Cuban independence and writing his patriotic drama “Abdala.” In 
October of that year he was arrested by the Spanish colonial authorities and sentenced to six years in jail. Having 
served the first year in prison, he was deported to Spain where he remained from 1871 to 1874. 

From the moment he arrived in Spain, Marti began to publish pamphlets and articles denouncing the Spanish 
grip on Cuba. At the same time he studied and graduated as a Licenciate in Civil and Canon Law and a 

Licenciate in Philosophy and Letters, at the University of Zaragoza. He earned his living as a lawyer, teacher, 

diplomatic representative (for Uruguay), a translator, journalist, critic and poet! But always, this extraordinary 

man fought to bring the plight of the Cuban people to the attention of the world. 

Jose Marti played an important part in the organisation of the so-called “Guerra Chiquita” or “Little War” of 

1879-1880. This was an unsuccessful anti-colonial uprising, but gave Marti the impetus to spend the next 15 

years preparing for the eventual War of Independence. He founded the Cuban Revolutionary Party in 1892, 
raised funds, enlightened a new generation, and prepared his country for the war which led to independence 
from Spain. He wrote the manuscript for the “Montecristi Manifest” detailing expectations, and when war 

broke out he exchanged his pen for a gun, and his frock coat for the stars of a general in the Cuban Army. Only 
seven weeks after the start of the war and shortly after landing in Dos Rios, in eastern Cuba, Marti was killed in 

action on May 19, 1895. 

At a meeting with the Cuban Mint in Havana on December 19, 1994 it was agreed that the International 

Currency Bureau Ltd would plan a project featuring “Battles of the Caribbean,” although the proposed “Pirates 

of the Caribbean” and “Butterflies of the Caribbean” subjects would take precedence. It seemed appropriate that 
the first coin in the “Battles” series would commemorate the centenary of the death of Jose Marti and the 

beginning of the War of Independence (1895-1995). After later discussions with Mr Roberto Lopez Mendez, 
Commercial Specialist at the Cuba Mint the initial design was drawn up, and dies made. The project never 

continued and was overshadowed by the “Pirates of the Caribbean” legal tender series of coins which ICB Ltd — 

produced for Cuba in the same year. It is interesting to note that although the “Battles of the Caribbean” was 

envisaged as a series of 6 coins, [CB Ltd only ever produced this one pattern/design. 



The Marti coin features on the obverse the national shield of Cuba and the denomination. The reverse has a 

portrait of Marti similar to that on the 1953 Cuba banknote issued by the Republic of Cuba to commemorate 
the centenary of Marti’s birth, and a symbolic pen, scroll, rose, sword and inscription “Manifiesti De 

Montecristi 1895.” The legend reads “Centenario De La Muerte De Jose Marti. Guerra De La Independencia 

1895-1995” (Centenary of the death of Jose Marti and War of Independence). We believe that none of the 
following pieces has ever been offered for sale before. 

The following is a complete listing of weights and mintages: 

1995 CUBA 50 PESOS JOSE MARTI PATTERN COINS 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 
l GOLD PLATED ALLOY, PIEDFORT) (1 design, 1 edge) 

1995 CUBA 10 PESOS (38mm. diam.) JOSE MARTI PATTERN COINS 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 

1 PLATINUM approx 44¢r 1 pe (1 design, 1 edge) 

2, SILVER (PIEDFORT) approx 48er 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

3 SILVER (ORDINARY) approx 24¢r 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

4 BRASS approx 23er 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 
5 GOLD PLATED ALLOY approx 20gr 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

6 TRI-METALLIC approx 23e¢r 100 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 

Th ALUMINIUM approx G6gr 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

8 COPPER approx 23er 100 pes (1 design, 2 edges) 

9 CUPRO-NICKEL approx 20gr 100 pcs (1 design, 2 edges) 

1207 

1207 Cuba 1995 Jose Marti pattern 50 Peso coin. Struck in gold-plated alloy. Piedfort. Milled edge. Diameter 26mm. Brilliant 
proof. FDC (1) 

* This coin is identical to the pieces offered in the following lots. 

1208 Cuba 1995 Jose Marti pattern 50 Pesos coins. Struck in gold-plated alloy. Piedfort. Milled edge. Brilliant proofs. FDC (12) 

1209 A similar lot. (12) 

1210 A similar lot. (12) 

1211 A similar lot. (12) 

1212 A similar lot. (12) 

1213 A similar lot. (12) 

1214 A similar lot. (12) 
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1215 A similar lot. (12) 

1216 The original plasters for the Jose Marti 1995 Cuba pattern coins. Obverse and reverse designs. These unique items exhibit a 

little handling damage, but are in generally good condition. (2) 

1217 

1217 1995 Jose Marti pattern 10 Pesos struck in platinum. Milled edge. Brilliant proof: Unique. 

1218 Individual examples of Cuba 1995 Jose Marti 10 Pesos patterns in each of the 8 metal types, (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, 
brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant 

proofs. Choice mint state. (16) 

1219 A similar lot. (16) 

1220 A similar lot. (16) 

1221. Three examples of Cuba 1995 Jose Marti 10 Pesos patterns in each of the 8 metal types, (silver piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, 

gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint 

state. (48) 

1222 A similar lot. (48) 

1223 A similar lot. (48) 

1224 A similar lot. (48) 

1225 A similar lot. (48) 

1226 A similar lot. (48) 

1227 A similar lot. (48) 

1228 A similar lot. (48) 

1229 A similar lot. (48) 

1230 A similar lot. (48) 

1231 A similar lot. (48) 

1232 A similar lot. (48) 

1233 A similar lot. (48) 

1234 A similar lor. (48) 

1235 A similar lot. (48) 



1236 A similar lot. (48) 

1237 A similar lot. (48) 

1238 A similar lot. (48) 

1239 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in piedfort silver (48¢r). Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

1240 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in silver (24gr). Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

1241 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

1242 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in gold plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

1243 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in tri-metal. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

1244 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

1245 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in copper. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

1246 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

1247 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in piedfort silver (48gr.). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

1248 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in silver (24gr.). Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

1249 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

1250 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge, eee proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

1251 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in tri-metal. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

1252 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

1253, 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

1254 1995 Cuba Jose Marti 10 Pesos pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (40) 

2. THE MARIPOSAS DEL CARIBE (BUTTERFLIES OF THE CARIBBEAN) PATTERN COINS 
~PRODUCED FOR CUBA 1995 

Caribbean fauna consists of species derived from the mainland which, over an immense period of time, 
succeeded in establishing themselves on the islands. Insects (such as butterflies) which fly can be transported by 
high winds. The principal route of immigration was from Central America via Cuba. Larger islands, generally, 
have greater varieties of habitat and support more species. This coupled with the fact that most species 
emigrated from Central America via Cuba means that this island has many more butterfly species than any other 
Caribbean island. 

The origins of the pattern “butterfly” coins lay in discussions held between the representative of the Empresa 
Cubana De Acunaciones S.A. (Cuba Mint House) and International Currency Bureau Ltd in Havana between 
15th and 18th December 1994. An Aide Memoire issued by the Cuba Mint on 19th December 1994 states 
“During the meeting the feasibility of minting in England (of) Cuban colour coins in gold, silver and base metal 
and distribution by the International Currency Bureau was analysed. Both sides agreed to issue two series of 
colour coins of six pieces each. The first relates to Caribbean cultures and the second to butterflies”. Soon 
afterwards the series relating to Caribbean cultures was swapped for the preferred subject “Pirates of the 
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Caribbean” and it remained the intention of the Cuba Mint, for many months, that International Currency 

Bureau Ltd should produce a series of 6 pirate coins and 6 butterfly coins for Cuba, in various metals and with 
three denominations: 1 Peso, 10 Pesos and 50 Pesos. 

On 19th December 1994, Mr Guillermo Triana Aguiar, the General Manager of the Cuba Mint, issued 

International Currency Bureau Ltd with a certificate to produce dies for experimental coins bearing the national 
shield of Cuba and the three denominations previously discussed. It was agreed that ICB Ltd should 

immediately produce sample coins bearing the reverse legend “Mariposas Del Caribe” and the date 1995. ICB 
Ltd decided to commission the well-known English wildlife artist Emma Faull to produce the six paintings 
required for the butterfly series. Ms Faull promptly obliged and provided four beautiful illustrations early in 
1995. At the same time dies were produced in anticipation of the striking of 1 Peso, 10 Pesos and 50 Pesos 
coins. 

Mrs Veronica Loynaz, Commercial Manager of the Cuba Mint visited International Currency Bureau Ltd in 

London, in the second week of February 1995, and was shown four pattern 10 Pesos butterfly coins. These 
consisted of Emma Faul’s designs for the “Pseudolycaena Marsyas,” “Siproeta Stelenes,” “Anartia Amathea” and 
“Danaus Plexippus” printed as high quality cromalins (or colour proofs) and affixed to 20 gram .999 silver 

coins. Mrs Loynaz expressed satisfaction with the patterns and on 14 February 1995, in London, signed a 
contract on behalf of Cuba, with the International Currency Bureau Ltd, to produce a very substantial quantity 
of legal tender coins featuring the Emma Faull designs. 

Later in 1995, International Currency Bureau experimented with a new colour process where colour was 

printed directly onto the surface of the coins. The Cuba Mint was informed of the new process which was 

intended to replace the original method of printing a design onto metal foil and affixing it to the coin. The 

Cuba Mint on 28th April 1995 eventually proposed that the butterfly coins should be produced in Havana at 
their premises but the project never went ahead at all. The pattern coins offered here represent the results of 

International Currency Bureau Ltd’s experimentation with colour printing on various metals, with different 
edge types. It is believed that only a handful of these pattern coins have been offered for sale before and it 1s 
worth noting that two 10 Pesos silver milled edge coins which featured the “Danaus Plexippus” and 

“Pseudolcaena Marsylas” fetched 143 Australian Dollars and 110 Australian Dollars respectively in the Noble 
Numismatics Auction Number 54 in July 1997. The pattern coins are herewith offered by butterfly type. 

PSEDOLYCAENA MARSYAS 
The blue colour of this remarkable butterfly is produced by the orientation of the scales rather than by pigment. 
There are 15 butterflies from this family found in the Caribbean, although the Giant Hairstreak is the largest. It 

is found in swampy areas. 

SIPROETA STELENES 
This butterfly is a solitary flier and can be found in Central and South America as well as the Caribbean. It 
congregates in large numbers on rotting fruit. 

ANARTIA AMATHEA 

The male of this species is the more attractive. The female being a nondescript brown. It is distributed 

throughout the Caribbean and is known as the “Coolie.” 

DANAUS PLEXIPPUS 

This is a large, strong butterfly, protected by its unpleasant taste. The caterpillar feeds on nightshade which 

protects both the butterfly and the caterpillar. It is a butterfly that can migrate across the Atlantic. 



HYPOLIMNAS MISIPPUS 
On a worldwide basis, the most widespread butterfly is the common eggfly, Hypolimnas Misippus, which was 
originally introduced to Cuba on the slave ships which arrived from Africa. They frequent open flowery places 

and woodland edges. 

PHOEBIS AVELLANEDA 

This beautiful red and orange coloured butterfly is located all over the Caribbean and South America. Little is 

known about the lifecycle of this particular butterfly, but they are fast flying and migrate to areas where forests 
have been cleared. 

There are six different reverse designs and one obverse design for the 10 Pesos coins in the 1995 pattern 

“Butterflies of the Caribbean” series, and these proof coins were struck in eight different metal types. There are 
two edge varieties: a plain and a milled edge. There were also a number of 50 Pesos 5 ounce silver patterns 
produced with a plain edge and proof finish. All coins feature colour. 

The 10 Pesos coins have a diameter of around 38mm. the tri-metallic coins are two rings of brass around an 

inner circle of brass. The rings have been, alternately, plated with silver and gold and the three pieces are struck 

as one coin. The silver 10 Pesos coins (4mm piedfort thickness and 2mm regular thickness) have been produced 

in .925 sterling silver and weigh 48 grams and 24 grams respectively, but ALL of these silver patterns have been 

struck using dies which state (in the obverse wording) that the silver purity is “.999 silver” and the weight is “20 

grams.” It is interesting to note that the coins would have been stuck as 20 gram .999 silver pieces if the project 

had continued on a legal tender basis. All coins are sold with a certificate of authenticity. 

The following is a complete listing of weights and mintages: 

1995 CUBA MARIPOSAS DEL CARIBE 50 PESOS SILVER PATTERNS 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 

1 SIEVER (999 FINE) 155.5 grams 61 pcs (2 designs, 1 edge) 

1995 CUBA MARIPOSAS DEL CARIBE 10 PESOS PATTERN COINS 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 
SILVER (PIEDFORT) approx 48er 25 pes (2 designs, 1 edge) 

SILVER (ORDINARY) approx 24¢gr 33 pes (6 designs, 2 edges) 
BRASS approx 23¢r 50 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 
GOED PEATED ALLOY approx 20gr 50 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 
TRI-METALLIC approx 23er 50 pes (6 designs, 2 edges) 

ALUMINIUM approx 6gr 50 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 
COPPER approx 23er 50 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 
CUPRO-NICKEL approx 20gr 50 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) CONAN RO NHN 

1995 CUBA MARIPOSAS DEL CARIBE 5 OUNCE (.999) SILVER 50 PESOS 

The 50 Pesos 5 ounce coin has an obverse design with the shield of Cuba and the denomination. The reverse 
design is a pure white enamel base upon which are printed 3 colour designs. Type 1 has the Siproeta Stelenes, 
Anartia Amathea and the Hypolimnus Misippus. type 2 features the Danaus Plexippus, Phoebis Avellaneda and 
Psedolycaena Marsyas. 
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1255 

1256 

SV 

1258 

1259 

1260 

1261 

1262 

1263 

1264 

1265 

1255 

One example of each of the two 50 Pesos Butterfly 5oz. types. Plain edge. Brilliant Proofs FDC. (2) 

A similar lot. (2) 

A similar lot. (2) 

A similar lot. (2) 

A similar lot. (2) 

A similar lot. (2) 

Eleven of each type of 50 Pesos “Mariposas Del Caribe” pattern coins. Plain edge FDC. Brilliant proofs. (22) 

A similar lot. (22) 

A similar lot. (22) 

A similar lot. (22) 

A similar lot. (22) 



1266 

1267 

1268 

1269 

1270 

W271 

27 2 

2.73 

1274 

1275 

1276 

15/7 

1278 

1279) 

1280 

1281 

1282 

1283 

1284 

1285 

ANARTIA AMATHEA 

1266 

Two examples of each of the Cuba 10 Pesos pattern coins featuring the Anartia Amathea in all the 8 metal types, (silver 

piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel). 7 of these metal types are 
represented by 2 edge types: milled edge and plain edge. The piedfort silver (48 gram 4mm thickness edge) is however only 

offered with a milled edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (30) 

It must be noted that the piedfort silver coins in this and the next 10 lots are the first of the colour-printed experimental pieces, and the 

background design is not plain enamel, but a complicated multi-colour design based on Emma Faull’s original artwork. It was only later that 

a plain background would better enhance the outline of the various butterflies. 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

A similar lot. (30) 

Three examples of Cuba 10 Pesos Anartia Amathea patterns in each of 7 metal types, (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold-plated 

alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel). Milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

1995 Cuba pattern Anartia Amathea 10 Pesos coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Anartia Amathea 10 Pesos coins in gold plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Anartia Amathea 10 Pesos coins in tri-metal. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Anartia Amathea 10 Pesos coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Anartia Amathea 10 Pesos coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Anartia Amathea 10 Pesos coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 
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1286 1995 Cuba pattern Anartia Amathea 10 Pesos coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1287 1995 Cuba pattern Anartia Amathea 10 Pesos coins in gold plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1288 1995 Cuba pattern Anartia Amathea 10 Pesos coins in tri-metal. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1289 1995 Cuba pattern Anartia Amathea 10 Pesos coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1290 1995 Cuba pattern Anartia Amathea 10 Pesos coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1291 1995 Cuba pattern Anartia Amathea 10 Pesos coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

PHOEBIS AVELLANEDA 

1292 

1292 ‘Two examples of each of the Cuba 10 Pesos pattern coins featuring the Phoebis Avellaneda in all the 8 metal types, (silver 

piedfort, silver ordinary, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel). 7 of these metal types are 

represented by 2 edge types: milled edge and plain edge. The piedfort silver (48 gram 4mm thickness edge) is however only 

offered with a milled edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (30) 

~~ It must be noted that the piedfort silver coins in this and the next 10 lots are the first of the colour-printed experimental pieces, and the 

background design is not plain enamel, but a complicated multi-colour design based on Emma Faull’s original artwork. It was only later 

decided that a plain background would better enhance the outline of the various butterflies. 

1293 A similar lot. (30) 

1294 A similar lot. (30) 

1295 A similar lot. (30) 

1296 A similar lot. (30) 

1297. A similar lot. (30) 

1298 A similar lot. (30) 

1299 A similar lot. (30) 

1300 A similar lot. (30) 

1301 A similar lor. (30) 

1302 A similar lot. (30) 

1303 Three examples of Cuba 10 Pesos Phoebis Avellanda patterns in each of 7 metal types, (silver 2mm thickness, brass, gold- 

plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) Milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(42) 

1304 A similar lot. (42) 



1305 

1306 

1307 

1308 

1309 

1310 

1311 

1312 

1313 

1314 

1315 

1316 

HS 7/ 

1318 

13) 

1320 

1321 

Ney 

1323 

1324 

125) 

A similar lot. (42) 

1995 Cuba pattern Phoebis Avellaneda 10 Pesos coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Phoebis Avellaneda 10 Pesos coins in gold plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Phoebis Avellaneda 10 Pesos coins in tri-metal. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Phoebis Avellaneda 10 Pesos coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Phoebis Avellaneda 10 Pesos coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Phoebis Avellaneda 10 Pesos coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Phoebis Avellaneda 10 Pesos coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Phoebis Avellaneda 10 Pesos coins in gold plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Phoebis Avellaneda 10 Pesos coins in tri-metal. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Phoebis Avellaneda 10 Pesos coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Phoebis Avellaneda 10 Pesos coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

1995 Cuba pattern Phoebis Avellaneda 10 Pesos coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (18) 

PSEDOLYCAENA MARSYAS 

1318 

Individual examples of Cuba Psedolycaena Marsyas pattern 10 Pesos coins in each of the 7 metal types, (silver ordinary (2mm) 

thickness, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain edge. 

Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (14) 

A similar lot. (14) 

A similar lot. (14) 

Three examples of Cuba Psedolycaena Marsyas pattern 10 Pesos coins in each of the 7 metal types, (silver ordinary (2mm) 

thickness, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and milled and plain edge types. Brilliant 

proofs. Choice of mint state. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 
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132 

1333 

1334 

133315 

1336 

BY) 

1338 

1359) 

1340 

1341 

1342 

1343 

1344 

1345 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

1995 Cuba Psedolycaena Marsyas pattern 10 Pesos coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Psedolycaena Marsyas pattern 10 Pesos coins in gold plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(19) 

1995 Cuba Psedolycaena Marsyas pattern 10 Pesos coins in tri-metal. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Psedolycaena Marsyas pattern 10 Pesos coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Psedolycaena Marsyas pattern 10 Pesos coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Psedolycaena Marsyas pattern 10 Pesos coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Psedolycaena Marsyas pattern 10 Pesos coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Psedolycaena Marsyas pattern 10 Pesos coins in gold plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(19) 

1995 Cuba Psedolycaena Marsyas pattern 10 Pesos coins in tri-metal. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Psedolycaena Marsyas pattern 10 Pesos coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Psedolycaena Marsyas pattern 10 Pesos coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Psedolycaena Marsyas pattern 10 Pesos coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

DANAUS PLEXIPPUS 

1342 

Individual examples of Cuba Danaus Plexippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in each of the 7 metal types, (silver ordinary (2mm) 

thickness, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and two edge types: milled edge and plain 

edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (14) 

A similar lot. (14) 

A similar lot. (14) 

Three examples of Cuba Danaus Plexippus pattern 10 Pesos in each of the 7 metal types, (silver ordinary (2mm) thickness, 
brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice 

mint state. (42) 



1346 

1347 

1348 

1349 

1350 

1351 

1352 

1353 

1354 

135) 

1356 

1357 

1358 

1359 

1360 

1361 

1362 

1363 

1364 

1365 

1366 

1367 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

1995 Cuba Danaus Plexippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Danaus Plexippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in gold plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Danaus Plexippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in tri-metal. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Danaus Plexippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Danaus Plexippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Danaus) Plenppus pattern 10 Pesos coins im cupro-nickel. Milled edpe, bullliane prook (Gieice apne (9) 

1995 Cuba Danaus Plexippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Danaus Plexippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in gold plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Danaus Plexippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in tri-metal. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Danaus Plexippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Danaus Plexippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Danaus Plexippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

HYPOLIMNAS MISIPPUS 

1366 

Individual examples of Cuba Hypolimnas Misippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in each of the 7 metal types, (silver ordinary 
(2mm) thickness, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and 2 edge types: milled edge and 
plain edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (14) 

A similar lot. (14) 
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1368 

1369 

1370 

1371 

1372 

1373 

1374 

1375 

1376 

1377 

1378 

1379 

1380 

1381 

1382 

1383 

1384 

1385 

1386 

1387 

1388 

1389 

A similar lot. (14) 

Three examples of Cuba Hypolimnas Misippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in each of the 7 metal types, (silver ordinary (2mm) 

thickness, brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and milled and plain edge types. Brilliant 

proofs. Choice mint state. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

1995 Cuba Hypolimnas Misippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Hypolimnas Misippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in gold plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(19) 

1995 Cuba Hypolimnas Misippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in tri-metal. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Hypolimnas Misippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Hypolimnas Misippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Hypolimnas Misippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Hypolimnas Misippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Hypolimnas Misippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in gold plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. 

(19) 

1995 Cuba Hypolimnas Misippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in tri-metal. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Hypolimnas Misippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in aluminium, Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Hypolimnas Misippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Hypolimnas Misippus pattern 10 Pesos coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 



1390 

1391 

1392 

1393 

1394 

1395 

1396 

1397 

1398 

1399 

1400 

1401 

1402 

1403 

1404 

1405 

1406 

1407 

1408 

1409 

1410 

1411 

1412 

1413 

1414 

SIPROETA STELENES 

1390 

Individual examples of Cuba Siproeta Stelenes pattern 10 Pesos coins in each of the 7 metal types (silver ordinary (2mm 

thickness), brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and 2 edge types: milled and plain edge 

types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (14) 

A similar lot. (14) 

A similar lot. (14) 

Three examples of Cuba Siproeta Stelenes pattern 10 Pesos coins in each of the 7 metal types, (silver ordinary (2mm 

thickness), brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and milled and plain edge types. Brilliant 
proofs. Choice mint state. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

A similar lot. (42) 

1995 Cuba Siproeta Stelenes pattern 10 Pesos coins in brass. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Siproeta Stelenes pattern 10 Pesos coins in gold plated alloy. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Siproeta Stelenes pattern 10 Pesos coins in tri-metal. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Siproeta Stelenes pattern 10 Pesos coins in aluminium. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Siproeta Stelenes pattern 10 Pesos coins in copper. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Siproeta Stelenes pattern 10 Pesos coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Siproeta Stelenes pattern 10 Pesos coins in brass. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Siproeta Stelenes pattern 10 Pesos coins in gold plated alloy. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Siproeta Stelenes pattern 10 Pesos coins in tri-metal. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Siproeta Stelenes pattern 10 Pesos coins in aluminium. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Siproeta Stelenes pattern 10 Pesos coins in copper. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

1995 Cuba Siproeta Stelenes pattern 10 Pesos coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge, brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (19) 

Two original paintings by Emma Faull produced exclusively for the International Currency Bureau Ltd project. 
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3. PATTERN 1995 CUBA COINS FEATURING THE PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN 

When International Currency Bureau Ltd visited Havana in December 1994 various coinage subjects were 

discussed. Eventually, “Pirates of the Caribbean” emerged as the favourite topic for a coin series for Cuba in 
1995. 

International Currency Bureau Ltd had been experimenting for some time with a process of producing a colour 

coin by printing a complicated design onto a metal foil and then affixing that foil to the reverse of the coin. The 

process was explained to the representatives of the Empresa Cubana de Acuncaciones and they noted in their 
Aide Memoire issued on 19 December 1994 that ICB would use “thin colour metallic foil” on the proposed six 

piece colour series. At this time the Cuba Mint was producing its own and rather different type of colour coin. 
Here, a form of enamel was painted onto the coin design by hand. 

Eventually, ICB began to experiment with a process where a machine printed colour directly onto the coin, and 
this was discussed with the Cuban authorities, at the time of experimentation with the “Mariposas Del Caribe” 
patterns. Initially, however, when International Currency Bureau had been instructed to produce dies and 
sample Cuban coins for the “Pirates of the Caribbean” series, the foil process was the only colour method used 
by the company. Therefore where there was experimentation with different base metals and the production of a 
tri-metal coin there was also experimentation with the application of the colour designs on the metal foil. Many 
samples or patters were made, more than were deemed useful to ICB, and these are offered for sale. To 
distinguish the experimental coins from the legal tender issues (ref: KM 472-495) the words “Prueba” and 

“Essai” were added to the obverse designs alongside the shield of Cuba. 

A small exception is where International Currency Bureau Ltd produced a quantity of ‘Sir Francis Drake” 1 Peso 
coins. ICB insisted that Sir Francis Drake was not a pirate but the Cubans believed that he was, and he found 

his way onto a few patterns where the machine printed colour process was used! Sir Francis’ portrait never 

featured, however, as part of the legal tender series. The artist and sculptor Mr Geoffrey Colley painted the 
many pictures of the pirates used for the coin series and his original work is offered for sale here. The pirate 

experimental pieces are offered for sale by subject. 

There are six different reverse designs and one obverse design for the 1995 “Pirates of the Caribbean” 10 Pesos 

coins and these pattern coins were struck in six different metal types. There are two edge varieties: a plain and a 
milled edge, and the obverse design includes the words “prueba” and “essai” to emphasise the fact that these are 

strictly non-legal tender experimental pieces. 

All coins have been struck with a proof finish and have a diameter of around 38mm. the tri-metallic coins are 

two rings of brass around an inner circle of brass. The rings have been, alternately, plated with silver and gold 
and the three pieces are struck as one coin. 

There was a 26mm diameter pattern 50 Peso coin produced as a piedfort only, in advance of the (much thinner) 
legal tender version which was eventually struck in 22ct gold. And finally, a small number of 1 Peso coins were 

produced as patterns with the portrait of the “pirate” Sir Francis Drake, together with his ship “The Golden 
Hind.” These were the only coins in the series which did not have the design printed onto metal foil and affixed 

to the coin. the Drake patterns were among the first experimental coins to feature colour printing directly onto a 

layer of enamel on the coin’s surface. 

All coins are sold with a certificate of authenticity. 



The following is a complete listing of weights and mintages: 

PATTERN CUBA 1995 PIRATAS DEL CARIBE 50 PESOS COINS 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 

2 GOLD PLATED ALLOY 100 pcs (6 designs, 1 edge) 

PATTERN CUBA 1995 PIRATAS DEL CARIBE 10 PESOS COINS 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 

1 BRASS approx 23¢r 100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

D. COLD PEALED ALLOY approx 20gr 100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

3 TRI-METALLIC approx 23¢r 100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 
4 ALUMINIUM approx 6gr 100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

5 COPPER approx 23¢r 100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

6 CUPRO-NICKEL approx 20¢gr 100 pcs (6 designs, 2 edges) 

PATTERN CUBA 1995 PIRATAS DEL CARIBE 1 PESO COINS 

WEIGHT MINTAGE 
1 CUPRO-NICKEL 16 grams 100 pcs (1 design, 1 edge) 

BLACKBEARD (c1680-1718) 
Blackbeard was the most notorious of all pirates. His very name inspired dread throughout the Caribbean. He 
was so feared that it is said that merchant seamen had only to catch sight of the Jolly Rodger or the Black Flag 
flying from his flagship and the Captain would surrender. 

Blackbeard is believed to have been baptised Edward Teach. He was a physical giant of a man. It is said that he 
could split a man in two with one blow of his giant cutlass. Fastening gunners matches into his long hair and 
beard he would jump on his startled enemy with his head seemingly ablaze. Each 25cm. match took an hour to 
burn, and this sight, combined with the array of daggers, swords, and six loaded pistols strapped to his body 
terrified Blackbeard’s foes. He drank enormous quantities of rum and was accompanied by dozens of wives, and 
girlfriends, during his journeys around Cuba, Jamaica and the Caribbean. 

In 1717 Blackbeard captured a large French merchant ship, renamed her “Queen Anne's Revenge,” and 

converted her into a forty gun warship. A colonial governor, in 1781, sent Lt. Maynard to find Blackbeard and 
after a bloody battle on the 22 November Blackbeard was killed. 

1415 

1415 Two examples of the Cuba BLackBEARD 50 Pesos patterns struck in gold plated alloy. These are piedfort coins, as are all the 
Piratas del Caribe pattern 50 pesos. FDC Milled edge, brilliant proofs (2) 

1416 Twelve examples of the Cuba BLackBEARD 50 Pesos patterns struck in gold plated alloy. These are piedfort coins, as are all the 
Piratas Del Caribe pattern 50 pesos. FDC. Milled edge, brilliant proofs (12) 

1417. A similar lot (12) 
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1418 

1419 

1420 

1421 

1422 

1423 

1424 

1425 

1426 

1427 

1428 

1429 

1430 

1431 

1432 

1433 

1434 

1435 

1436 

1437 

1438 

1439 

1440 

1441 

1442 

1443 

1444 

A similar lot (12) 

A similar lot (12) 

A similar lot (12) 

A similar lot (12) 

A similar lot (12) 

A similar lot (12) 

RQ 19T9S 

1424 

Individual examples of Cuba BLackBEARD 10 Pesos, patterns in each of six metal types, (brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, 

alumimium, copper, cupro-nickel), and two edges: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (12) 

A similar lot (12) 

A similar lot (12) 

Five examples of Cuba BLackBEaRD 10 Pesos patterns in each of six metal types (brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, 

aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and milled and plain edge types. Briliant proofs. Choice mint state (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

1995 Cuba pattern BLACKBEARD 10 Pesos coins in brass. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba pattern Pesos BLACKBEARD coins in gold plated alloy. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba pattern Pesos BLACKBEARD coins in tri-metal. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba 10 Pesos BLACKBEARD pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba 10 Pesos BLACKBEARD pattern coins in copper. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba 10 Pesos BLACKBEARD pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba 10 Pesos BLACKBEARD pattern coins in brass. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 



1445 1995 Cuba 10 Pesos BLackBearD pattern coins in gold plated alloy. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1446 1995 Cuba 10 Pesos BLAcCKBEARD pattern coins in tri-metal. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1447 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos BLACKBEARD coins in aluminium. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1448 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos BLACKBEARD coins in copper. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1449 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos BLACKBEARD coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1450 The original obverse die which produced all the pattern 10 peso coins. Defaced to ensure that it cannot be used again, but 

nevertheless a clear and interesting item 

CAPTAIN KIDD (c1645-1701) 
The dividing line between privateering, which was legal in time of war, and piracy, which was always illegal, and 

carried the death penalty, was narrow. One man who stepped over the line was Captain William Kidd. 

In the late 1680s Captain Kidd had been a privateer attacking French ships. Later, the Earl of Bellomont formed 

an association of wealthy politicians to finance an expedition against pirates plaguing English shipping. Captain 
Kidd was selected to lead the expedition. King William III licensed the venture, giving Kidd a Letter of Marque 
which empowered him to attack and rob French ships as well as pounding the pirates. 

Kidd was to bring the treasure back, to divide amongst the investors. The 1696 venture was a disaster, and 
Kidd’s ship the “Adventure Galley” was leaky and poor. Kidd argued with his crew who wanted to attack any 
rich ship. In a scuffle Kidd hurled a barrel at his gunner William Moore and killed him. Later, to avoid a 
mutiny, Kidd shared treasure seized by the expedition with his crew. The crew later deserted him and stole what 

they could. 

Rumours of Kidd’s exploits abounded. Bellomont declared him a pirate and he was returned to England in 

chains and hanged on 23 May 1701. To this day people search the Caribbean, Nova Scotia and even Japan for 

Kidd’s buried treasure! 

1451 

1451 Two examples of the Cuba Caprain Kipp 50 pesos patterns struck in gold plated alloy. these are piedfort coins, as are all the 

Piratas Del Caribe pattern 50 pesos. FDC. Milled edge, brilliant proofs (2) 

1452 Twelve examples of the Cuba Caprarn Kipp 50 Pesos patterns struck in gold plated alloy. These are piedfort coins, as are all 

the Piratas Del Caribe pattern 50 pesos. FDC. Milled edge, brilliant proofs (12) 

1453 A similar lot (12) 

1454 A similar lot (12) 

1455 A similar lot (12) 

1456 _ A similar lot (12) 

1457 A similar lot (12) 

1458 A similar lot (12) 

1459 A similar lot (12) 
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1460 

1461 

1462 

1463 

1464 

1465 

1466 

1467 

1468 

1469 

1470 

1471 

1472 

1473 

1474 

1475 

1476 

1477 

1478 

1479 

1480 

148] 

1482 

1460 

Individual examples of Cuba Caprarn Kipp 10 Pesos patterns in each of six metal types, (brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, 

aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and two edge types: milled edge and plain edge. Briliant proofs. Choice mint state (12) 

A similar lot (12) 

A similar lot (12) 

Five examples of Cuba Captain Kipp 10 Pesos patterns in each of six metal types (brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, 

aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and milled and plain edges. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

A similar lot (60) 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Captain Kipp coins in brass. milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Capratn Kipp coins in gold plated alloy. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Capratn Kipp coins in tri-metal. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Caprain Kipp coins in aluminium. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Capratn Kipp coins in copper. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Capratn Kipp coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Captain Kipp coins in brass. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Captain Kipp coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Captain Kipp coins in tri-metal. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 



1483 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Caprain Kipp coins in aluminium, Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1484 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Caprarn Kipp coins in copper. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1485 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Captarn Kipp coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1486 The original obverse plasters which were used for the production of the dies for the 50 pesos and 1 peso currency coins. Some 

wear, but generally good condition 

SIR HENRY MORGAN (1653-1688) 
Henry Morgan was born in 1635 in Wales. Despite coming from a wealthy family he turned to crime at an early 
age and was forcibly transported to Barbados as punishment. It is possible that he arrived there with an army 

sent by Oliver Cromwell in 1655, but it is certain that he eventually assumed command of the English 

buccaneers who were (at the behest of the English authorities) attacking Spanish shipping. 

All the Spanish-owned islands in the Caribbean, and several towns on the mainland of south America, were 

targets for Morgan’s men. Huge quantities of gold, silver and precious jewels were seized. In 1668 he brought 

460 pirates in nine ships and took Porto Bello in Panama from the Spaniards, relieving the unfortunate town of 
its treasure! 

The Cuban town of Puerto del Principe was captured by Morgan, despite strong resistance from the inhabitants. 
In December 1670 Morgan’s men (outnumbered 2:1 by the Spaniards) captured Panama City. In the meantime 
Spain and England had made a temporary peace and Spain demanded that King Charles II punish Morgan on 
his return to England. Nevertheless, Morgan had become a hero and the King knighted him. As Sir Henry 

Morgan he returned to Jamaica as Governor General. He died a comfortable and wealthy man, probably the 

most successful of all the pirates. 

1487 

1487 This is a unique 50 Pesos 5 ounce .999 silver coin with the reverse design of the legal tender 1 Peso cupro-nickel coin, 
magnified as a cromalin or printers proof before production began. The adopted legal tender “Piratas Del Caribe” 50 Pesos 5 

ounce designs were quite different (see Krause Mishler illustrations) FDC. Brilliant proof: Unique. (1) 
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1488 

1489 

1490 

149] 

1492 

1493 

1494 

1495 

1496 

1497 

1498 

1499 

1500 

1501 

1502 

1503 

1504 

1505 

1506 

1488 

Two examples of the Cuba Henry Morgan 50 Pesos patterns struck in gold plated alloy. These are piedfort coins, as are all 
the Piratas Del Caribe pattern 50 pesoso in gold-plated alloy. FDC. Milled edge, brilliant proofs (2) 

Twelve examples of the Cuba Henry Morgan 50 Pesos patterns struck in gold plated alloy. These are piedfort coins, as are all 
the Piratas Del Caribe pattern 50 pesos. FDC. Milled edge, brilliant proofs (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

199 

1497 

Individual examples of Cuba Henry Morcan 10 Pesos patterns in each of six metal types, (brass, gold-plated alloy, tri- 

metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and two edge types: milled edge and plain edge. Briliant proofs. Choice mint state 

(12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

Five examples of Cuba Henry Morcan 10 Pesos patterns in each of six metal types (brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, 

aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 



1507. A similar lot. (60) 

1508 A similar lot. (60) 

1509 A similar lot. (60) 

1510 A similar lot. (60) 

1511 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Henry Morgan coins in brass. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1512 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos HENry Moraan coins in gold plated alloy. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1513 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Henry Morgan coins in tri-metal. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1514 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Henry Morgan coins in aluminium. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1515 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Henry Morean coins in copper. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1516 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos HENry Morean coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1517 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos HENRY Morgan coins in brass. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1518 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Henry Morgan coins in gold plated alloy. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1519 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos HENry Morcan coins in tri-metal. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1520 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos HENRY Moran coins in aluminium. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1521 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos HENRY MorGan coins in copper. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1522 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos HENRY MorGan coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

MARY READ (c1701-1728) 

Mary Read was born in England and raised by her mother. From an early age she was dressed in boy’s clothes 
and grew up as a boy. This was because her grandmother hated female children! The life of a boy suited Mary 
and she even joined the Royal Navy — serving in British warships. Still pretending to be male Mary jumped ship 
and joined the army. 

She disclosed her identity when she fell in love with another soldier. The commanding officer discharged them 
from the army and Mary and her husband settled down to running an Inn, until her husband fell sick and died. 

Eventually, Mary put on trousers and joined a merchant ship bound for the New world. During the voyage her 
ship was attacked by John Rackham the pirate and she was pressed into service. The buccaneer’s life suited her 
and she then travelled with Anne Bonny and Rackham around Cuba and the Caribbean. She even gained a 
reputation as a better fighter than the men! The Governor of Jamaica sent a party of marines to capture Calico 
Jack Rackham’s ship. The pirate who fought for the longest was Mary Read. She was, however, captured and 
tried but while in her prison cell contracted a fever. She died after an amazingly eventful life aged just 27. 

1523 

1523 Two examples of the Cuba Mary Reap 50 Pesos patterns struck in gold plated alloy. These are piedfort coins, as are all the 
Piratas del Caribe pattern 50 pesos. FDC. Milled egde, brilliant proofs (2) 

1524 ‘Twelve examples of the Cuba Mary Reap 50 Pesos patterns struck in gold plated alloy. These are piedfort coins, as are all the 
Piratas del Caribe pattern 50 pesos. FDC. Milled egde, brilliant proofs (12) 



112 

1525 

1526 

Loo 

1528 

1529 

1530 

1531 

1532 

333) 

1534 

1535 

1536 

1SD/ 

1538 

1539 

1540 

1541 

1542 

1543 

1544 

1545 

1546 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

1532 

Individual examples of the Cuba Mary Reap 10 Pesos patterns in each of six metal types, (brass, gold-plated alloy, tri- 
metallic, aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and two edge types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state 

(12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

Five examples of Cuba Mary Reap 10 Pesos patterns in each of six metal types (brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, 

aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

1995 Cuba pattern Mary Reap 10 Pesos coins in brass, Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 



1547 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Mary REap coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1548 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Mary READ coins in tri-metal. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1549 1995 Cuba 10 Pesos Mary Reap pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1550 1995 Cuba 10 Pesos Mary Reap pattern coins in copper. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1551 1995 Cuba 10 Pesos Mary Reap pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1552 1995 Cuba 10 Pesos Mary Reap pattern coins in brass. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1553 1995 Cuba 10 Pesos Mary Reap pattern coins in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1554 1995 Cuba 10 Pesos Mary Reap pattern coins in tri-metal. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1555 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Mary Reap coins in aluminium. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1556 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Mary Reap coins in copper. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1557 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Mary Reap coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

PET HEYN (1577-1629) 
Piet Heyn caused havoc to the Spaniards who both feared and grudgingly admired him for his consummate sea 
skill. He was the outstanding contributor to the overall success of the Dutch West Indies Company. Even today 
his exploits are remembered in a popular national Dutch song! 

Heyn was born to a seafaring father in 1577, in Delfthaven. In 1592 the entire crew of his father’s ship was 
captured by the Spanish. 15 year old Heyn and his father spent the following four years chained to a bench on a 
Spanish galley. Both were freed in a prisoner exchange but captured for another four years in 1598. Soon after, 
he was captured a third time! 

In 1607 Heyn sailed as first mate on a Dutch East Indies Company ship. He later led raids on Spanish ships in 
Europe. In 1622 he was elected a city father of Rotterdam. Throughout the 1620s Heyn plundered shipping 
around Cuba and the Caribbean. 

In 1628 ships captained by Heyn trapped the entire Mexican treasure fleet in Matanzas Bay, off Cuba. Heyn’s 
men took an enormous treasure of gold, silver and jewels. The eleven million guilder value was enough to pay 
the entire Dutch army for eight months! He was tragically killed in action against three Ostend privateers on 
June 18, 1629. 

1558 

1558 ‘Two examples of the Cuba Prer Heyn 50 Pesos patterns struck in gold plated alloy. These are piedfort coins, as are all the 
Piratas Del Caribe pattern 50 pesos. FDC. Milled edge, brilliant proofs (2) 

1559 ‘Twelve examples of the Cuba Prer Heyn 50 Pesos patterns struck in gold plated alloy. These are piedfort coins, as are all the 
Piratas Del Caribe pattern 50 pesos. FDC. Milled edge, brilliant proofs (12) 



114 

1560 

1561 

1562 

1563 

1564 

1565 

1566 

1567 

1568 

1569 

1570 

1571 

1572 

W735 

1574 

1575 

1576 

SE 

1578 

1579 

1580 

1581 

1582 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

1567 

Indiviual examples of Cuba Pret Heyn 10 Pesos patterns in each of 6 metal types (brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, 

aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and 2 edge types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

Five examples of Cuba Pier Heyn 10 Pesos patterns in each of six metal types, (brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, 

aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel), and milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lor. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lor. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Prer Heyn coins in brass. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Pret Heyn coins in gold plated alloy. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 



n tri-metal. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 1583 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Pier HeyN coins 

1584 1995 Cuba 10 Pesos Prer Heyn pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1585 1995 Cuba 10 Pesos Prer Heyn pattern coins in copper. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1586 1995 Cuba 10 Pesos Prer Heyn pattern coins in cupro-nickel. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1587 1995 Cuba 10 Pesos Prer Heyn pattern coins in brass. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1588 1995 Cuba 10 Pesos Prer Heyn pattern coins in gold plated alloy. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1589 1995 Cuba 10 Pesos Pier Heyn pattern coins in tri-metal. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1590 1995 Cuba 10 Pesos Prer Heyn pattern coins in aluminium. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1591 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Prer HeEyN coins in copper. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1592 1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos Prer Heyn coins in cupro-nickel. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

ANNE BONNY (c1698-1750) 

Female pirates were rare, and Anne Bonny achieved great fame. She was born in County Cork in Ireland, the 
illegitimate daughter of a lawyer and his servant girl. when the father’s marriage broke up he decided to start a 
new life for them both in the New World. Anne grew up to be headstrong and at the age of 16 she fell for a 
sailor and decided to marry him. Her wealthy father disapproved. Undaunted she ran away and married the 
man. 

Anne and her husband settled in the Bahamas in a port which was a haunt of pirates. She soon deserted her 
husband when she became attracted to the dashing pirate known as Calico Jack Rackham, so nicknamed 

because of his gaudy clothing. She joined Rackham on board pirate voyages, fighting alongside him and 
spending her share of the plunder in Cuba and other Caribbean buccaneer refuges. 

Her lifestyle fostered all sorts of stories, one being that she fell in love with a pirate named Mark Read, who 
turned out to be Mary Read. Bonny was captured after fighting more bravely than any of the men and taken to 
Jamaica. She was spared the gallows when it transpired that she was pregnant. She was eventually released and 
lived on as a free woman. 

1593 

1593 Two examples of the Cuba ANNE Bonny 50 Pesos patterns struck in gold-plated alloy. These are piedfort coins, as are all the 
Piratas Del Caribe pattern 50 pesos. FDC. Milled edge, brilliant proofs (2) 

1594 Twelve examples of the Cuba ANNE Bonny 50 Pesos patterns struck in gold-plated alloy. These are piedfort coins, as are all 
the Piratas Del Caribe pattern 50 pesos. FDC. Milled edge, brilliant proofs (12) 

1595 A similar lot. (12) 

1596 A similar lot. (12) 

1597 A similar lot. (12) 
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1598 

1599 

1600 

1601 

1602 

1603 

1604 

1605 

1606 

1607 

1608 

1609 

1610 

1611 

1612 

1613 

1614 

1615 

1616 

1617 

1618 

1619 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lor. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

1602 

Individual examples of Cuba ANNE Bonny 10 Pesos patterns in each of six metal types, (brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, 

aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and two edge types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (12) 

Individual examples of Cuba ANNE Bonny 10 Pesos patterns in each of six metal types, (brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, 

aluminium, copper, cupro-nickel) and two edge types: milled edge and plain edge. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (12) 

A similar lot. (12) 

Five examples of Cuba ANNE Bonny 10 Pesos patterns in each of six metal types, (brass, gold-plated alloy, tri-metallic, copper, 

cupro-nickel), and milled and plain edge types. Brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lot. (60) 

— A similar lot. (60) 

A similar lor. (60) 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos ANNE Bonny coins in brass. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos ANNE Bonny coins in gold-plated alloy. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos ANNE BONNY coins in tri-metal. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1995 Cuba 10 Pesos ANNE Bonny pattern coins in aluminium. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 



1624 

1625 

1626 

1627 

1628 

1629 

1630 

1631 

1632 

1633 

1634 

1995 Cuba 10 Pesos ANNE BONNY pattern coins 

1995 Cuba 10 Pesos ANNE Bonny pattern coins 

1995 Cuba 10 Pesos ANNE Bonny pattern coins 

1995 Cuba 10 Pesos ANNE BONNY pattern coins 

1995 Cuba 10 Pesos ANNE Bonny pattern coins 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos ANNE BoONNy coins 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos ANNE BONNy coins 

1995 Cuba pattern 10 Pesos ANNE BONNy coins 

in copper. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

in cupro-nickel. Milled edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

in brass. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

in gold-plated alloy. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

in tri-metal. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

in aluminium. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

in copper. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

in cupro-nickel. Plain edge brilliant proofs. Choice mint state (40) 

1628 

One example of this rare experimental pattern featuring Sir Francis Drake. 1 Pesos denomination, 1995. One of the first coins 

where the colour printing process was used. A layer of enamel placed on the coin was overprinted with this interesting design 

(1) 
(See colour plate) 

Fifteen examples of this coin (15) 

A similar lot. (15) 

A similar lot. (15) 

A similar lot. (15) 

A similar lot. (15) 

A similar lot. (15) 

End of Sale 
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Sale Title: The Archive Collection of the International Currency Bureau 
Ltd. including unique items in Platinum, Gold and other Metals 
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Our London based stamp department holds twenty five 

specialised auctions each year with a wide variety of lots 

ranging from complete collections to individual rarities. 

Categories include Postage Stamps and Covers of Great 

Britain, British Commonwealth and World, with 

additional sales of Postcards, Cigarette Cards, Bonds 
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call Stuart Billington on (0171) 468 8345. Home visits can also be arranged. 

Catalogues can be ordered individually or by subscription. Alternatively let us know 
your area of interest so we can keep you informed of specific sales. 



standard Terms and 
Conditions of Sale 
1 Definitions/Interpretation 

In these Conditions, Glendining’s act as auctioneers and agents for 

the vendor and the representative of Glendining’s conducting the 

auction is called “The Auctioneer”. Glendining’s is a division of 

Phillips Son and Neal Limited (“Phillips”). References to 

Glendining’s, the Auctioneer and to Phillips shall include reference 

to any or all of the other. Words importing one gender include all 

other genders and words importing the singular include the plural 

and vice versa. Reference to a person includes an individual, firm, 

corporation (limited or unlimited) or any other body. The clause 

headings are not to be taken into account in the construction and 

interpretation of these Conditions. 

2 General 
Whilst Glendining’s make every effort to ensure the accuracy of 

their catalogue and the description of any lot: 

(a) Each lot as set out in the catalogue or as divided or combined 

with any other lot or lots is sold by the vendor with all faults, 

imperfections and errors of descriptions. 

(b) Glendining’s do not accept responsibility for the authenticity, 

attribution, genuineness, origin, authorship, date, age, period, 

condition or quality of any lot, unless they have been instructed in 

writing by the vendor so to certify, and in such cases Glendining’s 

do so as agents of the vendor and are not themselves responsible for 

such claims. 

(c) All statements, whether printed in the catalogue or made orally, 

as to any of the matters set out in (b) above are statements of 

opinion only and are not to be taken as being or implying any 

warranties or representations of fact by Glendining’s, unless they 

have been instructed in writing by the vendor so to certify, and in 

such cases Glendining’s do so as agents of the vendor and are not 

themselves responsible for such claims. 

(d) Any claim under any Statute must be received in writing by 

Glendining’s within ten days of the day of the sale. 

3 The Auction 
(a) The Auctioneer has absolute discretion to divide any lot, to 

combine any two or more lots or to withdraw any lot or lots from 

the sale, to refuse bids, regulate bidding or cancel the sale without 

in any case giving any reason or without previous notice. He may 

bid on behalf of the vendor for all goods which are being offered 

subject to reserve or at the Auctioneer’s discretion. 

(b) The highest bidder shall be the buyer except in the case of a 

dispute. If during the auction the Auctioneer considers that a 

dispute has arisen, he has absolute discretion to settle it or to re- 

offer the lot. The Auctioneer may at his sole discretion determine 

the advance of bidding or refuse a bid. 

(c) Each lot is put up for sale subject to any reserve price placed by 

the vendor. Where there is no reserve price (but not otherwise) the 

seller has the right to bid either personally or by any one person 

(who may be the Auctioneer). 

(d) All conditions, notices, descriptions, statements and other 

matters in the catalogue and elsewhere concerning any lot are 

subject to any statements modifying or affecting the same made by 

the Auctioneer from the rostrum prior to any bid being accepted for 

the lot. 

4 Rescission 
Notwithstanding any other terms of these Conditions, if within 

three years after the sale Glendining’s have received from the buyer 

of any lot notice in writing that in his view the lot is a deliberate 

forgery and within one month after such notification the buyer 

returns the same to Glendining’s in the same condition as at the time 

of sale and by producing evidence, the burden of proof to be upon 

the buyer, satisfies Glendining’s that considered in the light of the 

entry in the catalogue the lot is a deliberate forgery, then the sale of 

the lot will be rescinded and Glendining’s will reimburse the buyer 

for the amount paid for the relevant lot within seven days of the 
vendor refunding to Glendining’s the amount paid to the vendor in 
respect of the lot. In the event of a dispute then the matter shall be 
settled by arbitration, the arbitrator to be nominated by the 
President of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. Both the 
buyer and the vendor agree to be bound by the decision. Payment of 

costs of arbitration shall be determined by the arbitrator. 

5 Default 

Glendining’s disclaim responsibility for default by either the buyer 
or the vendor because they act as agents for the vendor only and 
therefore do not pay out to the vendor until payment is received 

from the buyer. Instructions given by telephone are accepted at the 

sender's risk and must be confirmed in writing forthwith. 

6 Private Treaty 

In the event of a sale by private treaty the buyer agrees to be bound 

by these Conditions and any Special Conditions advised to the buyer 
before the sale. 

7 Instructions 

As Glendining’s are auctioneers, all goods delivered to Glendining’s’ 

premises will be deemed to be delivered for sale by auction unless 

otherwise stated in writing and will be catalogued and sold at 

Glendining’s’ discretion and accepted by Glendining’s subject to all 

the Sale Conditions. By delivering the goods to Glendining’s for 

inclusion in their auction sales each vendor acknowledges that he 

has accepted and agreed to be bound by all these Conditions. 

8 Loss or Damage 

Glendining’s disclaim all responsibility for loss or damage to goods 

or for unauthorised removal of goods unless caused by the direct 

negligence of their employees when Glendining’s maximum liability 

shall be limited to the purchase price paid by the buyer for those 

goods. 

9 Storage 

Glendining’s reserve the right to store or arrange for the storage 

(either on their own premises or elsewhere at their sole discretion) 

of goods delivered to them for sale and/or sold by them. The vendor 

or buyer as appropriate shall be liable for all and any charges payable 

for storage, transport and insurance of such goods. 

10 Right To Sell 

Buyers will incur charges for storage in respect of goods left on 

Glendining’s premises or in the custody of Glendining’s or their 

appointed storage contractor. If the buyer has been requested to 

remove such goods but the goods are not removed within seven days 

of such request, Glendining’s reserves the right to sell the goods 

without further reference to the buyer to defray such charges 

incurred. The maximum liability which there may be on the part of 
Glendining’s to the buyer in respect of any loss arising from any such 

sale shall be restricted to the price paid by the buyer for the goods. 

11 Reserves 
All goods are put up for sale WITHOUT RESERVE at the Auctioneer’s 

discretion unless written instructions as to reserves are received by 

Glendining’s prior to the commencement of the sale. 

12 Indemnity 

The vendor shall duly indemnify Glendining’s against any claims in 

connection with any goods sold by Glendining’s on the vendor's 

behalf. 

13 Value Added Tax 
A vendor who sends for sale by auction or private treaty any item 

which is an asset of his business must disclose to Glendining’s and 

the Auctioneer whether or not he is a registered person for Value 

Added Tax purposes in the UK or any other EU country and if so, 

declare his registered number and whether or not he intends to 

operate the special scheme for second hand goods. This information 

must be supplied to Glendining’s on, or prior to, the items being 

consigned to Glendining's. 

14 Vendor Authorisation 
The vendor authorises Glendining’s to deduct commission and 

expenses at the stated rates from the hammer price and 

acknowledges Glendining’s’ right to retain any premium payable by 

the buyer to Glendining’s. 

1-7/98 



15 Rights to Photographs And Illustrations 

The vendor gives Glendining’s full and absolute right to photograph 

and illustrate any lot placed in their hands for sale and to use such 

photographs and illustrations and any photographs provided by the 

vendor at any time at its absolute discretion (whether or not in 

connection with the auction). The buyer gives Glendining’s absolute 

right to use at any time any photographs and illustrations of lots sold 

at auction or privately at its absolute discretion (whether or not in 

connection with the auction). 

In addition to the above the attention of all bidders and buyers is 

drawn to the following clauses which principally concern buyers 

and to other notices and information in the catalogues. 

16 Inspection 

Each buyer by making a bid for a lot acknowledges that he has 

satisfied himself fully before bidding by inspection or otherwise as 

to all the sale terms, these Conditions, the physical condition and 

description of the lot including but not restricted to whether the lot 

is damaged or has been repaired or restored. 

17 Property and Risk 

Legal title will not pass to the buyer until the lot(s) has been paid for 

in full, but each lot is at the sole risk of the buyer from the fall of the 

hammer. Each buyer shall forthwith give his full names and 

permanent address and if called upon to do so by the Auctioneer 

shall forthwith pay to Glendining’s such proportion of the purchase 

price as Glendining’s or the Auctioneer may require. If the buyer 

fails to do so, the lot may at the Auctioneer’s sole discretion be put 

up again and re-sold. 

18 Bidders Status 
Every bidder shall be deemed to act as principal unless there is in 

force prior to the sale a written acknowledgement by Glendining’s 

that he acts as agent on behalf of a named principal. 

19 Removal of Goods 
(a) No purchase shall be claimed or removed until it has been paid 

for in full and the sale has been concluded. All purchases shall be 

paid for and removed at the buyer’s risk and expense by close of 

business on the second working day after the sale, failing which 

Glendining’s shall not be responsible if the same are lost, stolen, 

damaged or destroyed, and all lots not so removed shall remain at 

the risk of the buyer and subject to a minimum warehousing charge 

of £2 per lot per day (plus VAT at the appropriate rate). 

(b) If the buyer fails to pay in full for any of his purchases by close of 

business on the second working day after the day of the sale then 

the buyer shall be in default and Glendining’s shall at its absolute 

discretion be entitled to:- 

i) Charge to the buyer interest on any purchase price (as defined in 

clause 20) that remains unpaid at a rate which is ten percentage 

points per annum above the base rate of National Westminster Bank 

ple as at the date such interest is charged. 

ii) Exercise a lien over any lots purchased by the buyer and over any 

other property of the buyer in the possession custody or control of 

Glendining’s for any purpose at that time (or which subsequently 

comes into Glendining’s’ possession) until such time as Glendining’s 

have received settlement in full of all amounts due from the buyer. 

ili) Resell without notice to the buyer any lot for which payment has 

not been received in full by Glendining’s. The maximum liability 

which there may be on the part of Glendining’s to the buyer in 

respect of any loss arising on any such re-sale shall be restricted to 

the price paid by the buyer for that lot. 

(c) If the buyer fails to comply with any of these Conditions, 

Glendining’s reserves the right to refuse to accept any bids made by 

or on behalf of the defaulting buyer at any future sales or to require 

the client to deposit in respect of any potential purchase such an 

amount in cash as Glendining’s in its absolute discretion deems 

appropriate before any bids are accepted from that client in any 

subsequent sale. 

(d) If the buyer fails to comply with any of these Conditions the 

amount recoverable by the seller, Glendining’s or the Auctioneer 

from that buyer shall include any loss arising on any re-sale of the lot 

together with the charges and expenses in respect of both sales and 

interest on all outstanding sums at a rate which is ten percentage 

points per annum above the basic rate of National Westminster Bank 

ple as at the date such interest is charged. Any money deposited in 

part payment shall be held by Glendining’s on account of any 

liability of that buyer to Glendining’s or to the seller. 

(e) Glendining’s are unable to accept payment from buyers other 

than in cash, by certain debit or credit cards (as stated below in 

clause 21), by the buyer’s own cheque drawn on an account at a UK 

clearing bank or by direct transfer of cleared funds into 

Glendining’s’ nominated bank account. Cheques drawn by third 

parties, whether in Glendining’s’ favour or requiring endorsement, 

cannot be accepted. In all cases the net amount credited to 

Glendining’s’ bank account after deduction of all bank charges etc. 

must settle in full all amounts outstanding from the buyer in respect 

of his purchases. 

(f) Arrangements are made with storage contractors for storage and 

collection of furniture, some associated items and pictures. Please 

see details of the conditions for such storage and collection which 

are shown separately in the catalogues for those sales to which 

these arrangements apply. 

20 Purchase Price 
The purchaser of any lot shall pay the hammer price plus a premium 

(together with VAT on the premium at the appropriate rate and on 

the hammer price at the appropriate rate if applicable on that lot). 

Except for specialised sales of wine, the premium shall be calculated 

at 15% on the first £30,000 of the hammer price of each lot plus 10% 

of that hammer price in excess of £30,000. For specialised sales of 

wine, the premium shall be 10% of the hammer price. The premium 

at the appropriate rate is payable by all purchasers. The amount 

invoiced in respect of the premium will be inclusive of VAT but this 

VAT will not normally be recoverable by the buyer. If the buyer 

requests Glendining’s to re-issue an invoice in respect of a purchase 

made by him or if a refund of VAT in respect of the amount payable 

for a lot purchased is made to the buyer by Glendining’s then a 

minimum administration charge of £20 per lot will be payable by 

the buyer to Glendining’s. No refunds of VAT will be made where 

the total amount of VAT refundable is less than £50 and unless 

Glendining’s are entirely satisfied that the claimant is entitled to 

receive the requested refund of VAT. The administration charge in 

respect of any refund of VAT will be deducted by Glendining’s from 

the amount refundable to the buyer. 

21 Payment by Debit Card and Credit Card 

Glendining’s are able to accept payment by Visa, Switch or Delta 

debit cards and by Mastercard or Visa credit cards in settlement of 

clients’ accounts. No charge will be made in respect of payments 

made by Visa, Switch or Delta debit cards. However, a surcharge 

equal to 1.76% (inclusive of VAT at the appropriate rate) of the 

amount payable will be levied in respect of payments by Mastercard 

or Visa credit cards. Glendining’s regrets that it is not able to accept 

payment by other credit or charge cards. 

22 Third Party Liability 

Every person on Glendining’s premises at any time shall be deemed 

to be there at his own risk. He shall have no claim against 

Glendining’s, its employees or agents in respect of any accident 

which may occur, or injury, damage or loss howsoever caused, save 

insofar as the injury, damage or loss shall be caused by the direct 

negligence of Glendining’s’ employees. 
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Specialist Departments (based at 101 New Bond Street unless otherwise stated) 

Automobilia at Par, Cornwall 

Tel: (01726) 814047 

Arms and Armour 

Tel: (0171) 629 6602, ext 410 

Art Nouveau 

Tel: (0171) 468 8233 

Bonds and Banknotes 

Tel: (0171) 468 8345 

Books, Atlases, Manuscripts 

and Photographs 

Tel: (0171) 468 8357 

Fax: (0171) 465 0224 

Clocks, Watches, Scientific 

and Nautical Instruments 

Tel: (0171) 468 8364 

Coins 

Tel: (0171) 493 2445 

Fax: (0171) 491 9181 

Collectors Items at Knowle 

(inc. Dolls, Toys and 

Mechanical Music) 

Tel: (01564) 776151 

Doulton Wares 

Tel: (0171) 468 8233 

European Glass and Ceramics 

Tel: (0171) 468 8243 

European Works of Art 

and Metalware 

Tel: (0171) 468 8322 

UK Salerooms 

Furniture 

Tel: (0171) 468 8321 

Golf at Chester 

Tel: (01244) 313936 

Jewellery 

Tel: (0171) 468 8245 

Fax: (0171) 465 0222 

Medals 

Tel: (0171) 468 8256 

Fax: (0171) 491 9181 

Ministry of Defence Sales 

Tel: (0171) 468 8312 

Musical Instruments 

Tel/Fax: (0171) 465 0223 

Oriental Carpets & Rugs 

Tel: (0171) 468 8260 

Oriental Ceramics & 

Works of Art 

Tel: (0171) 468 8237 

Pianos and Keyboards 

at Bayswater, London 

Tel: (0171) 229 9090 

Pictures - 

Early British & Victorian 

Paintings 

Tel: (0171) 468 8201 

London 

101 New Bond Street, 

London WILY OAS 

Tel: (0171) 629 6602 

Fax: (0171) 629 8876 

Glendining & Co 

(Coins & Medals) 

101 New Bond Street, 

London WLY 9LG 

Tel: (0171) 493 2445 

Fax: (0171) 491 9181 

Bayswater, London 

10 Salem Road, 

Bayswater, London W2 4DL 

Tel: (0171) 229 9090 

Fax: (0171) 792 9201 

Bath 

1 Old King Street, 

Bath BAI 2JT 

Tel: (01225) 310609 

Fax: (01225) 446675 

Cardiff 

9-10 Westgate Street, 

Cardiff, Glamorgan CF1 IDA 
Tel: (01222) 396453 

Fax: (01222) 222625 

Chester 

New House, 

150 Christleton Road, 

Chester, Cheshire CH3 5TD 

Tel: (01244) 313936 

Fax: (01244) 340028 

Chichester 

Baffins Hall, 

Baffins Lane, Chichester, 

West Sussex POI9 1UA 

Tel: (01243) 787548 

Fax: (01243) 538110 

Cornwall (Par) 

Cornubia Hall, 

Eastcliffe Road, 

Par, Cornwall PL24 2AQ 

Tel: (01726) 814047 

Fax: (01726) 817979 

Edinburgh 

65 George Street, 

Edinburgh, Scotland EH2 2JL 

Tel: (0131) 225 2266 

Fax: (0131) 220 2547 

Exeter 

Alphin Brook Road, 

Alphington, 

Exeter, Devon EX2 8TH 

Tel: (01392) 439025 

Fax: (01392) 410361 

19th/20th Century 

European Paintings 

Tel: (0171) 468 8366 

Old Master Paintings 

Tel: (0171) 368 8325 

Old Master Drawings 

& Picture Frames 

Tel: (0171) 468 8339 

Prints 

Tel: (0171) 468 8212 

Modern British & 

Irish Pictures 

Tel: (0171) 468 8263 

Watercolours, Drawings 

& Miniatures 

Tel: (0171) 468 8213 

Postage Stamps and Covers 

Tel: (0171) 468 8345 

Direct fax: (0171) 409 3466 

Postcards & Cigarette Cards 

Tel: (0171) 468 8336 

Silver 

Tel: (0171) 468 8218 

Sporting Memorabilia at Cardiff 

(ine. Cricket, Rugby and Football) 

Tel: (01446) 740646 

Rivercraft, Model Boats 

& Ephemera 

Tel: (0171) 629 6602, ext 276 

Textiles, Costume, Lace & Fans 

Tel: (0171) 468 8231 

Tribal Art & Antiquities 

Tel: (0171) 468 8341 

20th Century Art and Design 

at Bayswater 

Tel: (0171) 229 9090 

Wine at Bath 

Tel/fax: (01373) 830070 

Writing Equipment 

Tel: (0171) 468 8345 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

DEPARTMENTS 

Client Accounting & 

Financial Services Manager 

Tel: (0171) 468 8331 

Photographic Library 

Tel: (0171) 468 8343 

Press and Public Relations 

Tel: (0171) 495 0227 

Fax: (0171) 409 7133 

Reserves & Commission Bids 

Tel: (0171) 468 8257 

Fax: (0171) 491 1609 

Valuations, Inspections & Probate 

Tel: (0171) 629 6602 

Fax: (0171) 495 5254 

Glasgow 

207 Bath Street, 

Glasgow, Scotland G2 4HD 

Tel: (0141) 221 8377 

Fax: (0141) 226 4441 

Guildford 

Millmead, Guildford, 

Surrey GU2 5BE 

Tel: (01483) 504030 

Fax: (01483) 450205 

Ipswich 

32 Boss Hall Road, 

Ipswich, Suffolk IP] 5DJ 

Tel: (01473) 740494 

Fax: (01473) 741091 

Knowle 

The Old House, 

Station Road, Knowle, 

Solihull, West Midlands B93 OHT 

Tel: (01564) 776151 

Fax: (01564) 778069 

Leeds 

17a East Parade, 

Leeds, West Yorkshire LS] 2BH 

Tel: (0113) 2448011 

Fax: (0113) 2429875 

Oxford 

39 Park End Street, 

Oxford, Oxfordshire OX! 1JD 

Tel: (01865) 723524 

Fax: (01865) 791064 

Retford 

20 The Square, Retford, 
Nottinghamshire DN22 6XE 

Tel: (01777) 708633 
Fax: (01777) 706724 

Ringwood 

54 Southampton Road, 
Ringwood, Hampshire BH24 1JD 

Tel: (01425) 473333 
Fax: (01425) 470989 

Sevenoaks 

49 London Road, 

Sevenoaks, Kent TN1I3 IAR 

Tel: (01732) 740310 

Fax: (01732) 741842 

Winchester 

The Red House, 

Hyde Street, Winchester, 

Hampshire SO23 7DX 

Tel: (01962) 862515 

Fax: (01962) 865166 
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Offices 

Barnstaple 

10 Taw Vale, Barnstaple, 
North Devon EX32 8NJ 
Tel: (01271) 374487 
Fax: (01271) 324269 

Cambridge 

The Golden Rose, 

17 Emmanuel Road, 

Cambridge, Cambs CB1 1JW 

Tel: (01223) 366523 

Fax: (01223) 300208 

Canterbury 

27 Watling Street, 
Canterbury, Kent CT] 2UD 

Tel/Fax: (01227) 451175 

Carlisle 

48 Cecil Street, 

Carlisle, Cumbria CAl INT 

Tel: (01228) 542422 

Fax: (01228) 590106 

Carmarthen 

Napier House, Spilman Street, 
Carmarthen SA31 1JY 

Tel: (01267) 238231 

Fax: (01222) 222625 

Cirencester 

Hayes House, 

6-8 Dyer Street, Cirencester, 
Gloucestershire GL7 2PF 

Tel: (01285) 647880 

Fax: (01285) 647888 

Gateshead 

St. Mary’s, Oakwellgate, 

Gateshead, 

Tyne and Wear NE8 2AX 
Tel: (0191) 477 6688 
Fax: (0191) 478 7754 

Harrogate 

| Princes Square, Harrogate, 
North Yorkshire HG] 1ND 
Tel: (01423) 500566 
Fax: (01423) 531737 

Manchester 

Eaton Place, 114 Washway Rd. 

Sale, Manchester M33 7RF 

Tel: (0161) 962 9237 

Fax: (0161) 976 5307 

Market Harborough 

34 High Street, 
Market Harborough, 

Leicestershire LE16 7NL 

Tel: (01858) 438900 
Fax: (01858) 438909 

Norwich 

Whitefriars House, 

52 Fishergate, Norwich, 
Norfolk NR3 1SE 

Tel: (01603) 616426 

Fax: (01603) 767881 

Sheffield 
9 Paradise Square, 
Sheffield, South Yorks S1 2DE 

Tel: (0114) 2728728 

Fax: (0114) 2750580 
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Sherborne 

Long Street Salerooms, 

Sherborne, 

Dorset DT9 3BS 

Tel: (01935) 815271 

Fax: (01935) 816416 

Southport 

33 Botanic Road, 

Churchtown, 
Southport, Merseyside PR9 7NE 
Tel: (01704) 507875 
Fax: (01704) 507877 

Representatives 

Bournemouth 

Matthew Lacey 

Tel: (01202) 769352 

Fax: (01202) 751722 

Channel Islands 

Patricia Hunter 

Tel/Fax: (01534) 630030 

Cornwall 
Lady Rosamund Woodard 

Tel: (01208) 873245 

Devon 

Fiona Maynard 
Tel: (01647) 277533 

Hampshire 
Susie Grandfield 

Tel: (01730) 263247 

Ireland 

Christine Ryall 
Tel: (00) 353 507 24130 
Fax: (00) 353 507 24280 

Isle of Man 

Antony Bennett 

Tel: (01244) 313936 

Isle of Wight 

Margaret Hampton 

Tel: (01983) 531292 

Lincolnshire 

Amanda Dixon 

Tel: (01476) 585256 

Mid-Wales and Herefordshire 

Sarah Baird-Murray 
Tel/Fax: (01597) 824780 

Northern Ireland 

Bridget Cramsie 
Tel: (012656) 65808 

West Highlands of Scotland 

Catriona Leslie 

Tel: (01478) 613353 

Wiltshire 

Michael Parker 

Tel: (01373) 832605 

Europe 

BELGIUM 
4 Brussels 

Arthes SA, 

1, Dreve Aleyde de Brabant, 

1150 Brussels, Belgium 

Tel: (00) 32 2 771 98 52 
Fax: (00) 32 2 763 22 25 

GERMANY 

@ Bonn 

Isabell Fassbender 

Tel: (00) 49 228 215 891 

Fax: (00) 49 228 215 835 

4 Munich 
12a Maximiliansplatz, 
80333 Munich, Germany 

Tel: (00) 49 89 291 3428 
Fax: (00) 49 89 291 3594 

NETHERLANDS 
@ The Hague 

Agnes Philipse 
Tel: (00) 31 70 360 8586 
Fax: (00) 31 70 365 8000 

PORTUGAL 
@ Lisbon 

Irene de Magalhaes 
Tel: (00) 351 1 468 4249 

SPAIN 

4 Madrid 

Alvargonzalez SA, 
Paseo de Recoletos 27, 

28004 Madrid, Spain 

Tel: (00) 34 91 319 5912 

Fax: (00) 34 91 310 4763 

@ Marbella 

Lloyd Rowcroft 
Tel: (00) 34 95 278 6083 

SWEDEN 

¢@ Gothenburg 
Kerstin Backman 

Tel: (00) 46 31 13 1155 

Fax: (00) 46 31 13 1307 

@ Stockholm 

Jorgen Lindkvist 
Tel: (00) 46 8 66 02 350 
Fax: (00) 46 8 66 05 819 

SWITZERLAND 

QO Geneya 

Phillips Son & Neale Ltd, 
9 rue Ami-Lévrier, 

CH-1201 Geneva, Switzerland 

Tel: (00) 41 22 738 07 07 

Fax: (00) 41 22 731 66 44 

4 Zurich 

Phillips Son & Neale Ltd, 
Niederlassung Zurich, 
Kreuzstrasse 54, 

8008 Zurich, Switzerland 

Tel: (00) 41 1 252 24 00 

Fax: (00) 41 1 252 02 41 

Australia 
& New Zealand 

J) Sydney, New South Wales 

162 Queen Street, Woollahra, 

Sydney, NSW 2025, Australia 

Tel: (00) 612 9326 1588 

Fax: (00) 612 9326 1305 

li 
ismatic Society 

WU 
1 Melbourne, Victoria 

Level 1, 1111 High Street, 

Armadale 3143, 

Victoria, Australia 

Tel: (00) 613 9823 1949 

Fax: (00) 613 9824 8749 

1 Perth, Western Australia 

PO Box 2, 
Darlington 6070, WA, Australia 
Tel: (00) 618 9299 7251 

Fax: (00) 618 9299 7565 

@ Feilding, New Zealand 

Norman Jolley 

Tel/Fax: (00) 644 2 989 371 

Japan 
4 Tokyo 

Chiyoda House, 2-17-8 Nagatacho, 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100 
Tel: (00) 81 3 3500 3753 
Fax: (00) 81 3 3581 5970 

South Africa 

@ Cape Town 
Georgina Lawrence 

Tel: (00) 27 21 852 5585 
Fax: (00) 27 21 852 1976 

4 Johannesburg 

Jacoby Art Holdings, 

PO Box 52057, Saxonwold 2132, 

Johannesburg, South Africa 
Tel/Fax: (00) 27.11 442 8014 

USA & Canada 

> New York 

Phillips. Son and Neale Ltd, 
406 East 79th Street. 

New York, NY 10021, USA 

Tel: (00) 1 212 570 4830 

Fax: (00) 1 212 570 2207 

@ Houston 

Amy J Lawch GG 

Tel: (00) 1 713 965 0660 
Fax: (00) 1 713 965 0022 

4 Santa Fe 

Leslie Trilling 
Tel: (00) 1 505 984 8399 
Fax: (00) 1 S05 344 2513 

) St. Louis 

Phillips/Selkirk, 

7447 Forsyth Boulevard, 
St. Louis, MO 63105, USA 

Tel: (00) 1 314 726 5515 
Fax: (00) 1 314 726 9908 

4 Toronto 

Phillips Ward-Price Jacoby Ltd, 

16 Ozark Crescent, Toronto, 

Ontario, Canada, M4K IT5 

Tel: (00) 1 416 462 9004 

Fax: (00) 1 416 462 9542 

UK dialling codes for overseas branches are provided. 
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